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Abstract
La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos: Redefining Tradition
in the New Mexican Art Market. May 2019. This master’s thesis
explores the 1978 founding, existence, dissolve, and the legacy of the
Santa Fe, New Mexican artist exhibition group, La Cofradía de Artes y
Artesanos Hispánico (La Cofradía). La Cofradía was formed by six
Santa Fe Hispano artists in reaction to creative limitations first imposed
on Hispano artists in 1926, when the annual Spanish Market was
formed. The Spanish Market was the sole arts sales venue available to
Hispano artists in the exclusionary Santa Fe gallery and museum
market. The Spanish Market aimed to preserve traditional Catholic,
Penitente religious art objects and their craft from extinction and
enforced that artists fashion replicas of examples created during the era
of pre-twentieth century New Mexico. However, Anglo patrons exceeded
their stated preservation aim by inculcating creative restrictions that
aligned with Anglo consumer aesthetics.
During the 1970s, as the Chicano civil rights and artist movement was in
full force, the message of cultural appropriation and self-determination
inspired the six Hispano artists to leave the Spanish Market and form La
2

Cofradía. In the process of reporting the story of La Cofradía, this thesis
examines related topics, such as the arrival of Spanish conquistadors to
New Mexico, Spanish Colonial life in New Mexican settlements, Catholic
Penitente origins, New Mexican santero art, the Chicano civil rights and
Chicano art movement and contemporary Hispano art. Also included are
significant interviews and first-hand accounts from La Cofradia artists
and members Luis Tapia, Star Tapia, Frederico Vigil, Vicente Martinez,
Wilbert Miera, Pola Lopez, Juanita Jaramillo, Charles Carrillo Ph. D.,
David Escudero, as well as recollections of Edward Gonzales and, from
the Armory of the Arts, Suzanne Jamison.
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In memory of the late Vicente M. Martinez.
I dedicated this thesis to La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispanicos; the brave and
steadfast founders, devoted artists, and supportive individuals and organizations who
worked tirelessly to resist prejudice, exclusion, and the way that it has always been.
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Introduction: Six Hispano Santa Fe artists formed the group La Cofradía de Artes y
Artesanos Hispanicos (The Brotherhood of Hispanic Arts and Artisans) in 1978 in order
to self-determine art developed by Spanish New Mexicans (Hispanos) from art
produced under restrictive creative rules and categories set by founders of the Spanish
Market decades earlier. Known as La Cofradía, the group lasted until 1983 and was
formed by Luis Tapia (b.1950), painter Frederico Vigil (b.1946), inlay straw artist Star
Tapia (b. 1951), tin artisan Maria Luisa Delgado Roybal (b.1949), wrought iron artisan
Rolando de Leon (d.1989), and sculptor and sage, José Rafael Lovato (d. 1993).
I argue that, inspired by Chicano activism, La Cofradía re-defined Hispano art to
encompass traditional and non-traditional work, and exposed the art in unconventional
venues, as a means to challenge the European American controlled Spanish Market
and exclusionary mainstream art institutions to exhibit the newly defined art. The group
also exposed Hispano art and artists to new audiences.1 This thesis is the first scholarly
text to present and explore the ideology, lifespan, and legacy of La Cofradía de Artes y
Artesanos Hispánicos and situate the group within the Chicano art movement.
The Hispano People: from Spain to Mexico to New Mexico: This thesis distinguishes
between the words "Hispano" and "Hispanic". Hispanic describes people whose culture
is Spanish, as their ancestors originated from countries once ruled by Spain, but who
may or may not be of European Spanish lineage.2 The word Hispano (Spaniard) is
particular to New Mexico and southern Colorado.3 It originates with the conquistador
1.
Wilbert Miera and Luis Tapia, separate discussions with author, New Mexico, 2013. Frederico
Vigil, phone discussion with the author, 2014.
2.
Charles M. Carrillo, “The tale of Hispanic pottery in eighteenth-and nineteenth-century New
Mexico,” in Converging Streams: Art of the Hispanic and Native American Southwest, edited by William
Wroth and Robin Farwell Gavin, (Santa Fe: Museum of Spanish Colonial Art, 2010), 128.
3.
Ray John de Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico: Hermanos de la Luz=Brothers of the
Light, (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 2006), 69.
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(conqueror) Juan de Oñate and his expedition that travelled north from New Spain
(Mexico) to the upper Rio Grande area of Nuevo Mexico (New Mexico) in 1598.4 It also
includes their descendants and subsequent settlers in the area. The term excludes
Mexicans arriving after the Mexican-American War (1846-1848).5 Oñate’s expedition
consisted of 129 soldiers, 470 lay people, 8 priests and 2 lay brothers.6 Records list: 1.
Spaniards (españoles) and their offspring born in New Spain (Criollos), such as Juan de
Oñate, his soldiers and their families.7 2. Europeans, an Italian, a Belgian, a Greek as
well as Portuguese men, and Crypto-Jews fleeing the Mexican Inquisition who practiced
Christianity publically and Judaism privately.8 3. Mixed race and African descendants:
Indigenous Mexican men and women (unmarried), mestizos (mixed Spanish and
Mexican natives), Spanish West Indians, Africans, and mulattos (mixed Europeans and
Africans).9 Future settlers included the offspring of Native Pueblo with Españoles, and
Genízaros; Native-American war captives, taken from their tribes and hispanicized10

4.
New Mexico will be called Nuevo Mexico until the U.S. annexation, 1848, is referenced.
5.
Matt S. Meier, Margo Gutierrez, The Mexican American Experience, (Westport: Greenwood
Press, 2003), 181; Richard L. Nostrand, The Hispano Homeland, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1992,) xiv.
6.
Larry Frank, A Land So Remote, Volume. 1, Religious Art of New Mexico, 1780-1907, (Santa
Fe: Red Crane Books, 2001,) 1; Warren A. Beck, New Mexico, A History of Four Centuries, (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1969), 53. Beck provides the total number of clergy people.
7.
Carroll L. Riley, The Kachina and the Cross: Indians and Spaniards in the Early Southwest,
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press,1999), 40, 44. Criollos are people born in Latin America of pure or
near pure Spanish ancestry.
8.
John L. Kessell, Pueblos, Spaniards, and the Kingdom of New Mexico, (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2008), 30.
9.
Ibid.
10. Robin Farwell Gavin, “Creating a New Mexico Style” in Converging Streams: Art of the Hispanic
and Native American Southwest, edited by William Wroth and Robin Farwell Gavin, (Santa Fe: Museum of
Spanish Colonial Art, 2010.), 39; Estevan Rael-Gálvez, “Coyote Convergence, “Introduction Through
Interrogation” in Converging Streams,17. Marriage and sexual abuse yielded various racial combinations.
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Genízaros were indentured servants or slaves residing in communities that encircled
and buffered Spanish settlements from warring Plains tribes.11 Then and presently,
culture more than biology unified New Mexicans as Hispanos.12
“Hispano” and its uses: Starting with Oñate, a caste system developed where families
of pure Spanish ancestry and Criollos who held prestigious titles such as government
officials, royal military soldiers, clergymen, encomenderos (grant holders of Native work
forces), ranchers, and businessmen, were favored over poorer, mixed race or Native
people.13 By the mid-nineteenth century, these favored elite families used the term
Hispano to disassociate New Mexicans from poor Mexican refugees of the Mexican and
U.S. War (1848), and to quash a concept held by U.S. easterners of New Mexico being
a backward, Spanish speaking territory.14 Furthermore, before 1912, to assist in winning
the vote for statehood, a myth was formulated by elite New Mexicans and wealthy Anglo
business associates that Hispanos were exclusively of Iberian (European) blood. This
idea was promulgated through Spanish themed arts and crafts, festivals, and
architecture.15

11. Farwell Gavin, “Creating a New Mexico Style” Converging Streams, 39.
12. Charles M. Carrillo, “The Tale of Hispanic pottery in eighteenth-and nineteenth century New
Mexico,” Converging Streams,128, 129. Referencing non-Iberian Hispanos, they adopted Spanish
customs, language, and religion. Despite ethnicity, aspects of the isolated Nuevo Mexicano environment
was reflected in all Hispano people particularly in the art; Carrillo discussed topic with Everett.
13. Riley, The Kachina and the Cross, 127-128. Along with Spaniards, settlement documents show
colonists of French and Flemish ancestry. Following affluent white New Mexicans in the caste were nonelite Spaniards and “Spanish freeholders,” black people with Spanish names (perhaps West Indian creoles,
th
of which some were power holders in the late 17 century), mestizos, and a variety of dark mixed people,
Natives, blacks and Europeans. Pueblo Indians and slaves. Genízaros were lowest; Robert W. Buechley,
“Characteristic Name Sets of Spanish Populations,” Names, table 3, (1967) 15. Surnames of the prominent
Hispano families includes Tapia, Vigil, and Gallegos.
14. Todd Mitchell Myers, “A “Fantasy Heritage?”: A Review of the Changing Literature on Hispano
Identity in New Mexico,” Journal of the Southwest, Vol. 51, No 3 (Autumn 2009), 404-421,401-405.
15. Charles Montgomery, “Mission Architecture of Colonial Civility, 1904-1920,” The Trap of Race
and Memory: the language of Spanish civility in the upper Rio Grande, American Quarterly, Vol. 52,
Number 3, September 2000, (479-481) 478-513, John Hopkins University Press, downloaded from Project
Muse.
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Settlement location: the upper river: The Oñate expedition infiltrated lands occupied
for over 1500 years by Pueblo nations such as the Acoma, Tiguey, Piro, Tiwa, Zia, and
the Tewa.16 The Spanish also encountered roving Ute, Apache, and Navajo peoples and
staved off raids from Comanches who attacked newcomers and Natives alike.17 Oñate’s
expedition settled in the Tewa-speaking area named Ohkay Owingeh (The Place of the
Strong People), a vast, arid, sparsely populated land of rocky terrain that was the sight
of precious metals encountered by a previous expedition.18 Ohkay Owingeh is situated
twenty-five miles north of Santa Fe, within the area known as the upper river (rio arriba),
where the Rio Grande (Big River), which divides New Mexico east and west, merges
with the Chama River.19 The upper river region occupies the northernmost portion of the
Rio Grande.20 Its borders are: in the north, the San Luis Valley in southern Colorado;21
in the south, Bajada Hill, fifteen miles south of Santa Fe;22 in the east, the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains, and in the west, the San Juan and Jémez mountains ranges.23
(Figure 1) The Spanish renamed Ohkay Owingeh San Juan de Los Caballeros and
instituted Catholicism and Spanish language and culture.24 Despite daily contact, the
Spanish adopted little of Native culture.25

16. Riley, The Kachina and the Cross, 46-51; John L. Kessell, Pueblos, Spaniards, and the
Kingdom of New Mexico, 3, 31-32. The Tewa helped the Spanish dig an irrigation ditch to prepare for
planting.
17. Kessell, Pueblos, Spaniards, and the Kingdom of New Mexico, 3, 31-32.
18. Ibid., 31, Captain Gaspar Pérez de Vallagrá chronicled: Oñate settled at Ohkay Owingeh to
pursue wealth from precious metals seen during the Francisco Vásquez Coronado expedition (1540-1542).
"many jars were found full of...shiny metal ...”
19. Helen R. Lucero and Suzanne Baizerman, Chimayó Weaving, The Transformation of a
Tradition, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999), 3.
20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
23. Ibid.
24. Kessell, Pueblos, Spaniards, Kingdom of New Mexico, 28-31. The original name was restored.
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Upper river art: supplies and iconography: By order of the Royal Catholic Church,
cargo was sent from New Spain to the upper river mission settlements via carretas
(carts) that contained building and medical supplies, tools, livestock, and luxuries such
as chocolate, books, oil paints in tubes, brushes, and picture frames.26 Seventeenth-and
eighteenth-century church records show transports of ecclesiastical objects that include
altar screens, illustrated bibles, prayer cards, missals, engravings, and broadsheets.27
Among the ecclesiastical objects that influenced upper river art were objects
showing thirteenth-century Christian iconography consisting of crosses, rosettes,
frescos and paintings of canonized saints.28 Death and suffering was emphasized in
iconography during the fourteenth-century due to an earthquake in Italy and the bubonic
plague.29 In the iconography, death was symbolized by scythes, archery, skeletons,
skulls, hatchets, and of Christ suffering.30 Late sixteenth-century Spanish sculptor Juan
Martínez Montañés created crucifixes with Christ in agony, eyes and mouth ajar, to elicit
compassion from viewers.31 A Montañés follower, Juan De Mesa, was known in Spain
for his life-size depictions of Christ with “jointed” limbs and had work commissioned by
25. William Wroth, "Introduction: Hispanic Southwestern Craft Traditions in the 20th Century,"
Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, (Colorado Springs: The Taylor Museum Fine Arts Center, 1977,) 1, 2.
26. Beck, New Mexico, A History of Four Centuries, 62, 63, 90,91.
27. Ibid.
28. Farwell Gavin, “Creating a New Mexico Style,” Converging Streams, 40; De Aragon, The
Penitentes of New Mexico: 61-66.
29. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico: 61.
30. Ibid, 65. Crucifixes are images of Christ on the cross.
31. Mary Montaño, Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, Hispano Arts and Culture of New Mexico,
(Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 2001), 30. Glass eyes, ivory teeth and human hair
were used to elicit frighteningly real depictions of the figures. Encarnación (incarnation), was a technique
requiring sanding and varnishing the wood of a figure in order to achieve a flesh-like appearance.
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Penitente brothers (to be discussed) for “Holy Week processions.”32 Montañés also
introduced the open casket, a box frame where the figure is visible from outside.33 Artist
Alonso Cano taught Montañés’ craft, furthering it after De Mesa’s death.34 Montañés
and De Mesa’s art impacted New World artists as it was transported and reproduced in
New Spain and later in Nuevo Mexico.35
Baroque style sculptural wood polychrome images of saints exemplified a Christian
art form developed in Spain that was reproduced in the colonies.36 One example that
survived a journey from Spain is the sculpture, Our Lady of the Assumption, that has
been in Santa Fe since 1625.37 The twenty-one-inch sculpture later survived the Pueblo
Revolt, a massacre aimed at obliterating the Spanish, led by native Ohkay Owingeh
healer Popé.38 The statue was re-named La Conquistadora (The Conqueress) when the
Spanish re-conquered the settlements (1692).39 Two-wheeled carretas used within the
settlements also became part of colonial art iconography.40
The Penitente Brother and Sisterhoods in Europe and in New Spain: Art created by
upper river artists originates from a three-tiered hierarchal system enacted by Saint
Francis of Assisi (1181-1226).41 The top tier, the First Order, consisted of monastic,

32. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 66.
33. Ibid.
34. Ibid. Alonso Cano was a Seville sculptor and painter.
35. Ibid.
36. Farwell Gavin, “Creating a New Mexico Style,” Converging Streams: Art of the Hispanic and
Native American Southwest, 40. Guild artists from New Spain imitated late baroque styled art showing
heavy drapery and foreshortened, naturalistic figures set in landscapes. Also see Mary Montaño,
Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, 30.
37. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 66; Montaño, Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, 55.
38. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 19, 20, 23, 66.
39. Montaño, Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, 55. The sculpture is in El Rosario Chapel, Santa Fe.
and has been bestowed an additional name, Nuestra Señora de La Paz, Our Lady of Peace (1992), to help
reconcile the troubled history between the Catholic Church and Native peoples; Riley, The Kachina and the
Cross, 148; Frank, A Land So Remote, Volume 1, 2.
40. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 71.
41. Ibid., 9, 11.
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mendicant Franciscan friars and Dominican preachers who taught the public the Gospel
and introduced the practice of penance at a time of low spiritual interest. The Second
Order, mid-tier, had Augustinian and Cistercian cloistered nuns and hermetic monks.42
Their seclusion created a need for spiritual teachers; hence, the development of a Third
Order (13th and 14th centuries) consisting of lay people chosen by First Order clergy. In
accordance to the “rules of Saint Francis of Assisi,” the order served the public with
vigor for the Gospel, commitment to penance, and a simple, charitable lifestyle.43
In the thirteenth-century, based on the Third Order, lay confraternities (cofradias),
developed to expand the practices of spiritual zeal and penance.44 Unlike the Third
Order they were not part of the three-tiered Franciscan hierarchy and some, but not all,
received clerical instruction.45 Male and female confraternities were distinctive from the
Third Order. They did charitable acts and performed public ritual processions depicting
the Passion of Christ and facets of the life of the Virgin Mary.46 Participants emulated
First Order friars (and pre-tenth-century “Desert Fathers”), focusing on the suffering of
Christ by practicing later Medieval “discipline of rule;” self-flagellation to remit sins.47 In
New Spain, confraternities thrived with Spanish, native and mixed-race populations.48

42. Wroth, Images of Penance, Images of Mercy: Southwestern Santos in the Late Nineteenth
Century, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 9, 10. Wroth more completely details the three
orders that are discussed in De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 9, 11.
43. Wroth, Images of Penance, 10; De Aragon, Penitentes of New Mexico, 11, 12; By 1280, a rift
between Franciscan priests over maintaining a mendicant lifestyle or owning land and wealth was settled
with the Catholic Church choosing the latter, and many dissenting friars being jailed or burned as heretics.
Surviving friars joined flagellant brotherhoods and did processions with lay males and females.
44. Ibid., 10, 11.
45. Ibid., 11.
46. Wroth, Images of Penance, 11, 16, Female flagellant groups, the Beguines, (France) and the
Apostolici (Italy) existed during the Middle-Ages and continued into the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
in Spain as the Carmelites. Chapter 2, n. 17,174-175; De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 15.
47. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 11, 12. “Desert Fathers” prayed in the desert.
48.
Wroth, Images of Penance, 20, 21. The first Penitente brotherhood was introduced by the
1520s.
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The Penitenete Brother and Sisterhoods in Nuevo Mexico: In 1598, Juan de Oñate,
his family, his soldiers, and their families, all practicing Penitents, introduced Penitent
confraternities, rituals and practices into Nuevo Mexico.49 While friars and Third Order
lay ministers were away from the settlement converting Pueblo groups to Christianity,
confraternity members took over many clerical duties.50 By 1760, friars and Third Order
members were being called to return to New Spain due to rising threat of (Mexico’s)
independence.51 Within the settlements, the Pious Fraternity of Brothers of Father
Jesus the Nazarene (Los Penitentes) and the female Carmelitas confraternities
provided spiritual sacraments and instruction and upheld Hispano customs and religious
rituals of remembrance.52 In Holy Week Passion ritual reenactment processionals a
Penitente brother would drag a huge size cross, as Christ did, while brothers followed
self-flagellating for sanctification, and brothers finally pulled a carreta de muerte (death
cart) with a figure representing death inside.53 In time, the combined circumstances of a
dearth of clergy and political changes in New Mexico (to be discussed in Chapter One)

49. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 17; Riley, The Kachina and the Cross, 40. A short
biography of Juan de Oñate informs that his family were of the wealthy Penitentes groups. Mother, Catalina
de Salazar y de la Cadena, a royal factor, and father, Cristóbal de Oñate, was employment in Spain with
the Royal treasury and in New Spain as a conquistador, involved in brutal behavior towards natives. C.
Oñate was in the silver mining industry of northern New Spain (Mexico), a rancher, and was involved in las
encomiendas: conquering native lands and its inhabitants to work in exchange for protection against
warring groups, and (an unrequested) Catholic religious education. Juan de Oñate (b. 1550 or 1552), as a
pre-adolescent accompanied his father to conquer the Chichimec people in the northern Mexico interiors,
who resisted Spanish dominance (known as the Chichimec Wars). Juan de Oñate married Isabel de Tolosa
Cortés Moctezuma, (1580s) a legitimate maternal great granddaughter of Aztec emperor Moctezuma II and
the paternal granddaughter of Hernán Cortés, making Oñate a member of the wealthiest and most
prestigious families of New Spain.
50. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 68, 69
51. Ibid., 25, 28.
52. 52. Ibid., 29, 30. “Those …primarily responsible for the preservation of the medieval customs
and heritage of Spain in New Mexico were …the Penitentes … [and the auxiliary female counterpart] the
Carmelita.” 41, 49.
53. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 54, 55, 71. In medieval Europe, dead bodies
ravaged by the Black Death plague were set outside of buildings and taken in death carts to their burial
grounds.
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led to a decree from a Mexican bishop in 1851, ordering that, in New Mexico (only), the
Penitente Brotherhood and the lay Third Order would be of equal status.54
Traditional New Mexican art and materials: Particular to New Mexico, traditional
religious art forms called bultos and retablos are referred to as santos (saints).55 A bulto
is a three-dimensional sculptural representation, or statuette, of a saint that is carved
out of local woods such as cottonwood, pine, and cottonwood root.56 A retablo is a slab
of wood with a flat line painted or a carved bas-relief depiction of a saint. 57 Santos are
used in homes, churches, and in processionals, and also serve as conduits of God to
solve particular earthly problems such as healing the sick and providing rain for crops.58
A reredos (plural, reredoses) decorates the back wall of an altar.59 Its design has
sectioned-off spaces, niches, decorated with columns (estípite), and festooned drapes
that are either carved or painted.60 Within each niche is a carved or painted santo.61
Crafts: Hispano artisans made decorative and practical crafts for specific religious and
non-religious purposes. One craft, straw appliqué, represents the Moorish influence on
Spanish art, integrated into the legacy of penitential art. 62 Here, thin strands of gold
colored straw are inlayed, like mosaics, to black painted wooden crosses, boxes, or
frames, and shined with an egg or glue wash.63 The inlays depict Biblical narratives or

54. Wroth, Images of Penance, Images of Mercy, 46, 47, 51. New Mexico was annexed as a
territory.
55. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 61, 69; Frank, A Land So Remote, Volume. 1, 3.
56. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 69.
57. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 69; José E. Espinoza, Saints in the Valleys,
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1960), 52. Line painted as opposed to
58. Frank, A Land So Remote, Volume 1, 19-24.
59. Montaño, Traditional Nuevo Mexicanas, 25, 26.
60. Ibid.
61. Ibid.
62. Rey Móntez, "The Revival of Straw Applique," Spanish New Mexico, Volume Two: Hispanic
Arts in the Twentieth Century, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection (Santa Fe: Museum of New
Mexico Press, 1996), 48, 49, examples, 86; De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 81.
63. Móntez, "The Revival of Straw Applique," Spanish New Mexico, Volume Two, 48.
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are arranged into complex geometric designs.64 Another craft, petaca, used woven
reeds, leather or rawhide to make receptacles.65 Wood workers (esculteros) created
carved doors, wooden furniture and toys.66 In addition, metal work in iron, copper and
tin were used to make tools, niches, chandeliers and frames.67 The textile arts include
embroidery known as colcha, decorative woven products, and blankets created with
churro wool; from churro sheep, unique to New Mexico that were transported from
Spain to Mexico, then northward with Oñate’s expedition.68 Embroidery thread and wool
were colored with organic plant dyes until the mid-1800s, when commercial colors were
introduced.69 Textile artisans used the dyed wool and ancient weaving techniques on
looms to achieve the mosaic patterns of Mexican Saltillo sarapes that became
associated with towns such as Chimayó.70
Traditional methods and materials: The method of making a bulto involved chopping
or uprooting a locally grown tree and allowing it to dry for two years.71 The head, limbs,
torso and base support were each carved separately, first with a hatchet, then, with a
small knife, and finally smoothed with a rough rock.72 Home grown and dried gypsum
prepared into powder was combined with the boiled skin of a rabbit or a cow hoof or

64. Montéz, "The Revival of Straw Applique," 48; De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 81.
65. Dona Pierce, Spanish New Mexico, Volume One, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection,
(Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996), 64, 66.
66. Charles L. Briggs, "To Talk in Different Tongues. “The “Discovery” and “Encouragement," in
Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, (Colorado Springs: The Taylor Museum of the Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center, 1977), 45, 76, 77.
67. F. Christopher Olivera & Dona Pierce, Spanish New Mexico, Volume 1, “Precious Metals”, 8896; “Tinwork,” 104-117, Dona Pierce; “Utilitarian Implements,”125-138.
68. Montaño, Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, 116, 117.
69. Ibid, 113, 117, 126-130.
70. Ibid, 114, 120-126. The textile arts include blankets, rugs, wall hangings, shawls, and clothing;
Teresa Archuleta-Sagel, Textiles, Spanish New Mexico, Volume 1, 158-160.
71. Thomas J. Steele, S.J., Santos and Saints; The Religious Folk Art of Hispanic New Mexico,
(Santa Fe: Ancient City Press 1994), 6.
72. Ibid.
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horn to create a glue to produce gesso (yesso).73 Gesso was used to paint the small
parts of the bulto and the larger parts were wrapped in muslin covered gesso.74 The
parts would be dried, assembled, then painted.75
Chicken feathers or animal hair brushes were used to paint the art with water based
pigments, prepared with earth (red earth, ochre clay), minerals (carbon, hematite and
limonite), plants (berries, logwood and cinnabar), and insects (cochineal from Mexico)
that were self-harvested or transported to the settlements.76
Traditional art iconography in Nuevo Mexico: To reiterate, art and art themes found
in the settlements were modeled on art transported from Spain to New Spain such as
crucifixes, santos, large figures of Christ in agony, retablos and iconic symbols of death.
By 1860, Penitente brothers resuscitated an old icon of death, Doña Sebastiana.77
Traditionally, the figure is represented as a skeletal old woman seated in a carreta de
muerte (death cart).78 In past centuries, santeros used mother-of-pearl or obsidian for
eyes and horsehair for hair.79 Under a black hooded cape, La Doña is often holding
archery, a medieval symbol of death that references Saint Sebastian who was pierced
to death with spears.80 “Her” grotesque image threatens viewers to repent and reminds
of certain mortality, yet Doña Sebastiana celebrates Christ’s descent from the cross and
His rebirth.81

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 69, 71, 72, 76; Wroth, Images of Penance, 49, 50,

78.
79.
80.

De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 65, 71.
Ibid.
Wroth, Images of Penance, Images of Mercy, 148; De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico,

81.

De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 71; Wroth, Images of Penance, 149.

150.

65.
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The Santero, the saint maker: In New Mexico only, a santero was (and still is) a
professional wood worker, sculptor or carpenter (escultor) who creates santos, related
religious wood crafts, and does construction and renovation work on churches and
prayer halls.82 Many santeros have been Penitente brothers and therefore deeply
religious and respected men in their communities.83 As prolific artists, they were hired
by civilians and non-artistic Penitentes to create religious objects to adorn homes,
churches and moradas.84 Most santeros were full-time artists while others also farmed
or herded sheep.85 Originally, friars produced all ecclesiastical arts and crafts.86 As friars
were often far away ministering to Pueblo people, they taught and supervised Penitente
brothers in the creation of art.87 In time, Native Christians were also taught the craft.88
Innovations in traditional art: Early nineteenth century artists, many of whom were
born in Nuevo Mexico, had drawn away from emulating Spanish techniques.89 Bultos
and crucifixes made in Spain and New Spain were carved from one piece of wood,
while bultos created in Nuevo Mexico were made in sections, and crucifixes were made

82. José Antonio Esquibel and Charles M. Carrillo, A Tapestry of Kinship: The Web of Influence
Among Escultores and Carpinteros in the Parish of Santa Fe, 1790-1860, (Los Ranchos de Albuquerque:
LPD Press, 2004), 5. Though the word “santero” is used in the Caribbean Santeria religion, New Mexican
santeros and Santeria are in no way related. When referring to Southwestern art, a santero is a creator of
sacred images based on New Mexican Catholicism and on the crafts developed in the Rio Arriba region.
83. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 69; José Esquibel and Charles Carrillo, A Tapestry
of Kinship, 10; Frank, A Land So Remote, Vol. 1, 27. In these and other sources, the description of a
santero does not specify that santteros were required to be Penitente Brotherhood members.
84. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 68, 69.
85. Frank, A Land So Remote, Vol. 1, 27, 28. Frank specifies that santeros not having time to farm
may have bartered “his wares for [customers’] surplus beans or corn,” or some lived with families and
“exchanged...santos for room and board plus a specific sum of money or goods.” Others likely went “door
to door” collecting orders, while others received large commissions from community leaders.; José
Esquibel and Charles Carrillo, A Tapestry of Kinship, 11, 12, 31, 37. Esquibel and Carrillo point out that in
the 1790 census in Santa Fe 17 men were listed as carpinteros (carpenters) from a “population of 3700
including 500 indians.” However, the 1841 and 1850 Santa Fe censuses respectively list José Anastacio
Casado, and of the prolific José Rafael Aragon, both master santeros and escultores, as farmers.
86. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 68, 69.
87. Ibid.
88. Ibid.
89. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 69, 71.
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with the Christ figure attached to the cross with leather straps.90 Body joints were held
together with small dowels, allowing for bendable knees and articulated fingers.91
Crucifixes showing Christ in agony became eerily realistic due to the materials used;
human hair, teeth, and animal blood, and due to their awe-inspiring expressions.92
Using such materials from living things led to particular beliefs about santos and
santeros.93 One belief was that the source providing the materials used to make a santo
gained importance: in one case, after a dog’s hair was used on a santo, the dog “was
regarded with greatly increased respect by neighbors.” 94 Another emphasized that the
creator of a santo, the santero, had to be holy in order to make the art.95
A new provincial style santo unique to the upper river and its inhabitants would
replace old Baroque styles.96 Local Nuevo Mexicanos would pose as models for
santeros.97 Elements such as the locally abundant chili pepper were incorporated into
motifs of Penitents crafts, as in the designs of retablo artist Antonio Molleno.98 Also, new
commercial materials inspired innovation among santeros. Penitente santero Juan
Miguel Herrera, for example, made a Santo de Entierro (Christ in a coffin) with a springoperated jaw.99 Other innovative Penitente artists were Juan Ramón Velásquez, who
used commercial enamel paints and José Benito Ortega, who made female, “santas”,

90. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 71; José Espinosa, Saints in the Valley,
(Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 1960), 51-54
91. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 71.
92. De Aragon, Ibid., 69, 71, 74.
93. Steele, S.J., Santos and Saints, 4, 7, 11.
94. Steele, S.J., Ibid., 4, 11.
95. Steele, S.J., Santos and Saints, 4, 9, 11; De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 69.
96. De Aragon The Penitentes of New Mexico, 68. Art by santero Pedro Antonio Fresquís was
“[produced] …in a folk-art style.”
97. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 72.
98. De Aragon, Ibid., 74. Painter Antonio Molleno (active 1800-1830), known as the Chili Painter,
incorporated chili motifs in his simply designed retablos that reflected early wallpaper brought to New
Mexico via the Santa Fe Trail.
99. De Aragon, Ibid., 72, 74.
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dressed in nineteenth century attire; pegged boots and long dresses.100 Moreover, raw
tin and copper niches and frames were eventually replaced by ones made of tin cans.101
Resourceful craftspeople used cans littered along the Santa Fe Trail (El Camino Reál)
(1821) upon its opening to North American soldiers and European traders.102
Traditional Hispano Art and European Americans: In the 1920s, many college
educated European American (Anglo) artists and arts patrons (the patrons) emigrated
westward to New Mexico and became fascinated with Hispano traditional art forms.103
The patrons held strongly to philosophies that emphasized preserving hand crafts for
their artistic and cultural values .104 They were acquainted with the European Arts and
Crafts Movement that championed “revaluation of indigenous and folk art” worldwide.105
The patrons also welcomed artist and historian Ananda Coomaraswamy, who initiated
interest in Pueblo artists with lectures on preserving and reviving their art and culture.106

100. De Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 74, 76. “Santas” by José Benito Ortega (18581941).
101. Donna Pierce, “Tinwork,” Spanish New Mexico, Volume, One: The Arts of Spanish New
Mexico, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996),
108. Copper and tin originally imported from Mexico and mined near Albuquerque, in Abiquiú and in Taos
was used for crafts until Spain imposed a monopoly on tin (1780), due to war in Europe and colonial unrest.
Advanced technology in Britain lead to the invention and patent of tin cans (1810), and their use.
102. Donna Pierce, “Tinwork,” Spanish New Mexico, Volume Two, 110-112. Besides the Santa Fe
Trail opening, the U.S. occupation of New Mexico (1846-1848), use of food cans during the Civil War
th
(1861-1865), and the 19 century mechanization of tin plate were factors for the introduction of new and
plentiful metal objects into New Mexican life that affected metal craft production.
103. Labinsky and Hieronymus, Frank Applegate of Santa Fe: Artist and Preservationist,
(Albuquerque: LPD Enterprises, 2001), 5-10. In this thesis, the name Anglo references European American
artists and patrons.
104. Labinsky and Hieronymus, Ibid., 5,6.
105. Ibid., 5,6, 7. Known as the "anti-modern" movement, European-American artists and patrons
held to this philosophy that valued the skill and aesthetics of handmade crafts as opposed to mechanized,
mass-produced objects.
106. Ibid., 5,6. Sri Lankan born Ananda Coomaraswamy, was professionally and socially connected
with patrons in the east and in New Mexico. He exhibited his art and lectured in New Mexico to like-minded
patrons. Coomaraswamy authored The Dance of Shiva that explores his philosophies including how
spirituality is lost in mass-produced items due to the repetitive action to produce a low-quality product. His
philosophy recognized the “beauty and meaning of traditional Indian forms,” and valued their preservation
and continuity. Coomaraswamy’s ideas were the basis for the cultural and economic independence
movement against British colonialism and Western dominance spearheaded by Mohandas Gandhi.
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One such patron was Illinois writer Mary Austin, who became deeply interested in
Hispano and Indigenous peoples for their contributions to American culture (1918).107
Another patron, professor Frank Applegate, moved from New Jersey to Santa Fe (1923)
to explore Pueblo clays and kiln building.108 Austin and Applegate worked tirelessly for
the aesthetic and cultural value of Hispano crafts, but were troubled, as Applegate
expressed, by “the American traders and exploiters [whose] aggressiveness...forced
their machine-made civilization on them [Hispanos].”109 Austin, Applegate and likeminded affluent patrons formed The Society for the Revival of the Spanish Colonial Arts
(SRSCA) (1925), to raise money to buy and conserve “the finest examples of Spanish
Colonial art” and to encourage Hispanos to create work like their ancestors.110
The SRSCA, organized an exhibit and market venue for “native born descendants
of Spanish families” to show, sell work and compete for monetary awards.111 Pueblo
weavers were included in the textile category as they excelled in the woven arts.112 The
patrons discussed aesthetic standards, parameters, and methods for Hispano artists to
follow. Applegate’s liberal viewpoint embraced modernity, but also endorsed a “sink or

107. Marta Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society" in Spanish New Mexico,
Volume Two: Hispanic Arts in the Twentieth Century, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection, (Santa
Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996), 26, 28.
108. Labinsky and Hieronymus, Frank Applegate of Santa Fe, 41-47.
109. Ibid., 173, 215- 216.
110. Ibid., 173, 219.
111. Labinsky and Hieronymus, Frank Applegate of Santa Fe, 219; Journalist unknown, “Spanish
Arts, Crafts Awards are Announced by Committee; Big Exhibit of Work Will Be Held in Ancient City Week of
August Fourth; All Articles Must Be of Spanish Colonial Type,” Santa Fe New Mexican, (June 2, 1926): 2.
"The competition is open only to native born descendants of Spanish colonial families in New Mexico with
the exception of the Gans Prize for weaving which is open to all.”
112. Labinsky and Hieronymus, Frank Applegate of Santa Fe, 219. Austin and Applegate
acknowledged that the art on exhibit was not by pure Spaniards, but by, as Applegate said, “... the mixed
descendants of the Spanish conquistadores.” However, Native Pueblos were weaving cotton threads on
vertical looms by the time of Oñate’s arrival and wove fine cloth that the Spanish demanded as part of a
tribune system. The Spanish influenced Pueblo weavers by introducing horizontal looms and wool, from
particular churro sheep, which changed their entire methods for working and materials.
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swim” attitude towards the art, leaving its success up to its own devices.113 However, the
view of patron and industrialist Cyrus McCormick Jr. prevailed as he demanded tradition
and craft be maintained by artists creating exact replicas of past masters’ art.114 With
fifteen artist entries, the Hispano exhibit premiered during the Las Fiestas Fair (1926).115
Change and Impositions: The SRSCA patrons encouraged competition among the
artists by first jurying the work for entry, then awarding certain works.116 Donations were
financed by New Mexicans interested in "marketable arts and crafts."117 Awards ranging
from $3.00 to $20.00 were presented in different categories to artists whose work
showed "faithfulness to the ancient patterns and materials".118 “All items must be
genuine Spanish colonial. … the kind and style in use in Spanish Colonial Times.”119

113. William Wroth, “The Hispanic Craft Revival in New Mexico,” Revivals! Diverse Traditions: The
History of Twentieth Century American Craft,1920-1945, Janet Kardon, editor, (New York: Harry N.
Abrams, Inc., 1994), 86; Marta Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society," Spanish New
Mexico, Volume Two: Hispanic Arts in the Twentieth Century, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection,
(Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996), 28.
114. Marta Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society," Spanish New Mexico,
Volume Two, 28. “…Cyrus McCormick Jr., insisted that revival work be based directly on earlier prototypes,
dismissing any innovation.” McCormick was an industrialist who invented a reaper for harvesting grains fast
and cheap, and without use of human hands. As an innovator himself, his philosophy for maintaining
traditional art is ironic as it seems that he would have favored innovation.; “Spanish Arts, Crafts Awards are
Announced by Committee; ...” Santa Fe New Mexican, (June 2, 1926): 2, “All articles must be genuine
Spanish Colonial. That is [,] they must be of the kind and style in use in Spanish Colonial times. They must
not be new American materials or designs. In awarding prizes [,] credit will be given for faithfulness to the
ancient patterns and materials.”
115. Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society," Spanish New Mexico, Volume
Two, 28.
116. Charles L. Briggs, “To Talk in Different Tongues: The “Discovery” and “Encouragement” of
Hispano Woodcarvers by Santa Fe Patrons, 1919-1945,” Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, (Colorado
Springs: Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1977), 44, 45. “Competition between artists was instituted with
the express aim of encouraging adherence to the ‘“Colonial spirit”’ and to stimulate innovation.”
117. “Spanish Arts, Crafts Awards are Announced by Committee; ...,” Santa Fe New Mexican, (June
2, 1926): 2. Funds were to be originally received from people outside of Santa Fe. An overwhelming
interest by Santa Feans in particular art objects offered prize money. SRSCA welcomed others interested
in providing donations in reviving traditional Hispano art forms to do so.
118. Ibid.
119. Ibid.
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The emphasis on “genuinely Spanish colonial” styles in art was meant to attract
consumers to the charm of provincial life.120 The college educated patrons embodied
the roles of experts, being sometimes discourteous and often paternalistic in their
instruction to the artists.121 One patron chided a colcha embroiderer for her "lousy color",
claiming that her "shade of pink" would not have appeared in her ancestor's work.122
Frank Applegate criticized artist José Dolores Lopez (1868-1937) saying that the colors
on his wood sculpture were “too gaudy" for the (Anglo) market.123 Applegate’s solution,
to satisfy consumers was for artists to leave their bultos unpainted.124 Ironically, Lopez
applied the mandate, which led to his innovative white confection-like chip-carving
technique that has become his and his family’s trademark for generations.125
Another artist, Celso Gallegos (1864-1943) also adhered to Applegate’s suggestion
by creating unconventional bultos that accentuated the knots and twists of old wood,

120. Ibid. “It is the object of this competition to reawaken an interest in and... appreciation of the
work of the pioneer settlers of the Southwest.”
121. Labinsky and Hieronymus, Frank Applegate of Santa Fe, 220. The patrons aimed to guide
Hispano artists in creating art to suit Anglo consumer tastes. Austin wrote, “After all, who knew the
aesthetic preferences of Anglo-American culture better than Anglo-American artists... Austin and Applegate
also believed ‘“enlightened patrons were indispensable in rekindling the dying embers of ‘native art’... “’Our
unskilled Spanish speaking labor could...become skilled by...proper... teaching’”... “Applegate echoed this
paternalistic sentiment in a letter, in which he noted, “’the natives really have a great deal of pride and it is
more a matter of directing that pride. I... noticed that ...praise [by] Anglos for their things goes a long
way...’”. See page 229 concerning Applegate’s complaints; “[Hispano craft artists] can never understand
why he must not make alterations more to his own mind. Nor will a native craftsman make any two pieces
exactly alike.”
122. William Wroth, "Introduction: Hispanic Southwestern Craft Traditions in the 20th Century," in
Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, (Colorado Springs: Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1977), 5, 45.
123. Briggs, "To Talk in Different Tongues; the "Discovery" and "Encouragement" of Hispano
Woodcarvers by Santa Fe Patrons, 1919-1945", in Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, 46. Applegate’s
suggestion became a rule that santeros who exhibited with them adhered to. Artist José Dolores Lopez
created carvings of animals, furniture, niches among other things. The success of artist Celso Gallegos in
creating religious figures influenced Lopez. However, a stronger influence was Applegate’s direct guidance
to create bultos that were left unpainted.
124. Carmella Padilla, "Revival Period Arts and Artists," in Spanish New Mexico, The Spanish
Colonial Arts Society Collection, Volumn Two: Hispanic Arts in the Twentieth Century, 38, 40. “...Lopez’s
crude polychrome technique proved to gaudy... [and] he was encouraged to leave his work unpainted.”
125. Ibid.
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and produced abstract, seemingly animated figures.126 Lopez and Gallegos expanded
the parameters of the traditional bulto while working within the patrons’ constraints.
However, most of the SRSCA artists produced replicas of a past century and new
unpainted art. Aside from the most creative individualistic artists, the patrons’ rules
impeded the natural evolution of the art. In time, the nature of Hispano art transformed
from being religious to being a marketable commodity.127
The Spanish Colonial Art Society: Upon incorporation (1929), the Society for the
Revival of the Spanish Colonial Arts became the Spanish Colonial Arts Society (SCAS),
extending the original goals of preserving old art.128 A partial list of revived goals as
documented in the Spanish Colonial Arts Society certificate of incorporation includes:
"To encourage and promote...in New Mexico and elsewhere Spanish Colonial
Art;...preserve and revive the...art of every character, to perpetuate and
disseminate Spanish Colonial art in all phases and manifestations; ...to educate
the public...and the members of this corporation...of the importance of Spanish
Colonial art in the civilization of New Mexico and elsewhere,...to promote...
teaching [the] art and its development from the earliest possible material and
information available for that purpose to the present..." 129

126. Carmella Padilla, “Revival Period Arts and Artists in Spanish New Mexico, Volume Two, 36,
38; Also, Tapia, in discussion with Everett, Celso Gallegos was Luis Tapia’s great, great, grand uncle.
127. Carole Rosenstein, “Santos and desire: commodification or devotion? An Object in its Own
Domain: How Hispano New Mexican santos are situated in space.” in Ethnologies, Vol. 24, no. 1, (2002),
The Urban Institute, Washington, DC, 161-182. In the present day, “What value does a well-crafted santo
have sitting on a home altar?”, one may ask. “... no longer owned by Hispanos, and though they are
representations of cherished cultural principles and practices, santos often rest isolated in public museums
or in the homes of wealthy Anglo patrons.”
128. Marta Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society” in Spanish New Mexico,
Volume. Two, 26-32. The Society for the Revival of the Spanish-Colonial Arts evolved and was
incorporated as The Spanish Colonial Arts Society (SCAS) in 1929 upon the purchase of El Santuario at
Chimayó. The SCAS Certificate of Incorporation no. 15923 was filed with the New Mexico State
Corporation Commission, October 29, 1929. However, the first market of Hispano arts and crafts began in
1926 during the Santa Fe Fiestas celebrations. In the early 1930s, The Spanish Market faded into obscurity
until 1965 when it was revived and included with the Indian Market. At the time, the growth and popularity
of the latter market led to there being separate weekends for each market. The Spanish Market is
sometimes referred to as the Traditional Spanish Market in order to distinguishing it from The
Contemporary Hispanic Market (formed in 1986). A conjoined Winter Spanish Market and Winter Indian
Market was formed in 1989, however the latter was short lived.
129. Helen Lucero and Suzanne Baizerman, Chimayó Weaving: The Transformation of a Tradition,
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999) 74.
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SCAS started an art sales venue named the Spanish Market that was (and is) held
annually specifically for artists who are "at least one quarter Hispanic."130 The patrons
had been collecting and studying past century art works.131 However, their increased
knowledge bolstered their assumption of authority to set criteria in their critique of new
art for its quality, aesthetic, and authenticity to old Hispano art originals.132 As in
SRSCA, they became judges of art for entry in the Spanish Market and for prizes.133
Ironies within the world of Spanish Colonial Art: In the 1970s, future Cofradía artists
complained that SCAS and the Spanish Market administrators were all Anglos.134
During the 1920s however, Hispano elites held decision-making roles in SRSCA and in
SCAS.135 For example, school superintendent and congresswoman Nina Otero-Warren

130. “Spanish Arts, Crafts Awards are Announced by Committee; ...,” Santa Fe New Mexican, (June
2, 1926): 2. “The competition is open only to native born descendants of Spanish colonial families in New
Mexico...”; Lucero and Baizerman, Chimayó Weaving, 108. In 1985 the Spanish Market adopted a rule
from the Indian Market and adapted and printed it in the Spanish Market Guidelines, specifying that
“Hispano Spanish Market and Winter Market exhibitors must be of at least ¼ Hispano heritage.”
131. Labinsky and Hieronymus, Frank Applegate of Santa Fe, 222, 223.
132. Briggs, "To Talk in Different Tongues: The "Discovery" and "Encouragement" of Hispano
Woodcarvers by Santa Fe Patrons, 1919-1945" in Historic Crafts of the Southwest, (Colorado Springs:
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1977), 44. “The devotion of numerous members of the group to the
study and collection of traditional and contemporary Hispano art prompted them to consider themselves
worthy of the task to evaluation.”; Briggs, "To Talk in Different...Tongues,” fn. 15, Mary W. Coan,
“Handicraft Arts Revived,” New Mexican Magazine, (13 (2) 1935),15. “To this market anyone may bring his
wares, provided they pass a staff of competent judges...”
133. “Spanish Arts, Crafts Awards are Announced by Committee; ...,” Santa Fe New Mexican, (June
2, 1926): 2. “The list of prizes has been made up at the suggestion of people familiar with the kind of
Spanish Colonial arts and crafts which are likely to find ready sale...”
134. Frederico Vigil discussions with Everett, 2015, Luis Tapia and Wilbert Miera, discussions;
Everett, 2014. Each artist interviewed said that there were no Hispanos in charge during their time at the
Spanish Market; Lucero and Baizerman, Chimayó Weaving,107. “Through the 1980s members of Hispanic
heritage were in a distinct minority...” Carmella Padilla and Fred Cisneros are both of Hispano ancestry and
became presidents of SCAS during the 1990s.
135. “Spanish Arts, Crafts Awards are Announced by Committee; ...,” Santa Fe New Mexican, (June
2, 1926): 2.
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and Mrs. Euginia Manderfield (Salazar) were founding patrons of SRSCA and SCAS.136
The SRSCA Assisting Committee consisted of seven out of eight people with Spanish
surnames: Alvord, Otero, Lunas, Aremija de Baca, Ortega, two named Gonzalez, and
Hubble.137 Also, possibly three of four Awards Committee members were Hispano in
ancestry: Euginia Manderfield, Camillo Padilla, Mrs. Fenyas, and Applegate.138
The term "Spanish colonial" neglects that most of the SCAS collection was
produced after the colonial era.139 Austin was “... hung-up over the name... to... describe
descendants of the Spanish colonists, other than the misleading term Mexicans...,” and
convinced New Mexican newspaper editor, Dana Johnson of the term’s “wide use.”140
Likewise, the premise of declined traditional art production was inflated, as santeros in
the 1920s were still creating santos for home altars and moradas (prayer halls).141
The 1970s – Galleries and Art Museums in Santa Fe and in Taos: During the 1970s,
continued emphasis on replicating past Hispano art made SCAS an unviable venue for
contemporary living artists. Mainstream museum curators and gallery owners also

136. Ibid. Names of the chair people are listed, many of which have Spanish surnames or maiden
names. In addition to the stated titles, Nina Otero Warren was a suffragist and an author. Her brother
Eduardo Otero was on the Assisting Committee. The stepfather of Miss Eugenia Manderfield (Salazar), of
the Otero family, owned The New Mexican newspaper. A woman named Josefita A. Alvord (Martinez), the
wife of general contractor A.S. Alvord was also listed. An ad of his services appeared in the Santa Fe New
Mexico, June 14, 1927. Records at the Rosario Cemetery, Santa Fe County, NM, presented by The Santa
Fe County Genealogical Society, ©2005, lists Mrs. Alvord's “given surname” as Martinez.
137. Ibid.
138. “Spanish Arts, Crafts Awards are Announced by Committee; ...,” Santa Fe New Mexican, (June
2, 1926): 2; Marta Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society'" in Spanish New Mexico,
Volume Two, 28. There is a possibility that Fenyas was spelled as it is pronounced in English rather than
as it is spelled in Spanish, Feñas.
139. Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society" in Spanish New Mexico, Volume.
Two, 28. The Mexican colonial period ended in 1821 and most Hispano art examples are dated later.
140. William Wroth, "The Hispanic Craft Revival in New Mexico," Revivals! Diverse Traditions. The
History of Twentieth Century Craft, 1920-1945, (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1994), 85-86.
141. Ibid., 86. “Some members of the society...cast themselves heroically as saviors of the crafts,
seemingly oblivious to the fact that, for the Hispanics, the crafts did not need to be “discovered” but were
well known and, in many cases, still practiced;” Ray John de Aragon, The Penitentes of New Mexico, 47.
“By the 1900s there were [still]…135 active moradas”.
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categorized Hispano art as reproductions and “ghettoized” even modern works as folk
art, and not “high art.142 Data from 1970s Santa Fe and Taos Yellow Pages Classified
Telephone Directories reveal the dearth of Hispano presence in galleries and museums.
The 1976 directory showed 52 art galleries including those in the Canyon Road art
district. In 1978, 84 galleries, a 61% increase from the 1976 base year, were listed; 4
venues from 1976 were not listed and 36 listings were new. 80 galleries were listed in
1979, 53% more than in 1976, 19 from 1976 were not listed, and 15 were new.143
In 1976, the McAdoo Galleries exhibited "Western & Traditional" art and art by the
"Taos Founders;" Jean Seth's Canyon Road (gallery) showed “Fine North American
Indian and Southwest art;” paintings by Albert Bierstadt were at the Fenn Galleries, Ltd.,
and the Elaine Horwitch Galleries exhibited paintings and contemporary sculpture.144
The Dewey-Kofron, Mudd-Carr, and the Humphrey Galleries, less than 4% of the total
galleries in 1979, advertised “Spanish Colonial” or “Hispanic Folk Art.”145 Records from
1917 to 1974 show an extensive collection of Southwestern art housed at the Museum
of New Mexico.146 Included were oil and watercolor paintings by classically trained
142. Artists Wilbert Miera, Luis Tapia and Frederico Vigil discussed this topic during interviews with
thesis author; Sylvia Rodriguez, “Art, Tourist, and Race Relations in Taos: Towards a Sociology of an Art
Colony” in Journal of Anthropological Research, 45, no. 1, University of New Mexico Centennial, 18891989, Spring (1989), 79-99, (93), (Chicago: University of Chicago Press),
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3630172. Rodriguez’s writing supports Miera, Vigil and Tapia’s accounts about
Hispano art: “... In addition to the ghettoization of natives as “folk,” rather than mainstream, or "fine," artists,
the Anglo appropriation of their “traditional” symbols [have] placed Indian and Hispano artists in an
uncomfortable predicament in New Mexico, ...”
143. Santa Fe Yellow Pages Classified Telephone Directories, 1976, 1978, 1979.
144. Santa Fe Yellow Pages, 1976; Sylvia Rodriguez, “Art, Tourist, and Race Relations in Taos,”
(79-99). “The Taos Founders,” artists Bert Phillips and Ernest Blumenschein traveled to Taos (1898) upon
the suggestion of Ohio painter Joseph Sharp who painted Pueblo groups in Taos. The men remained in
Taos and, with Sharp leading, joined emigrant artists W. Herbert Dunton, E. Irving Couse, and Oscar
Berninghaus to form the Taos Society of Artists (1915 to 1927.) Later, artists Victor Higgins, Walter Ufer, E.
Martin Hennings, Catharine Carter Critcher and Kenneth Adams joined the society. Through their art and
commercial associations, Taos became established as an artist colony of touristic interest.
145. Santa Fe Yellow Pages, 1979.
146. Handbook of the Collections; 1917-1974, Museums of New Mexico, Museum of Fine Arts,
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Printing Plant, Library of Congress No. 74-84236, 1974.) 3,16.
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Anglo transplants who had formed artist colonies in Santa Fe and in Taos, and,
“American Indian” traditional and modern art; yet very few paintings were by artists with
Spanish surnames.147 In “A sculpture section which includes the works of descendants
of early santeros...” nine works by the Taos modernist Patrociño Barela (1900-1964)
were listed.148 The Santa Fe Palace of the Governors and until the 1980s, the
International Museum of Folk Art (IMOFA) housed significant collections of eighteenth
and nineteenth century Hispano art, but nothing by living Hispano artists.149
An overview of ads from thirty-five galleries in the Taos News from 1971, 1976, 1978
and 1979 shows that 5.7% of the galleries exhibited art by Hispanos.150 Los Cordovas
Galleries exhibited nineteenth century traditional woodcarvings, and the Avan Taos
Galleries showed paintings by one artist with a Spanish surname.151 The other thirtythree galleries showed contemporary works by Native American and Anglo artists.152
Since 1924, The Harwood Museum (Taos) has shown Native American artifacts and
pottery, and nineteenth century Hispano retablos and textiles.153 It later exhibited work
by Barela.154 Taos native and Cofradía member Vicente Martinez recalled that Barela’s
work was the only art of religious themes by a contemporary living Hispano artist that he

147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Two out of 35 galleries result in 5.7 percent.
Taos News, 1979.
Ibid.
History of The Harwood Museum collection provided by the museum.
Ibid.
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had ever seen in Taos.155 In contrast, the 1980 U.S. Census reported that 55.8% of the
population of Santa Fe was of Spanish origin.156
By 1978, Luis and Star Tapia, Frederico Vigil, Maria Luisa Delgado Roybal, Rolando de
Leon, and José Rafael Lovato could no longer abide the rules and restrictions on
creativity set by the Spanish Market, a venue then, with no Hispanos in positions of
authority.157 They also tired of the exclusive Santa Fe and Taos art markets with no
Hispano presence. The Chicano movement provided a framework and a philosophy to
channel their discontent into action. During the 1960s and into the 1970s, in reaction to
decades of discrimination, bias ethnic repression imposed by a European American
oligarchy, young Mexican Americas united under a controversial name of PreColumbian origin, Chicano, in a movement for civil rights and cultural reclamation.
Hispanos, as Americans of Spanish culture, experienced similar discrimination and bias.
Many Hispano artists engaged in the Chicano movement to explore and bond with their
diverse heritages through culture and the arts while fighting inequality. Influenced by the
Chicano civil rights movement, personal experiences, events at the Spanish Market,
research of Hispano traditions and art techniques by past and living artists, I argue that
six discontented Hispano artists formed La Cofradía in order to develop a new vision of
Hispano art, challenge the limitations of the Spanish Market, and introduce Hispano art
into the museums and galleries of Santa Fe and Taos.

155. Martinez, discussion with M. Everett.
156. In 1980 in Santa Fe, the total population of people of Spanish origin was 52,042. Data from the
Summary of General Characteristics for Areas and Places, 1980, Standard Consolidated Statistical Area
(SCSA), Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) Urbanized Areas Places of 50,000 or more and
Central Cities from the SMSA, Table 68, United States Census Summary 1-191.
157. Luis Tapia, Frederico Vigil, Wilbert Miera all stated this in discussions with M. Everett. Their
statements were in keeping with Lucero and Baizerman in Chimayo Weaving, 107.
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Chapter One will highlight biases directed towards Hispanos that impacted Cofradía
members, and led them to Chicano activism and to founding La Cofradía. This chapter
will reveal conflicts between the Spanish Market directors and Hispano artists and probe
the artists’ concerns about cultural agency: Who determines and interprets what
traditional art is?158 Here also, the formative period and existence of La Cofradía will be
documented.
In Chapter two, I will document the development and existence of La Cofradía by
analyzing the group’s art, exhibitions, and its programs. I will also relate La Cofradía’s
methods of operation to concurrent Chicano arts activist and civil rights organizations. I
argue that La Cofradía, a short-lived, local New Mexican arts group, actualized the
activism of the Chicano movement and the concept of chicanismo, the vehicle by which
Chicano ideals were expressed, which therefore establishes La Cofradía in the canon of
Chicano arts activist groups.159 To support this case, I will pair examples of art by artists
who identify as Chicano/a artists from within and outside of New Mexico with art by

158. Luis Tapia in discussion with Everett; Briggs, "To Talk in Different Tongues; The "Discovery"
and "Encouragement" of Hispano Woodcarvers by Santa Fe patrons, 1919-1945", in Hispanic Crafts of the
Southwest, 43. What became traditional Hispano art was determined by “...the founders’ historical
assessment and aesthetic judgement rather than upon the Hispano artists’ understanding of their heritage.”
159. Armando Navarro, Mexican American Youth Organizations: Avant-Garde of the Chicano
Movement in Texas, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1995), 70-71. Navarro describes Chicanismo as a
cultural rebirth based on Chicanos reconnecting with their cultural roots. Rejecting assimilation and
embracing cultural pluralism, Chicano students found pride, self-worth, and greatness in their mestizo
heritage. The symbol and spirit of indigenismo, the Mexican Revolution, La Raza Cosmica, and Che
Guevara, were echoed in their rhetoric, standards and protest activities. The cultural renaissance of
Chicanismo propelled the beginning of Chicano studies in universities that examined past and present
aspects of the Chicano experience such as Chicano history, politics, sociology, and psychology;
Eric J. Hobsbawm, "Popular Proto-Nationalism" in Nations and Nationalism Since 1780: Programme, Myth,
Reality, (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press,1990), 73. Hobsbawn argues that Chicanismo was
the vehicle used to express Chicano nationalism, which is best understood as a "proto-nationalism"
because it (Chicanismo) is based on "the consciousness of belonging to or having belonged to a lasting
political entity", in this case, the great, ancient empires and Mexico.
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Cofradía artists, in order to show examples of chicanismo in terms of iconography and
themes, such as Catholicism, indigenism, cultural life, and protest.
Chapter three will examine the motivations and events leading to the end of La Cofradía
and the group’s influences on the Santa Fe Hispano art market. The five-year existence
of La Cofradía contributed to the inauguration of the Contemporary Hispanic Market at
the Palace of the Governors (1985), the Contemporary Hispanic Market at Lincoln
Avenue (1990), as well as changes in practices at The Spanish Market (2011) and at
SCAS (2014). I will provide evidence on how La Cofradía was a model and template for
the contemporary markets. I will also explore modifications made from the original
founders’ goals that lead to SCAS and the Spanish Market now endorsing the exhibition
of modern Hispano art based on traditional methods and iconography.
The conclusion explores the legacy of La Cofradía. The challenge set forth by the artists
of La Cofradía redefined Hispano art and increased agency and viability for Hispano
artists to explore wider markets. By analyzing art produced after La Cofradía dissolved,
which now encompasses traditional and contemporary iconography and themes, I will
demonstrate how Cofradía artists expanded on upper river traditional art in new venues
while remaining true to Hispano and Chicano iconography, themes and art forms.
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Review of Literature:

Six Hispano art exhibitors at the annual Spanish Market tired of creative restrictions
enforced by European American (Anglo) arts patrons since the 1920s. With no other
exhibition venues in the exclusionary Santa Fe gallery and museum art market, the
artists, inspired by the prevailing Chicano civil rights message of cultural appropriation,
decided to break away in 1978, and form their own artist group. Based on the particular
form of Catholicism unique to New Mexico, the artists named the group La Cofradía de
Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos (The Brotherhood of Hispanic Arts and Artisans), known
as La Cofradía. La Cofradía found art venues that accepted them and created exhibits
of the art of their choice. This thesis tells the story of the founding, existence, dissolve
and the legacy of La Cofradía.
The following Review of Literature is divided into six areas of focus. Each topic
reviews literature that relates to a factor of the New Mexican Hispano experience that
affected the artists and the group. After thorough examination of the literature, the
author will provide evidence of the relevance of this thesis, as no one work reports the
complete story of La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos.
Discrimination, The Chicano Movement; Protest and Identity: The Chicano
movement has been a topic of significant research and writing. An essay by William
Vélez, “Educational Experiences of Hispanics in the United States: Historical Notes,”
tells specific accounts, during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, of systematic
educational discrimination and cultural subversion instituted by the U.S. government in
Texas public schools. Insensitive behavior by teachers and penalties to children for
speaking in Spanish are documented in Vélez’ writing, but are not unfamiliar to some of
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the New Mexican artists of La Cofradía. The Chicano civil rights movement is obviously
associated with Mexican Americans. However, Hispanos, New Mexicans of Spanish
ancestry or mixed heritages and Spanish culture, who often saw themselves apart from
pure Mexicans and Chicanos, sometimes experienced equal discrimination. The fight
against discrimination was a factor that drew Hispanos to activism and to the Chicano
Movement.
Velez’s writing of discrimination is juxtaposed with the findings of Gerald Rosen,
Political Ideology and the Chicano Movement: A Study of the Political Ideology of
Activists in the Chicano Movement. Here, the primary source material is thirty-one
interviews given between 1968 and 1970, of fiercely opinionated male activists who
were decidedly influential in their particular ideologies. These men expound on views
about being Chicano, solidarity, identity, protest, disdain for European Americans, as
well as viewpoints that show opposition to how individuals and groups operated. Their
first-hand, present-time accounts provide a profound understanding of the multi-focused
views of the Chicano movement.
Using methods similar to Rosen, the author of this thesis, during a trip to New
Mexico and later by phone from New York interviewed the Cofradía founding and
exhibiting artists, individuals who helped build La Cofradía, and one who later
established the Contemporary Art Market in Santa Fe. These transcribed interviews are
the back-bone of this thesis, as they provide authenticity to the Cofradía story. In
addition, articles from newspapers such as the New Mexican, Pasatiempos, Taos
News, and the Albuquerque Journal support the artists’ words and add to their stories
with specific dates, locations, and pictures.
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Arturo F. Rosales, author of Chicano!: The History of the Mexican American Civil
Rights Movement, starts the book with the events that led to the Treaty of Hidalgo,
1848, and the seizure by the United States of Mexico’s northern territories, including
New Mexico. The aftermath of the Treaty of Hidalgo for New Mexicans came with
unfulfilled ancestral land grants, land swindled by businessmen, and loss of profession
particularly for farmers of agriculture or livestock. Such sorrowful experiences fed into
the fervent activism during the 1960s and 1970s to reclaim New Mexican ancestral land.
Rosales also explores the range of issues and concerns had by a range of
populations; from the newly arrived Mexican farmworker, the multi-generational
assimilated, citizen war veteran, or the Los Angeles high school students. Ernesto
Chávez, author of ¡Mi Raza Primero! My People First! tells similar stories of rampant
discriminatory behavior and neglectful attitudes towards Mexican Americans. However,
Chávez starts from the late nineteen-tens and 1920s when an influx of immigrants
arrived to the U.S. as refugees after the first World War and from the Mexican
Revolution. He then maintains his focus on the activism in East Los Angeles California
barrios. An impressive aspect in both books are the accounts of multiple Mexican
American civil rights organizations since the 1920s that worked to improve living and
educational situations for in their communities. Their historical accounts reveal how, for
most of the twentieth century Mexican Americans (and other immigrant groups) were
strongly guided, or even shamed by authorities into adapting to Anglo mainstream
ideals by submerging their Mexicanidad (Mexicanness). Until the Chicano movement,
within Mexican and Hispano cultures themselves, submergence of the darker skinned
native American and Mexican heritages was common, which added further confusion to
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the issue of self-identity. Like other Chicano artist groups, La Cofradía celebrated native
cultures. Some artists tell of their identity-crisis. Nevertheless, celebration of mix-race
and heritage is shown in Cofradía exhibitions.
As with other examples in the Bibliography, the literature discussed here relates to
U.S. history. It shows a connection from the distant past to present-day people in New
Mexico, specifically the artists of La Cofradía and the group as a whole.
Los Penitentes and their art. From a cultural and religious perspective, William Wroth,
author of Images of Penance, Images of Mercy; Southwestern Santos in the Late
Nineteenth Century explains the complex history of the Franciscan Order from which
the Penitente branch of Catholicism derives. In the hierarchal system came several
orders of monks, priests and nuns, ordained lay people who helped the public, and
devoted non-ordained Penitente orders. Complicating the matter is the politics behind
why only the New Mexican Penitente orders are ordained. Wroth’s scholarly book
untangles these complicated details. Wroth also explains why particular art such as the
life size Christ figures and the arrow-carrying death skeleton exist, and their roles in
Christian Holy Week rituals.
Ray John de Aragón writes a detailed but less complex book about the Penitentes,
incuding their art and songs of praise. In, The Penitentes of New Mexico: Hermanos de
la Luz/Brothers of the Light, De Aragón streamlines explanations about the origins and
development over centuries of the Franciscan Order. Used together, the books were
necessary for understanding the nuanced complexities of ancient medieval Catholicism
and its manifestations with the Penitentes in Mexico and in New Mexico.
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De Aragón thoroughly explains each object in Penitente art, their uses, and the
circumstances in U.S. history that influenced the art. De Aragón and José E. Espinosa,
author of Saints in the Valleys reported details of the materials used. José Esquibel and
Charles Carrillo write of how santero skills such as carving and painting of religious
objects were taught and passed down through generations and intra-families through
the “web” of Godparent padrazgo, relationships. Santos and Saints: The Religious Folk
Art of Hispanic New Mexico by Thomas J. Steele, S.J. provides unique information
including how humans relate to their santos (with talk or jokes) and how santo creators
and their materials became revered.
The Spanish Market: Book that documents Hispano art by living artists is Spanish New
Mexico, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection, Volumes One and Two. A box
set, Volume One surveys Hispano art and Spanish influenced art through the world.
Volume Two surveys everything related to traditional New Mexican art and crafts.
Included is New Mexican history, the history of the Spanish Colonial Art Society (SCAS)
and of the Spanish Market, biographies of individual artists and pictures and names of
art and crafts works. This book was extremely important for the author in understanding
and seeing the art produced by past and living Hispano artists in the context of The
Spanish Market. This book represents the traditional art that the Cofradía artists had to
produce in order to exhibit at the Spanish Market. However, in his biography, Luis Tapia
credits The Spanish Market as place to start as a Hispano artist.
Chicano Art: The interest and participation of Cofradía artists in the Chicano movement
led the author to examine how their art, and the art of La Cofradía related to work by
self-identified Chicano artists. Research for this thesis was partially done through
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writings by historians of Chicano art. Eva Sterling Cockcroft’s essay, “From Barrio to
Mainstream: A Panorama of Latino Art” surveys the Chicano art movement from early
examples of street murals, 1968, to later art groups that gained mainstream
acceptance. Included in her survey are New Mexican santero Félix Lopez and Luis
Tapia, who represent a genre of religious themed carvers. Also included is artist
Carmen Lomas Garza, creator of folk, cultural-narratives who includes people and
events from her South Texas neighborhood and daily life. La Cofradía is not named.
This essay, however, and a talk with then fellow Master Degree candidate Marta Dansie
was one of my first connections between La Cofradía and Chicano artists.
Tómas Ybarra-Frausto also surveys art created by Chicanos starting with the early
movement, 1965. Ybarra-Frausto debunks ideas of high and low art, by celebrating
household items common in Latina homes; saint cards and calendars from local Latino
owned businesses. His sensitivity to these home-based items reflects a Southwestern,
locally focused sensibility found in Cofradía art and in the monitos paintings of Carmen
Lomas Garza, written about in the self-titled book by Constance Cortez. Common
among Chicano examples and the art in Cofradía exhibits is chicanismo; a term that
describes the manifestation of Chicano ideology that celebrates all aspects of being
Chicano (Mexican American). Some example are Chicano cultural festivals, pride in
native brown-skin people, speaking in Spanish, and protesting against injustice. In
addition, Ybarra-Frausto introduces the term rasquache, meaning the spirit of the
underdog, or, applied to La Cofradía, a David fighting Goliath spirit.
An essay that dovetails with the previous essay is “Chicano Art: Culture, Myth, and
Sensibility,” by Max Benávides. The author establishes a framework, based on
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characteristics, distinctive to Chicanos that is reflected in their cultural hybrid existence
and extended into their art. Benávides framework is important to the thesis author for
pointing out similarities between Chicano art and Hispano art seen in Cofradía exhibits.
Crafting Devotions; Tradition in Contemporary New Mexico Santos, author Laurie
Beth Kalb, brings to life Cofradía co-founder Luis Tapia and one of the exhibit directors
and registrar, Wilbert Miera. Their concerns, voiced in their own words, is about shifts in
agency in New Mexican art, where ownership and restoration of the art is often in an
environment where Hispanos typically do not control funds. Kalb discusses La Cofradía
in terms of its Chicano politics, interests in art preservation, modernity and local crafts.
Kalb spells out the framework in which La Cofradía was founded, such as not having
Anglos as judges of Hispano art. Kalb draws parallels between La Cofradía and the
Chicano art movement and refers to the Movement as the stimuli for change.
Hispano art: The Saint Makers, Contemporary Santeras y Santeros by Chuck and Jan
Rosenak. is not connected to nor mentions La Cofradía. However, this post Cofradíaera book represents part of the its legacy by featuring forty artists of traditional and
modern bultos (statues of saints), created using traditional santero forms, methods, or
materials. The segment about Luis Tapia briefly tells the aims for traditional art set up
by SCAS and The Spanish Market in order to contrast the modern bultos created by
Tapia. Tapia tells of the religious aspect of his bultos, that show prostitution and street
life. Tapia is straight forward, telling of the many rules at the Spanish Market that made
exhibiting there impossible for him, and of his need to leave in order to grow as an artist.
¡Chispas! Cultural Warriors of New Mexico, is the brochure of the exhibition of the
same name, held at the Heard Museum, February 1992 to April 1993. The exhibit
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features artists who were devoted to researching and teaching their culture through their
craft or art mediums. Many of the artists in ¡Chispas! participated in Cofradía exhibits.
The brochure author and show curator, Diana Pardue contributes a brief history of La
Cofradía, and specifies it’s need due to rejection from galleries.
Conclusion: La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos is part of the lineage of New
Mexican history, as it reflects an extension of the work by great past century santeros,
and the Penitente religious tradition. The group is part of the canon of Chicano artist
groups. Some participating artists of La Cofradía ascribe to being Chicano artists. Most
Cofradía artists are proud New Mexicans who create work that has a distinct New
Mexican consciousness.
Throughout the literature on the Chicano movement and on Southwestern New
Mexican art, no work exists that reports the unabridged story of why and how La
Cofradía de Artes y Artesanas Hispánicos came to be. No work clarifies the parallels
between the art of La Cofradía in relationship to the Chicano art movement. This thesis,
La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos: Redefining Tradition in the New Mexican
Art Market, explains in detail the development, existence and the legacy of La Cofradía.
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1. Chapter One

"How many San Isidrios ... or retablos can you paint...?"

—

Frederico Vigil

The Chicano Movement: During the 1970s and influenced by the Chicano civil rights
movement, a cause that emphasizes ethnic pride and championed equality for people
born in the United States of Mexican ancestry, New Mexican artists such as Luis Tapia
and Frederico Vigil researched Hispano traditions, old art techniques and fading social
customs.160 Through research, Tapia and Vigil realized the limitations on creativity and
methodology imposed by the jurors at the annual Spanish Market, the sole venue
available to Hispano artists. Their realizations provoked them to no longer tolerate the
limitations. I argue that Chicano activism, research, and experiences in life and at The
Spanish Market, compelled six artists to form La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos
Hispanicos, an art group aimed at developing a new, self-determined vision of Hispano
art, to exhibit in unconventional spaces, to perpetuate authentic santero methods, to
embrace modern influences, for the purposes of increasing the presence of Hispano art
in Santa Fe area museums and challenging the Spanish Market.161 Chapter one will
focus on the founding and early history of La Cofradía, the socio-political climate for
Mexican Americans and Hispanos into the 1960s and 1970s, events in the artists’ lives
that impacted their interests in activism and the realization of their new art vision.
160. Rafaela Castro, Chicano Folklore: A Guide to Folktales, Traditions, Rituals, and Religious
Practices of Mexican Americans, (Santa Barbara: Oxford University Press, paperback edition, 2001), 46.
The Chicano movement began in the late 1960s and extended into the 1970s. The movement promoted
self-determination, establishing one’s own identity and cultural pride in a common Mexican heritage; Laurie
Beth Kalb, Crafting Devotions: Tradition in Contemporary New Mexico Santos, (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico, (October 23, 1994), 49; originally from Anne Hillerman, “The New Santeros,” Santa Fe New
Mexican, (October 23, 1977): 5. “In the early 1970s, the Tapias and Frederico Vigil traveled north from
Santa Fe to interview los viejitios (the old ones) about what Tapia calls, “’the rich blood of our history.’” Luis
and Frederico discussed the trips with Everett but did not mention Star. That was likely an oversight.
161. Paul Sturiale, “Artists work to save heritage,” New Mexican, (September 10, 1978). Artists refer
to retaining their cultural art forms yet not letting their art stagnate by only reproducing past works.
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Background of the Chicano movement: The socio-political climate for Mexican
Americans in the 1960s: Dire living conditions and a profound sense of cultural limbo
were two of many factors that mobilized Mexican Americans to form activist groups.162
The National Youth Liberation Conference (NYLC), held in Denver Colorado, March
1969, was organized for activist groups to address concerns about poverty and present
new ideas about Mexican American identity.163 Two of the most impactful outcomes of
the conference were unification of peoples of Mexican ancestry under the ideology of
Aztlan, a revised view of identifier Chicano, and the concept of chicanismo.164
The idea of Atzlán, presented as El Plan Espiritual de Aztlán, The Spiritual Plan of
Aztlán, was revered as a nationalist ideology that unified an ancient, mythical homeland
including Mexico and U.S. territories as far north as Idaho.165 The name Chicano
originates from the Aztec Mexica peoples.166 The name evolved to be Meshicano or
Shicano, as sixteenth century Spanish used x to approximate a sound in the Nahuatl

162. Rosales, Chicano! The History of the Mexican American Civil Rights Movement, (Houston: Arte
Público Press, University of Houston, 1997), 56, One group, Crusade for Justice, was co-founded by
former Democratic Party leader, Rodolfo “Corky” Gonzales, who believed that the public-school system
formed his “cultural amnesia,” forgetting of Spanish and of his Mexican attributes. Gonzales delivered his
Barrio Plan at the Poor People’s March in Washington D.C., 1966, calling for intra-community-help to
combat poverty.
163. F. Arturo Rosales, Chicano!, 183. The conference was organized by the Crusade for Justice
under the leadership of Corky Gonzales.
164. Ignacio M. García, Chicanismo: The Forging of a Militant Ethos Among Mexican Americans,
(Tucson, University of Arizona Press, 1997,) 93-96.
165. Rosales, Chicano!, 23. Aztlán was said to include the territories of present-day Arizona,
California, New Mexico, Texas, and parts of Colorado, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nevada and Utah; Michael
Pina, “The Archaic, Historical, and Mythicized Dimensions of Aztlán,” Essays of the Chicano Homeland,
Rudolfo A. Anaya, Francisco A. Lomelí, Enrique R. Lamadrid, editors, (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1989), 33. Scholars’ differed on the location of Aztlán. Alexander von Humbolt concluded,
“...Aztlán had to be located... somewhere in the present-day states of Oregon, Idaho and Wyoming.” Late
th
19 century historian José Fernandez Ramírez believed it to be in “the region of [Lake] Chalco in the valley
region of Mexico.” German anthropologist Edward Seler (same period), denounced its existence as
fantastical, “...a ‘mythical place where the dead went.” Aztec beliefs locate Aztlán “...somewhere in the
northwest Tenochtitlan.”
166. Michael E. Coe and Rex Koontz, Mexico, from the Olmecs to the Aztecs, (New York: Thames
and Hudson, 2002), 8.
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language that sounds like shh in English, and the suffix “cano”, meaning, “from the
place of.”167 In Mexico, native peoples adopted the terms Meshicano and Shicano, and
in the U.S. the terms were used as slurs.168 By the late 1960s, the name Chicano began
to replace Mexican American and Mexican-American; terms that Chicanos associated
with being politically unaware and accepting of Anglo assimilation.169
Generally, older Mexican Americans who assimilated and strove to become loyal
citizens rejected the name.170 Also, many Hispanos felt that the name Chicano was an
inaccurate self-identifier partly because the path to U.S. citizenship for New Mexicans
differed drastically from that of later Mexican immigrants. “We didn’t cross the border,
the border crossed us” is a common refrain amongst New Mexicans.171 Though in
interviews, Cofradía artist Pola Lopez and photographer Vicente Martinez vacillated
when asked if they identified as Chicanos. Lopez admitted, “I struggle with identity my
whole life...I’ve been called Chicana, Mexican American, Spanish American, Latina,
Hispanic... My great-grandfather came from Barcelona, Spain [and] married a full-

167. Ibid. 8, 183. ie: Sherry in English = xeres (jerez) in old Spanish; F. Arturo Rosales, Chicano!,
261.
168. Gerald P. Rosen, Political Ideology and the Chicano Movement: A Study of the Political
Ideology of Activists in the Chicano Movement, (San Francisco: Rand Research Associates, 1975), 54.
Activists referred to “Anglo imposed pejorative names” as “terms of subordination.” ...” [in the U.S.]
Chicano’... was originally a negative term, denoting the most degrading, ...least assimilated elements of the
community...”
169. Rosen, Political Ideology and the Chicano Movement, 54. “...regarding ...[use] of “Chicano,” it is
being redefined as positive, in opposition to Anglo values. The positive becomes negative and the negative
becomes positive in the process of developing self-definition.”; Ignacio M. García, Chicanismo, 94.
170. Ernesto Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero! My People First!: Nationalism, Identity and Insurgency in
the Chicano Movement in Los Angeles, 1966-1978, (Berkeley, University of California Press, 2002,) 42.
Older generations tended to be more proto-nationalist while Chicanos were more radical as they felt that
the U.S. government had failed them.
171. Ibid. Chávez, ¡Mi Primero! My People First!, This refrain, told to Everett by santero and scholar
Charles Carrillo, refers to the sudden re-delineation of the U.S. and Mexican border after the Treaty of
Hidalgo was signed (1848). 4, 10-14.
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blood...Apache woman, so we are truly mestizas, but that was hidden from us. ...I’m not
Mexican but...I do have a Chicana voice... Cofradía really helped me with that.”172
Martinez said, “In New Mexico, Chicano had a more negative connotation. ...our parents
were not too keen on that identity. ...the term Hispanic is probably the most accepted in
New Mexico, and I had no problem with identifying either way. ...It wasn’t the name.
...The effort was to let the world know that we were around.173 Furthermore, artist and
santero Charles Carrillo Ph.D. identifies as a “Nuevo Mexicano, a New Mexican,” and if
detail is needed, as a “Nuevo Mexicano of Hispano descent.” He has also used “the
modern term, Indo-Hispano.”174
At the NYLC, the new word chicanismo was defined as the fulfillment of Chicano
consciousness expressed via the arts, protest, education or other channels.175 Terms in
the Chicano lexicon are: “Raza,” literally race, figuratively, “our people,” and analogous
to Chicano, raza references pan-Latino unity and pride, in the oft-neglected indigenous
racial component of the mestizo.176 “El movimiento,” the movement, “la causa,” the
cause, and “la lucha,” the fight, came into the Latino vernacular as activist groups such

172. Pola Lopez, in discussion with Everett.
173. Vicente Martinez, in discussion with Everett.
174. Charles Carrillo, second discussion with Everett. Carrillo followed his father’s words, “Identify
yourself or someone else will.” The elder rejected the hyphenated Spanish or Mexican-American. “Like my
dad, I have identified and un-identified as Chicano...a term of resistance in New Mexico.... Ethnicity and
culture are radically different. Culture is ...participation...the people, foods...extra-somatic participation.”
175. Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero!, My People First!, 5. “Chicanismo was the vehicle used to express
Chicano nationalism...;” Chicano Coordinating Council of Education,” in El Plan de Santa Barbara,
University of California, Santa Barbara, April 1969, “Chicanismo reflects self-respect and pride in one’s
cultural background...,” 50, 51.
176. Rosen, Political Ideology and the Chicano Movement, 63; Yolanda Araníz and Megan Cornish,
Viva la Raza: A history of Chicano identity and resistance, (Seattle: Red Letter press, 2008), 25; Miguel A.
De la Torre, editor, Hispanic American Religious Cultures: A–M: Volume 1, (Santa Barbara: ABC_CLIO,
LLC, 2009), 362. Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero!, My People First!, 58, 59. Raza can also mean humanity.
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as the Brown Berets and the United Farm Workers (UFW) union made the struggles
and demands of Chicanos and farmhand part of the national agenda.177
The spirited National Youth Liberation Conference motivated activists to organize a
conference, now at the University of California Santa Barbara (UCSB), April, 1969.178
University and high school students, professors and youth groups championed ideas
from NYLC, such as El Plan Espiritual de Aztlán.179 There too, Chicano was hailed the
official identifier for people of Mexican ancestry.324
A major topic at the UCSB conference was the history of educational discrimination
that impacted Spanish speakers throughout the west and southwest. In South Texas,
teachers practiced excluding Mexican and Mexican American students from prized
activities if they sporke in Spanish while rewarding those speaking English.181 Well into
the mid-twentieth century, school administrators and teachers expressed negative
regard towards Mexican culture and Spanish implying that both impeded learning.182
Such prejudicial views directly affected La Cofradía members who grew up during
the1950s. For example, Luis Tapia was raised in a Spanish-speaking home.183 His

177. De la Torre, Hispanic American Religious Cultures, 362; Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero!, My
People First!, 58, 59.The name of the publication by Brown Berets, a paramilitary activist group, was La
Causa.
178. Manuel G. Gonzales, Mexicanos, 210; Rosales, Chicano!, 183.
179. Rosales, Chicano!, 183.
180. Ibid.
181. William Vélez, “Educational Experiences of Hispanics in the United States: Historical Notes,”
Handbook of Hispanic Cultures in the United States: Sociology, (Houston: Arte Público Press, 1993), 153.
182. Ibid., 151, 155-157, Vélez explains how half of all U.S. white students were “tracked” for college
with college-oriented high school courses while one fourth of Chicanos were signed up for trade classes,
even into the 1980s; Ernesto Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero¡ My People First, 47. Vélez’ findings buttress
Chávez’ accounts of white L.A. teachers telling Mexican American students to join the work force rather
than attend college and even insulting them. Vélez tells of educational discrimination occurring in the 1870s
when Texas law limited public education to English speaking children of Mexican origin, which would
exclude most poor children. Still, by the 1940s in Texas schools, Mexican Americans were kept separate
from whites and thought of as “unclean or inferior” and “unable to learn with white peers.
183. Tapia, discussion with Everett.
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earliest Anglo schoolteachers forced him to stop speaking in Spanish and strongly
discouraged him from drawing. “It was taken away from me.”184 Drawing helped Tapia
cope with his undiagnosed dyslexia.185 As a young man, he would introduce himself to
people as Luis, but was often called Louis or Lou, Anglicized versions of his name.186
Wilbert Miera described grade school as a “freakin’ nightmare.”187 There, his birth
name, Wilberto, was Anglicized to Wilbert. 188 An Anglo teacher washed his mouth out
with soap for saying “bueno,” short for “buenos dias,” (good morning) to a friend.189
Conversely, Frederico Vigil’s sixth grade teacher Carmen Baca, a Hispana, encouraged
him to keep on drawing. Vigil described his school experiences as positive.”190
The Treaty of Hidalgo ended the U.S. and Mexican War, as Mexico ceded its
northern territories and New Mexicans became U.S. citizens overnight.191 The treaty
agreement allowed New Mexicans to keep their cultural ways and use of Spanish, and
to retain their ancestral land.192 However unfulfilled treaty arrangements between the
U.S. and Mexican governments and unsavory business practices by land developers,
businessmen, and the U.S. government led to massive property loss for the new
184. Ibid.
185. Tapia reported that through art and working with his hands, he was able to cope with the
disorder.
186. Tapia reported that the Anglicization of his name was a major concern; James Moore, Luis
Tapia, exhibition catalog, (The Owings Dewey Company, Summer), 1991. “In a manner, extremely
common to New Mexico Hispanos, ...The nickname [Lou], normally coined to confer individuality on
someone, ironically submerged Luis’s Hispanic identity into an Anglicized context.”
187. Wilbert Miera, discussion with Everett.
188. Ibid. Ernesto Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero! My People First!, Chávez reported that his brother’s
name Carlos was Anglicized to Chuck in school. This continued until 1968 in Boyle Heights, Los Angeles.
Ernesto Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero! My People First,!; 3.
189. Miera, in discussion with Everett
190. Frederico Vigil, in discussion with Everett.
191. David Correia, “Rousers of the Rabble in the New Mexico Land Grant War, La Alianza Federal
de Mercedes and the Violence of the State”, © The Author Journal compilation, 2008, (© Antipode
Foundation Ltd, Blackwell Publishing, Limited, Wiley Online Library, https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com), 561583, (562).
192. The Treaty of Hidalgo “...guaranteed legal recognition of land claims by the Mexican settlers
[1598-1848], and the heirs of those grants of ancestral land...”
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citizens.193 Texan Reies López Tijerina, leader of the Alianza Federál de Mercedes
Reales (Federal Alliance of Land Grants) (Alianza), and speaker at the NYLC,
advocated reclamation of the unfulfilled U.S. government land grants designated for
New Mexicans per the Treaty of Hidalgo.194
La Cofradía and the Chicano Movement: At the University of New Mexico in the late
1960s, student Luis Tapia participated in Student Movement rallies featuring speakers
such as Reies Tijerina.195 Tapia also frequented Alianza member meetings as a guest,
and in 1968, witnessed UFW president César Chávez arrive un-expectantly and give an
impromptu talk in support of Tijerina’s cause.196
Tapia, Miera and other future Cofradía artists assumed the name Chicano and took
part in Brown Berets events.197 The Brown Berets were a Chicano activist paramilitary
organization that modeled the Black Panthers, an African American military collective.198
The organization initiated inner-city programs such as food for children and multiservice medical centers.199 While at university, Tapia befriended pacifist Padre Luis
Jaramillo, “the Brown Berets Priest,” and attended their meetings as a non-member.200
193. David Correia, “Rousers of the Rabble in the New Mexico Land Grant War”, 561-583.
194. Rosales, Chicano!, 8, 153-170. Tijerina had his headquarters in Tierra Amarilla, NM. For New
Mexicans, what Tijerina expounded was appealing not only for the hope of regaining lost land, but also for
regaining land-based Hispano traditions such as sheep raising and some traditional weaving; Rudy Busto,
King Tiger, The Religious Vision of Reies López Tijerina, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
2005,) 151.
195. Tapia, discussion with Everett.
196. Richard Griswold del Castillo and Richard A. Garcia, César Chávez: A Triumph of Spirit,
(Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1995), 84. Chávez was in New Mexico for a fundraiser (1968)
then attended an Alianza meeting, He was sensitive to land ownership concerns, as his father was
swindled. However, Chávez' presence does not imply solidarity to Tijerina's principles, actions or ideology.
197. Tapia and Miera in separate discussions with Everett.
198. General Jerónimo Blanco, BBNO, National Commander, The Brown Book, La Causa, The
Training Manual of the Brown Beret National Organization, 2010,) 5. Founded in East Los Angeles, CA, in
1968, The Brown Berets had chapters within every U.S. time zone extending eastward into Ohio.
199. Ibid; Chávez, ¡Mi Raza Primero, My People First!, 55. They also collaborated with UCLA
students in anti-Vietnam War protests, exposing the high rate of Mexican Americans in frontline combat as
compared to Whites.
200. Tapia was at the Albuquerque NM chapter of the Brown Berets.
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In one meeting held in an Albuquerque church (early 1970s), invited Black Panther
members challenged the “passive position” taken by the Brown Berets against carrying
arms by placing guns on a table as an offer.201 Taking charge of the matter, Padre
Jaramillo reminded everyone of the “passive revolutionaries, César Chávez and Reies
Tijerina” and quelled the extremely tense situation.202
Miera also believed in Brown Berets causes.203 He was not a card-carrying member,
however his wife, Teresa Montez, was the vice president of the Santa Fe Brown Berets
chapter. Both traveled and protested together at rallies in Colorado and in California.204
Chicano artists: activists or troublemakers? In the burgeoning Santa Fe art district,
Canyon Road, Chicanos were classified as troublemakers.205 In the 1960s and 1970s,
“locals were not wanted here...and [seen as] intruders. ...There was police brutality,
round-ups and men walking around asking people their names.206 The muralist group,
Las Artes Guadalupán de Aztlán, Samuel Leyba, Gilberto Guzmán, Geronimo Garduño,
Roberto “Gooseneck” Salazar, and his cousin Wilbert Mierra (assistant), painted a
mural depicting indigenous people, an aspect of Hispano heritage.207 Reactions to the
mural by Anglo gallery owners and older Hispano shop keepers were panic, anger, and
protests.208 The reaction went on until one day, an Anglo woman with vast experience

201. Tapia, discussion with Everett.
202. Ibid.
203. Miera in phone discussion with Everett.
204. Ibid.
205. Henry F. Tobias, Charles E. Woodhouse, Santa Fe; a modern history, 1880-1990,
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 200,) 186.
206. Miera, phone discussion with Everett.
207. Geronimo Garduño, "Artes Guadalupán de Aztlán," in Toward a People's Art, The
Contemporary Mural Movement, Eva Cockcroft, John Pitman Webber, James Cockcroft, (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexican Press, 1968,) 209, 202-213. (Electronic file, downloaded 2015, from the
International Center for the Arts of Americas, Houston: Museum of Fine Arts.) Murals celebrating Aztec
civilization exemplified chicanismo. In discussion with Everett, Miera confirmed and elaborated on the
muralists listed. Records of Cofradía exhibitors list all of the muralists named minus Geronimo Garduño.
208. Garduño, "Artes Guadalupán de Aztlán," 208, 209.
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“with the Smithsonian Institution and ...in Mexico, equated the work ‘to the best Mexican
masters.’”209 La Cofradía aimed to show Hispano art regardless of Anglo approval.
The Spanish Market Restrictions: The rules established by The Spanish Colonial Art
Society (SCAS) in 1926 were upheld into the 1970s by curator, art conservationist, art
patron, and artists, E. Boyd.210 Boyd defined a copy as a work showing no outside
ideas: no distortions and exact proportions to the original work.211 Newly created santos
needed to be dull toned, matte and unvarnished in order to emulate past century art.212
The group founders disliked the rules and the Anglo only Spanish Market judging.213
Though Hispanos co-founded SRSCA and SCAS, by the 1970s none were in charge.214
Restrictions of Art Museum and Gallery Markets in Santa Fe and in Taos: During
the 1970s in Santa Fe, Hispano contemporary religious art was categorized as folk art
particularly by Anglos.215 Tapia told how, “At the time, folk art had a negative
connotation. It was unflattering...” and was equated with crafts like “rock jewelry.” 216

209. Garduño, "Artes Guadalupán de Aztlán," 208, 209.
210. Stephanie Lewthwaite, A Contested Art, Modernism and Mestizaje in New Mexico, (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2014,) 39. Boyd worked to preserve and maintain authenticity in Hispano art
th
in the Federal Arts Program (FAP), by having local artists create copies of renowned 19 century artists
such as Antonio Mollena and Jose Rafael Aragon.
211. Notes from E. Boyd's notebook on the FAP, Nov. 6, 1963, 2. Reel 2787, E. Boyd Papers and
Memoirs, A.2 interview with E. Boyd, found in Lewthwaite, A Contested Art, 40. “Boyd’s understanding of
‘copying’ ... rejected experimentation of any kind. …[and] insistent that...a copy...not introduce other ideas.”
Boyd’s “purist approach” to Spanish colonial art infiltrated many of...FAP’s initiatives with Hispano artists...”
[Donald Bear to E. Boyd], April 23, 1936, Folder 106, Box 8201, New Mexican State Records and Archives.
212. Tapia, Vigil and artist David Escudero specified the Spanish Market imposition of “antiquing” art
to emulate century old work; José Espinosa, Saints in the Valley: Christian sacred images in the history, life
and folk art of Spanish New Mexico, (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1960,) 58.
213. All Cofradía artist interviewed who exhibited at the Spanish Market told of only Anglo judges.
214. Marta Weigle, "A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society" in Spanish New Mexico,
Volume Two: Hispanic Arts in the Twentieth Century, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection, (Santa
Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996,) 34, 35, fn. 31, Kay Bird, “Something New at Traditional Spanish
Market: Hispanics Take over Leadership of Board,” Santa Fe New Mexican, 24 July 1993, B-1. Hispanics
were “in the highest board positions in 1994-95...,” Listed were Fred Cisneros, board president, Carmella
Padilla and F. Christopher Olivera, vice presidents, and seven others with Spanish surnames.
215. Tapia, discussion with Everett.
216. Ibid.
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Vigil recalled gallery directors crassly telling him, “We don’t do your kind of art.” and
suggesting that he exhibit at the Spanish Market. It was “like the revolving door at
Macy’s department store, ...as soon as you swing in, you would be swinging out... ‘Hi’
and ‘Bye.’”217 Vigil sympathized with the curators in one regard, noting that Hispano
artists had no résumés of exhibits showing their exposure. ‘[They] were in a ‘Catch 22.’
They needed experience to build a résumé but could not get the experience.”218 To
exhibit his art and the work of fellow Hispano artists, Vigil transformed his parent’s
Canyon Road home into the art gallery, Studio del Pintor (The Painter’s Studio).219
Experiences at the Spanish Market: “The Breaking Points.” The following future
Cofradía members report their experiences:
Juanita Jaramillo: Taos native, multi-disciplined published artist, poet, and graduate of
Highland University, Jaramillo spent three years in Chicago engaged in artist
activism.220 She joined the Chicano art groups MARCH (Movimiento Artistico Chicano),
and ALBA (Association of the Latino Brotherhood of Artists), and co-founded Mujeres
Latinas (Latina Women), a sub-group of ALBA, whose exhibits she co-organized.221 In
Santa Fe, Jaramillo exhibited at the Spanish Market and was awarded the Research
Award for her finely woven paño (handkerchief) work. 222
Jaramillo reported being in the Spanish Market waiting room with two young
applicants from Truchas, NM. One of the men was nervously sweating, fearing rejection
by the jury. He showed Jaramillo his work which was skillful. Jaramillo helped embolden
217. Vigil, discussion with Everett.
218. Ibid.
219. Ibid.
220. Juanita Jaramillo, discussion with Everett.
221. Ibid.
222. The International Museum of Folk Art owns Jaramillo’s paños; Carmella Padilla, "Spanish
Market," in Spanish New Mexico, Volume Two, 58. Jaramillo won awards in the weaving category.
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the man, but inwardly seethed over the unspoken intimidation by people “not of our
culture who established themselves as authorities of this art...and they were going to
judge local people on local art and traditions?... It just really infuriated me.” Jaramillo
was soon called into the office and a juror started criticizing her art; but was challenged.
“I’m sorry, I disagree with you” she said. I had my own venue. I was a Chicago artist.”223
Wilbert Miera: Miera specialized in making traditional handmade doors and chairs.224
He also sculptured figures of Indigenous people in a “free flowing style” out of Indiana
limestone and cedar stone, polished to a fine, smooth finish. Miera saw that, “...the
Spanish Market was controlled by educated Anglos who studied our culture. ...they
made the rules. Anything that wasn’t traditional, [like] painted santos wasn’t
allowed...”225 At the Spanish Market, Miera displayed his doors and stone statues until
an official came, ordering the statues to be removed.226 Miera refused, and his art sold
out by 10:00 A.M. Miera left disliking the Spanish Market and was never invited back.227
Stone was popularly used for ornamental sculptures on church exteriors and for
reredoses (altar screens) in New Spain and in the northern Spanish territories.228 An
example of a Spanish baroque style stone and painted reredos, carved in bas-relief out
of local limestone was created by Captain Bernardo Miera y Pacheco in 1761, in the

223. Juanita Jaramillo in discussion with Everett.
224. Wilbert Miera has had a long career as a woodworker, specializing in custom handmade doors.
225. Wilbert Miera, discussion with Everett.
226. Carole Rosenstein, “An Object in its Own Domain: how Hispano New Mexican santos are
situated in space” in Espace, (Vol. 24, No. 1, 2002,) www.erudite.com, 161-182. The Standards Committee
“can remove artists from the Spanish Market if their “work is assessed nonstandard (174).”
227. Wilbert Miera, discussion with Everett.
228. Gloria Fraser Giffords, Sanctuaries of Earth, Stone and Light; The Churches of Northern New
Spain, 1530-1821, (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 2007,) 287.
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Cristo Rey Church on Canyon Road.229 The reredos is the oldest example in New
Mexico of Spanish estípite columns; a design element of carved niches for santo
display.230 Scholars suggest that by the late eighteenth-century, santos replaced stone
estípite and an entire wood structure replaced stone overall.231
Santa Fe sculptor Celso Gallegos (1864-1943), creator of wood bultos and of small
bas-reliefs, apparently of cedar, that he sold at the first Spanish Market.232 Traditionally
sculptors (escultores), whether a family member or a local expert, would mentor young
students in the craft.233 Gallegos’ twice great grandfather was a santero in the
eighteenth century who created bultos that have lasted to the present; making it likely
that (Celso) acquired stone carving skills from a lineage of experts.234 The Spanish
Market objected to Miera’s modern, culturally indigenous figures. Stonework, however,
is not listed in the 2019 Traditional Spanish Market Guidelines as a categorical option;
which denies artists an expression of, and the public access to, a traditional craft.235
Luis Tapia: Luis Tapia’s interests in Hispano art began as a result of his participation in
the Chicano movement. His attendance at rallies where he yelled, “¡Viva la raza!” led
him to a piercing realization: “I didn’t understand what my culture was about. I didn’t

229. Anne Lux, Historic New Mexico Churches, (Layton: Gibbs Smith Publishers, 2007,) 136. The
reredos was sculpted by Spanish artisans in La Castrense Church, Santa Fe. The church fell to ruin in the
th
mid-19 century, and the reredos was moved to Cristo Rey Church. Robin Farwell Gavin, Traditional Arts
of Spanish New Mexico, The Hispanic Heritage Wing at the Museum of International Folk Art, (Santa Fe:
Museum of New Mexico Press,1994,) 8. Gavin refutes Lux's claim that Mexicans helped carve the reredos.
230. Donna Pierce, "Historical Introduction" in Spanish New Mexico, The Spanish Colonial Arts
Society Collection, Volume One, (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996,) 9.
231. Ibid. The estípite style with santos in niches has also been interpreted with painted wood by
th
José Rafael Aragón; the Altar-screen, Durán Chapel near Talpa NM, 19 century, 7’ 7.5” x 9’ 7”.
232. Carmella Padilla, "Revival Period Arts and Artists" in Spanish New Mexico, The Spanish
Colonial Arts Society Collection Volume Two, (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996,) 36.
233. José A. Esquibel and Charles M. Carrillo, A Tapestry of Kinship: the web of influence among
escultores and carpinteros in the Parish of Santa Fe, 1790-1860, (Albuquerque: LPD Press, 2004,) 9-14.
234. Carmella Padilla, "Revival Period Arts and Artists,” 36.
235. Spanish Colonial Arts Society Guidelines for Traditional Spanish Market & Winter Market, 2019.
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understand who I was, or what [my] raza meant...”236 As a married father and a store
manager nearing his mid-twenties, Tapia began researching local history and art that he
had seen all of his life but understood only superficially.237 Tapia was motivated to carve
and visited the Museum of International Folk Art (MOIFA) to learn and fuel his interests
in art.238 He started with nudes. By 1972, his (then) wife, straw appliqué artist Star Tapia
recognized talent in his “early rudimentary nudes” and encouraged him to continue.239
Tapia’s job was close to the Spanish Market. At the time, the Spanish Market was
loosely organized and Tapia could easily meet SCAS curator Alan Vedder.240 Vedder,
and wife Ann Healy Vedder were voracious art collectors who worked to build the SCAS
collection.241 The Vedders avidly “’encouraged’” Hispanic artists to [seek their roots] by
[rediscovering and reviving] Spanish Colonial traditional arts.”242 Ann Vedder believed:
“...In keeping with the Society’s stated purposes, all the crafts must be traditional... Innovations
are not discouraged, but since there are many other avenues and outlets for non-traditional and
contemporary crafts, the Society...felt it proper to adhere quite strictly to its stated purposes.”

243

Tapia showed Vedder his carvings. Vedder was pleased and soon arranged for Tapia to
have access to the MOIFA stored collection of “seventeenth-nineteenth-century

236. Tapia discussion with Everett.
237. Laurie Beth Kalb. Crafting Devotions; Tradition in Contemporary New Mexico Santos,
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1994,) 49, also Tapia in discussion with Everett, reported
that he was promoted from a warehouse stock person to a manager in five years; Despite being the great,
great, grand-nephew of sculptor Celso Gallegos, Tapia had little knowledge about santero art.
238. Camilla Padilla, “Luis Tapia” “Contemporary Masters of Traditional Hispanic Arts,” in Spanish
New Mexico, Volume Two, 78; Tapia in discussion with Everett.
239. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
240. Ibid.
241. Marta Weigle, “A Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society" in Spanish New Mexico,
Volume Two, 31, 32.
242. Ibid.
243. Ibid, 32. Unfortunately, the “avenues and outlets for non-traditional and contemporary crafts”
referred to by Ann Healy Vedder were not available to Hispanos.
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[Hispano] art” collection.244 Tapia challenged himself with his carving and his
rudimentary figures became more refined.
Vedder was impressed with Tapia’s new work. “He took me under his wing for a
couple of years.”245 Within that time, Vedder had advised Tapia to apply to the Spanish
Market, which he did, and was accepted (1974).246 That year, Tapia won first, second,
and third place prizes for his traditionally carved, unpainted figures in the santo
division.247 By now, Tapia was repairing and restoring old bultos for Vedder, who also
urged Tapia to expand his repertoire by creating carved and paint ornamented trasteros
and chineros, cupboards and china cabinets.248 As Tapia researched at MOIFA and
restored bultos, he recognized pigment, dulled by age, under layers of grime.249 Tapia
came to realize that the unpainted bulto promoted by the Spanish Market was not “the
true and traditional bulto...”250
Meanwhile, “The social unrest [of the Chicano movement] led me to experiment
with my work.”251 Deeply attracted to color, Tapia experimented with natural materials to
produce the brightest colors possible while maintaining traditional methods.252 Tapia’s
new bultos reflected an ideological shift, that rejected Anglo demands on Hispano art,
and likely conflicted with Vedder’s urgings. Tapia broke ground at the 1975 Spanish
Market in a debuted furniture category.253 Furniture making was an old and necessary

244. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
245. Ibid.
246. Ibid. Kalb, Crafting Devotions, 55, 247.
247. Ibid.
248. Camilla Padilla, “Luis Tapia” “Contemporary Masters of Traditional Hispanic Arts,” 78; Tapia
also discussed with Everett. Researched pictures show examples of both carved and painted furniture.
249. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
250. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
251. Ibid.
252. Ibid.
253. Camilla Padilla, “Luis Tapia” “Contemporary Masters of Traditional Hispanic Arts,” 78.
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craft in the settlements that Tapia interpreted as an art form. There, he won first and
second prizes.254 Prompted by his research, Tapia also debuted his polychrome bultos,
and garnered first prize in the bulto category with Saint Michael and the Dragon (Figure
2).255 This bulto was painted in bright red, orange and black egg tempera; a paint
resulting in a shiny surface that may have seemed innovative at the Spanish Market but
was actually commonly used by nineteenth century santeros.256
By 1976, Tapia was creating santos and thematic bultos that were beyond the
cannon of what eighteenth and nineteenth century santeros had produced; meaning
work that was unacceptable by the Spanish Market rules.257 “I was still in the religious
format but [the bultos] ... had not been done previously by historical [Spanish] artists.”258
Examples of the non-traditional Bible themed bultos are The Last Supper (polychrome,
gesso on wood, 1976) (Figure 3), and Noah’s Ark (polychrome, gesso on wood, 1977)
(Figure 4). Moreover, by 1977, as Tapia tells, he began to prefer acrylic paints over
natural pigments. “I tried to do the traditional original methods, and I did ...for the first
pieces, but I found that I didn’t like them [the colors]. It was easier to by acrylic paints at
the art store. And I liked the brilliance of the colors as well.”259 Tapia’s work trailblazed
at the Spanish Market but it contradicted the jury’s rules. “I took traditional themes and
blended them with my own ideas about contemporary life... Some people saw that as
me abandoning my tradition, but I saw it as putting new life into the tradition.”260

254. Ibid.
255. Ibid.
256. José Espinosa, Saints in the Valley, 58.
257. Thomas J Steele, S.J., Santos and Saints, the religious folk art of Hispanic New Mexico, (Santa
Fe: Ancient City Press, 1994), Appendix B,136-180. A list of saints used in Hispano iconography is listed.
258. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
259. Ibid.
260. Ibid.
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Tapia’s new work resulted in him being reprimanded by Spanish Market officials for
his blatant violations. “[They] were rejecting a bunch of work that I was doing.” ...but
Tapia would not stop.261 He felt that the present–day directors and the rules originally
set “by Anglo people from outside of New Mexico... were suppressing me as an up-andcoming artist. ...I would no longer adhere to [the Spanish Market’s] concept of traditional
work.”262 As an alternative, Tapia began to interview at local art galleries to exhibit his
work. He compared the experience to being “...a bouncing ball...I would visit a gallery;
they would tell me to go to the Spanish Market, the Spanish Market [officials] would tell
me to remove my work, then I would go to a gallery, and so forth...” 263
In mid-1978 Tapia was called into the office of a high-ranking Spanish Market
director who told him, “You either follow our rules or you’ll have to move on.”264 Tapia
was married with two children who depended on his Spanish Market sales.265 He
appreciated how people at the Spanish Market had guided his development as an
artist.266 However that day he recognized that, “Basically, they were throwing me out.”267
Frederico Vigil: Vigil, the first cousin of Luis Tapia, devoted time to learning the social
and religious ceremonies and rituals of the rural upper river, where his ancestors were

261. Tapia, in discussion with Everett in 2013.
262. Ibid. Tapia, told of the sacrifice he was making to pursuit his art on his own terms.
263. Tapia reported to Everett of being repeatedly reprimanded by Spanish Market officials in 1977.
264. Tapia did not volunteer that individual's name during his 2013 interview, nor did he identify the
person after direct questioning during the 2017 interview. Tapia, said that the individual was already dead
and that he "…did not want to throw anybody ‘under the bus’."
265. Tapia, 2013, alluded to how being expelled would put a financial strain on his family.
266. In discussion with Everett, 2013, Tapia told of his appreciation of SCAS, for their dedication to
preserving Hispano art, even though their methods were misguided. He also praised the Spanish Market
for their work with him as a new artist; Carmella Padilla, “Luis Tapia” in Spanish New Mexico, 78.
267. Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, Taylor Museum, Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1977,
13. Tapia was involved with Vedder and exhibited at The Spanish Market from about 1973-1978. By 1976
he had exhibited in Día de Más, Días de los Muertos, MOIFA, and in the same year, he demonstrated his
craft at the American Folk Life Festival, Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D.C.
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sheepherders.268 He, his parents, and his paternal male elders, many being “heavy duty
Padre de Posadeño Hermanos Penitentes,” would sit, recall and discuss the intricacies
of old ways, such as courting and matchmaking rituals.269 Vigil depicted the rituals in
sixteen paintings, Funciones: Social and Religious Rituals of Northern New Mexico
(1976).270 Though an environmentalist, Vigil had “entered the seminary right after high
school but left due to racism.”271 He did not participate in protests or join activist groups.
“My movement was into my environment...into the art world... Politically there was an
overlapping with politics and me and art.” For Vigil, the social movements were “...a
vortex of activity, stimulated by art, religion, tradition, and by politics and civil rights.”272
Frustrated with their situation at the Spanish Market, Vigil and fellow exhibitors Star
and Luis Tapia, Maria Luisa Delgado Roybal, Rolando DeLeon, and Rafael Lovato,
would gather regularly at any one of their studios, workshops, or at a bar, to discuss
their art and the artistic limitations they faced.273 They talked about the fluidity and
evolution of; present-day art becoming tradition, how modern styled work could still
respect tradition, how modern styled work could still respect tradition, and ideas about
infusing new developments and new materials into Hispano art.274 Without realizing,

268. Vigil, discussion with Everett.
269. Per Vigil, Padre de Posadeño is an order of the Hermanos Penitentes (Penitent Brothers).
270. Frederico Vigil, Thomas E. Chávez, Thomas J. Steele, Funciones: Communal Ceremonies of
Hispanic Life, (Albuquerque, Sagrada Art Studio, 1983.) The acrylic paintings were exhibited in 1983, per
the exhibition catalog. Vigil reported to Everett, the name of the collection as stated in this text.
271. As reported to Everett, Vigil was an FDA biologist and handled agriculture and water concerns
in the U.S., Mexico and Canada; Stephanie Elizondo Greist, "The Michelangelo of New Mexico; Frederico
Vigil, Frescoist of Latino History Needs a New Wall.", Believer Magazine, November/December (2011).
Vigil reported, "One of the seminarians told me, “'All you Mexicans want to do is have babies.'”
272. The entire conversation was reported to Everett by phone by Vigil.
273. Tapia and Vigil each mentioned meeting with the group to discuss art and their plight as artists.
274. .Alfonso B. Martinez, "A Group that Promotes Contemporary Hispanic Art," Santa Fe Reporter,
"Artfest", (October, 9, 1980.) The article specifies meeting places (studios and bars) and topics.
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they were forming a new vision for Hispano art. To actualize their ideas, as Vigil put it,
“...we [would need] another venue to do what we wanted to [do].”275
Vigil would observe and inquired about the annual Indian Market. Native Americans
would organize and operate their own sales exhibition venue.276 Their un-juried
admission allowed artists to produce art in “whatever artistic language they wanted...
traditional of contemporary.”277
During the august 1978 Spanish Market exhibition, Vigil began walking up and
down and talking with people about “starting something.” “Hey, maybe we should get
together and set up our own [market] where we could exhibit what we want to exhibit...
[People who] wanted to continue producing traditional art could still do that. Others who
wanted to create in untraditional art forms, use modern materials, ...would have a place
to exhibit.” Vigil began collecting names and phone numbers of like-minded artists.278
From seedling plans, “starting something” meant an alternative to the Spanish Market.
The development of La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos: Cofradía
meetings now included artists from Vigil’s list. Studios and bars were abandoned for
homes that could accommodate the larger assemblage, such as the homes of Luis and
Star Tapia, Maria Luisa Delgado Roybal, and of new artists Tony and (santera)
Guadalupita Ortíz. 279
In the meetings, a vision for Hispano art emerged that consisted of:

275. Vigil, in discussion with Everett.
276. Ibid. Vigil’s investigation of the Indian Market being non-juried was confirmed in the official
Santa Fe Indian Market, Southwestern Association for Indian Arts website, swaia.org, under “History.”
277. Vigil in discussion with Everett.
278. Vigil discussed with Everett his entire process of interesting people in the new venture. The
date was surmised based on when La Cofradía got off the ground in 1978.
279. Vigil specified meeting in these homes. There were others whose owners he could not recall.
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1. Freedom of choice for the artists to: model century old art forms, interpret Catholic
icons and Hispano personages as they pleased; work in art forms not used by santeros
of the past, use either homemade or store-bought materials.
2. Art revival and restoration: Hispano artists would: continue to revive long neglected
art forms such as petaca (rawhide luggage or boxes), as revived by Star Tapia;280
become active in craft and decisions of restoration, preservation and conservation of
centuries past Hispano art.281 Revive fading cultural activities such as Spanish dances
and telling of “dichos” (proverbs and sayings).282
3. Education: Hispano artists would educate fellow artists, adults and children about
craft techniques; “Preserving and teaching... [traditional] folk-art forms may be the most
important task of the Cofradía.”283 “Teaching other cultures about Hispano heritage is as
important as teaching [our] own people...”284
4. Self-determination: Hispano artists would “have their own voice in promoting their
cultural heritage.”285 Anglos would not decide, judge nor establish criteria for “...what
was traditional and what was not...”286 Hispanos would judge their own work.”287 “We

280. William Wroth, Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, Taylor Museum of the Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center, (Colorado Springs: Taylor Museum Publications, 1977,) 113. Star Tapia revived petaca.
281. 281.Kalb, Crafting Devotions, 66, 67, 72. Talks of gains and losses of Anglos restoring Hispano
art.
282. Rosanna Hall, “Bold, New Forms for Hispanic Art Show”, New Mexican, “Weekend”
(January 19, 1979): 3.
283. Paul Sturiale, “Artists work to save heritage,” New Mexican,” (September 10, 1978): 43. Quote
is attributed to Tapia and Maria Luisa Delgado Roybal who was in agreement.
284. Ibid. Quote is attributed to Rolando DeLeon.
285. Kalb, Crafting Devotions, 52.
286. Ibid.
287. Kalb, Crafting Devotions, 52. “The criteria for selecting works...for exhibits were far less rigid
than...the Spanish Market;” Alfonso B. Martinez, “A group that promotes contemporary Hispanic art”, Santa
Fe Reporter, “Artfest” (section) (October 9, 1980.) “La Cofradía judged the work of its own members,” Don
Humphrey, curator, Museum of Fine Arts, Santa Fe. More accurate is that they “accepted” all of the
exhibitors’ art in the early exhibits and later “chose” art for the 1980 show that Humphrey referenced.
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[Hispanos] would take control of our work... [exhibiting]... whatever we want.”288 The
group envisioned mutual support amongst the artists in the creation, method and style
of their art forms, in order to promote ongoing developments in Hispano art.289
Naming the group: Cofradías were guilds of particular trades that united for mutual
support and to apprentice skills.290 The 1846 American Occupation of New Mexico
impelled Penitente cofradía groups to join Padre (Father) Antonio José Martinez in
resisting European American culture and Protestantism that was encroaching on
Hispano ways.291 “Cofradía has a long lineage in New Mexico” noted Vicente Martinez,
the three-times grandson of Padre Martinez.292 Penitente zeal for Hispano religious art
and culture is recognized in La Cofradía’s logo; three stalks of wheat tilted left,
superimposed by a contraposed (two-barred) Cross of Lorraine.293
New Members and the logistics of a grassroots group: Even artists who participated
in grassroots groups such as the Brown Berets felt inexperienced in structuring,

288. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
289. Paraphrased from La Cofradía’s new vision for the group included in La Cofradía’s “Statement
of Purpose”, By-Laws, Article II, filed with the State of New Mexico, May 31, 1979.
290. José Antonio Esquibel and Charles M. Carrillo, A Tapestry of Kinship: The Web of Influence
among Escultores and Carpinteros in the Parish of Santa Fe, 1790-1860, (Los Ranchos de Albuquerque:
LPD Press, 2004,) 16, 26.
291. William Wroth, Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, The Taylor Museum of the Colorado Springs
Fine Arts Center, (Colorado Springs: Taylor Museum Publications, 1977,) 113.292.Vicente Martinez joked
about cofradías and his family lineage while in discussion with Everett; Ray John de Aragon, The
Penitentes of New Mexico: Hermanos de la Luz=Brothers of the Light, (Santa Fe, NM, Sunstone Press,
2006,) 32, 33. Padre Martinez, a reformist, is credited with helping poor Hispanos and saving Catholic and
cultural ways. He challenged and ended clerical practices of forced the poor to tithe. In newly independent
Mexico he founded the newspaper El Crepusculo de la Libertad (The Dawn of Liberty), currently in
publication as El Crepusculo; Wroth, Images of Penance, Images of Mercy, 40-52. Padre Martinez viewed
Penitente bloody processions as backwards in the new era, but advocated for Penitentes after the U.S.
Occupation, fearing the loss of the keepers of culture and rituals. He elicited support from Bishop Zubiría in
Mexico to decree the un-ordained lay Penitentes to be equated with the ordained lay Third Order. This is
because the lay Penitentes were already performing sacraments in the settlements while the ordained lay
Third Order were away converting native peoples to Christ.
292. Vicente Martinez in discussion with Everett.
293. Wheat signifies many things in the Bible including bread of life, abundance, love and charity.
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organizing or funding La Cofradía. “We didn’t know what the hell we were doing.”294 “We
just did what we had to do.”295 The next step was attaining an exhibition venue.
El Santuario de Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe (The Sanctuary of Our Lady of
Guadalupe) (El Santuario) in Santa Fe, appeared to be suitable for their first exhibition.
El Santuario was once a church that had fallen into decay after a larger church was built
nearby.296 After being restored, El Santuario functioned as a shrine and concert hall for
choral and popular music, and as a small museum.297 Both Vigil and Miera first talked
with the out-going foundation director Gabrielle Palmer (1975-1978) but mainly worked
with his successor José Griego (1979-1981).298 Vigil met Griego for coffee.299 As a
member of the carving group La Escuelita (The Little School), Griego was enthusiastic
and got the required approval from Father Leo Lucero to secure the venue.300 “[Griego]
was the driving force for getting that space [and] La Cofradía up [and running].”301
After obtaining the space, Miera was asked to be part of La Cofradía to assess “how
to mount art” on the newly restored “[200] year old walls” without any damage them.302
Miera was a twelve-year veteran museum technician at the Museum of New Mexico,

294. Tapia, in discussion with Everett.
295. Vigil in discussion with Everett.
296. Kay Lockridge, The Guadalupe Historical Foundation, how a secular, non-profit organization
saved Santa Fe’s most religious site, (Santa Fe: Sunstone Press, 2016,) 25.
297. Ibid., Miera provided the same information and Tapia also spoke of its functions.
298. Vigil and Miera mentioned Palmer briefly as playing a small role in obtaining the venue.
299. Vigil, in discussion with Everett.
300. Wilbert Miera informed Everett about Griego, (of Embudo NM): a professional carver, musician,
head of the Santuario and president of Northern New Mexico College (until 2009); Mary Montaño,
Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, Hispano arts and culture of New Mexico, (Albuquerque, University of New
Mexico Press, 2001,) 45, 47; La Escuelita has nine carvers who share ideas and exhibit as a group or
individually.
301. Miera in discussion with Everett. Miera expressed high regard for Griego.
302. Miera was contacted in 1978. Lockridge, 19, photo religious art on the walls. 200 years old, 45.
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with experience in art handling, shipping, transporting and mounting methods equal to
methods used at the largest U.S. museums.303 His expertise would forward the project.
Vicente Martinez: News likely traveled from La Escuelita to photographer and Taos
resident Vicente Martinez. Martinez was a member of La Academia de la Nueva Raza,
(The Academy of the New Humanity) (La Academia), a Chicano think tank in Dixon NM,
that worked to “capture what our tradition was about because nobody had ever written it
down.”304 Martinez produced a publication for La Academia that aimed to introduce
Southwest and west coast Chicano artists into New Mexico.305 Martinez networked with
the Royal Chicano Air Force, Sacramento CA, and PAN, Performance Artists’ Nucleus,
San Antonio TX, among other groups to obtain pictures of their art for the publication.306
Martinez was a photo-documentarian activist who created slide presentations, including
one for La Academia that informed the Environmental Protection Agency (1974) about
waterways used by poor farmers, that had been polluted by companies in Ski Valley
NM.307 As a personal project, he photographed mission churches from San Antonio to
New Mexico.308 He and wife, Dorotea Miera Martinez, a weaver and traditional Aztec
dancer, joined La Cofradía in 1978.309

303. Yolanda C. Roche, “Miera Guest at Museum Seminar,” “Santa Fe New Mexican On the Arts,”
(section) Santa Fe, New Mexican, (March 10, 1974): 4.
304. La Academia had offices in San Antonio, TX and members throughout the Southwest. Cofounder Tomás Attencio PhD (Emeritus Lecturer at the University of New Mexico) championed a traditional
learning and teaching method, resolana, in "La Resolana: A Chicano Pathway to Knowledge," La
Resolana: emerging Chicano dialogues on community and globalization, (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 2009.)
305. Martinez, in discussion with Everett.
306. Ibid.
307. Ibid.
308. Ibid.
309. Martinez, in discussion with Everett; Wilbert Miera told that Dorotea Miera Martinez is his
cousin.
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Vicente informed his goddaughter, Juanita Jaramillo (Levadie).310 She was eager to
infuse her Chicago art activist experience into a project.311 Jaramillo got her husband
involved, (the late) Edwardo Levadie, a political advocate for Vietnam War resisters, her
brother-in-law, carver Roberto Levadie, and her comadre (soul sister), renown weaver
Teresa Archuleta-Sagel.312 This contingent brought practical experience to La Cofradía.
Incorporation: By September 1978, rising expenses in the now forty-five-member
group, made it clear that financial support was necessary.313 Vigil made an appointment
with the gubernatorial First Lady and head of the Department of Cultural Affairs, Clara
Apodaca.314 From that meeting, Apodaca became part of a newly formed advisory
board. La Cofradía was counselled to incorporate as a not-for-profit in order for the new
board of directors to: solicit philanthropies for grants, accept donations, and accept tax
exempt (501(c) 3) status, all as stated in their newly written By-Laws.315
Becoming a not-for-profit required La Cofradía to form a governing body that relied
on its members’ strengths: Frederico Vigil: President, “...gave [many] interviews” and
“was the brains to what [La Cofradía] became;” Luis Tapia, Vice Chairman, “...very
smart... serious about the tradition [and] the changes. ...formed La Cofradía not in his
behalf [but more for others];” Star Tapia: Secretary. “[A] major force in La Cofradía [who]
kept things organized [and] minds focused.” Maria Louisa Delgado Roybal, Treasurer,

310. Jaramillo told Everett of her and Dorotea’s adjacent weaving studios by which the news
traveled.
311. Jaramillo in discussion with Everett.
312. Jaramillo and Archuleta-Sagel researched and documented traditional weaving methods and
regional patterns.
313. Paul Sturiale, "Artists work to save heritage", New Mexican, (September 10, 1978).
314. Ibid. Clara Apodaca is the wife of Jerry Apodaca, governor of New Mexico, 1975-1979.
315. By-Laws of La Cofradía de Arte y Artesanos Hispanicos, Article XI, Deposits, Checks, Loans,
Contracts and Gifts, Section 4, New Mexico Corporation and Franchise Tax Depts. received May 31, 1979.
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was dedicated to teaching; Wilbert Miera: Art director, registrar, and an art transporter
who owned a vehicle roomy enough to carry art work without any damage.316
On the directorial board were iron artisan Rolando DeLeon and the santero, poet,
and sage Rafael Lovato, who both had interests in Hispano art education.317 The
advisory board included Clara Apodaca; Samuel Adelo, a lawyer and Director of Public
Affairs for Gulf Oil Company, Santa Fe; and Reyes Newsom from the Museum of
Albuquerque who arranged for a grant from the New Mexico Arts Commission.318 Vigil
explained, “...we had ...some pretty [big] heavyweights. ...We didn’t know much about
money or boards either...We went to people who were well known in the community and
[who] had a professional record. That’s what you want on your board.”319
For Miera the “laws and rules [made it that] we had to get incorporated.”320 For Tapia
“[The titles] ...were just in name. The corporation demanded it.” 321 In all discussions on
the matter, no one reported that anyone used their title to wield authority over another.
In September 1978, La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos, Inc. became a
not-for-profit [501- 3] corporation.322 The “Statement of Purpose” reads as follows:

316. Paul Sturiale, "Artists work to save heritage," Board members and job titles were in the article.
Attributes to quotes are as follows: Wilbert Miera, quote about Vigil; Wilbert Miera, quote about Luis Tapia;
Luis Tapia, quote about Star Tapia. Also in the article, Sturiale tells what Maria Luisa Delgado Roybal’s
goals to emphasize education. Wilbert Miera, reported in discussion with Everett, his roles in the group and
the old car that he owned.
317. Paul Sturiale, "Artists work to save heritage," Sturiale reports De Leon as a board member;
In separate discussions with Everett, Vigil, Tapia and Miera spoke fondly and with pride of Lovato’s role as
the group sage; The initial six core members and a newer member, Gus Martinez were listed in the
Restated Articles of Incorporation, May 27, 1979, “Article IX, Initial Board of Directors of the Corporation” as
“the present Board of Directors of the Corporation...”
318. Paul Sturiale, "Artists work to save heritage." The article reports the grants received; Rosanna
Hall, "Bold, new forms for Hispanic art show," New Mexican, Weekend, (January, 1979).
319. The paragraph is part of Vigil’s discussion with Everett.
320. .Miera in discussion with Everett.
321. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
322. Sturiale, "Artists work to save heritage."
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“The purposes for ...this association..., is to encourage the revival, continuation and
growth of traditional and contemporary Hispanic arts and crafts, to serve as a source
of public information for ...crafts and ...producers; and promote the general welfare:
social, cultural and economic of...Hispanic arts and crafts.” 323

La Cofradía existed for professionals and amateurs alike to exhibit art. Per the May
27, 1979 Restated Articles of Incorporation, the Cofradía policy was “non-discriminatory
in terms of “race, sex, age, creed. color or national origin.”324 Though La Cofradía was
intended for Hispanos, the leaders included people of other ethnicities. Native Pueblo
artists joined and Anglos, such as Suzanne Jamison, later became advisors.325
Conclusion: For Chicanos, claiming their Mexican ancestry with pride, including the
mestizo and native aspects of their heritage, reflected bold self-approval and selfaffirmation. Chicanismo, the term for the vehicle by which self-acceptance is celebrated,
backlashed the negative practices upheld by the presiding class, that systematically
prohibited Spanish from being spoken and subverted all traces of Mexican culture.
Hispanos experienced similar discrimination based on language, culture, and race,
despite their ancestors having settled in New Mexico in 1598, nine years prior to the
English arrival in Jamestown.
Discrimination, and desire to learn about their Hispano culture drew many upper
river artists to engage in, or at least appreciate the Chicano movement. Hispanos would

323. This final version of the “Statement of Purpose was in the Amended By-Laws,” received by the
New Mexico State Corporate Commission, Corporate Franchise Tax Departments, May 31, 1979.
324. Ibid.
325. Specifications against bias appear in the May 27, 1979 “Restated Articles of Incorporation of La
Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispanicos, Inc., A Non-Profit Organization, Non-Discriminatory Policy, 2.”
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create art based on research or their cultural attributes and exhibit it at the Spanish
Market. The paradox however is that though the Spanish Market was a springboard for
many art careers, its restrictions were smothering to at least the six Cofradía founders.
Moreover, Hispano artists were experiencing unwelcoming episodes in an art market
that was expanding for Anglo artists. The Cofradía founders decided to do something
about their ironic and paradoxical conundrum and with support, created their own art
venues. From here, a new vision for Hispano art was germinating, where whatever
Hispano artists decided to produce would constitute Hispano art.
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Chapter Two:

“...Well, I’ve never been able to find that inner tranquility to just accept …
the way it’s always been.”
—Luis Tapia
Between 1979 and 1983, La Cofradía mounted seven exhibits, organized cultural
programs, and developed educational workshops that invigorated the Hispano
community. I argue that La Cofradía, a short-lived, local arts group, actualized the goals
and activism of the Chicano movement (chicanismo), which therefore establishes La
Cofradía in the canon of Chicano artist activist groups. I will buttress this claim with an
analysis of grassroots methods used by La Cofradía to develop their group and produce
exhibits. Included will be the incorporation of a satellite operation and the production of
a publication; both approaches being in step with contemporaneous Chicano and
African American activist groups. In addition, I will pair artworks by Cofradía artists with
art by Chicanos from outside of New Mexico to show commonality of themes and
iconography in matters ranging from Catholicism to Indigenism and from rituals to
protest. Moreover, I will briefly demonstrate how the focus on culture, education and
politics in La Cofradía’s auxiliary programming also upheld the concept of chicanismo.
Preparation for the first exhibit: The first Cofradía exhibit was named “La Cofradía de
Artes y Artesanos Hispánicos Presents Cultura '79” (“Cultura '79”) and was scheduled
for January 19 to February 10, 1979 at El Santuario de Guadalupe in Santa Fe.325
Unlike almost all local galleries and museums, La Cofradía presented Hispano art by
living artists.326 By Fall 1978, a month after La Cofradía officially formed, membership

325. Rosanna Hall, “Bold, New Forms for Hispanic Art Show,” New Mexican, Weekend (January
19, 1979): 1, 3. Local and intra-state New Mexican newspapers announced the opening.
326. Paul Sturiale, "Artists work to save heritage," New Mexican, (September 10, 1978). Tapia
stated, “The old ones always sit back and say ‘Whatever comes, comes.’ Well, I’ve never been able to find
that inner tranquility to just accept … the way it’s always been.”
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had risen from six to nearly fifty people.327 Vicente Martinez said that La Cofradía “was
already in motion when we [from Taos] got to it. We all got very involved in it.”328
Martinez viewed Vigil and the Tapias as the leaders. “Wilbert Miera would probably be
another one. There was a core of five or six people who were moving this.”329 This
grassroots endeavor involved volunteers offering their professional or learned on the job
skills; such as: building and painting wall panels and creating signs with wood and paint
donated by a Hispano store owner.330 “Everyone had a day job. The will was there, but
it required people going out into the community and saying, ‘We want to do an
exhibit...This is what we need,’ and getting things!”331
Networking and Exposure: Word of mouth was the strongest networking method for
news to travel about La Cofradía and the show.332 As the art transporter and registrar,
Miera traveled to underpopulated mountain villages north of Santa Fe to collect art in his
1949 wood door paneled Ford station wagon, (a.k.a. the Burrito Wagon).333 “It became
the official Cofradía vehicle because it was safe to carry art in. ... Carvers and santeros
lived on ranches, on farms...in [places like] Truchas,…had no TVs, no telephones,…just
finding these places... They just never stopped creating. It was so much a part of their
lives. …They just wanted to share their artwork and I felt that was the main purpose [of
La Cofradía.]”334 Miera and Tapia, who sometimes accompanied him, spoke fondly of

327. Ibid.
328. Vicente Martinez in discussion with Everett.
329. Ibid.
330. Tapia, in discussion with Everett, reported the donation of paint and lumber.
331. Martinez in discussion with Everett.
332. William Clark, “Reunion of Rebels; La Cofradia Broke Mold of Hispanic Folk Art,” Albuquerque
Journal, The Arts, (May 5, 1991). “From the core group in Santa Fe, …the call would go out to key Cofradía
members in the cities and towns of northern New Mexico, who, by word of mouth, would pass news of the
latest exhibition to the Hispanic artists in their areas;” Vigil confirmed this fact to Everett.
333. Tapia and Miera in separate discussions with Everett.
334. Miera in discussion with Everett.
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the precious visits with elder traditional master carvers. The elders would demonstrate
carving techniques that Miera and Tapia would later incorporate in their work.335
As La Cofradía developed the founders were interviewed and photographed for
newspapers articles. In interviews, the artists told of the plight of Hispano artists and
about their aims to exhibit art, sponsor cultural educational programs, and “stimulate
interest in restoring moradas (Penitente prayer houses)” with grant money received
from the New Mexico Arts Commission.336 Days before “Cultura ‘79” opened, reporters
from Santa Fe, Taos and Albuquerque newspapers previewed the show.337 "[It] was a
big to do in Santa Fe. The press loved it," Tapia recalled, “...and it gave us free
publicity.”338 The New Mexican Weekend Arts Entertainment and Leisure cover story
featured Ladies Weep Over Jesus by Work Project Administration modernist oil painter,
Eliseo Rodriguez. (Figures 5)339 His painting was also used for a four-color poster that
represented “Cultura ’79.” Rodriguez’ was the first recognized Hispano modernist and
an associate of Los Cinco Pintores, a European American art group (Figure 6). The
articles showed images of the exhibit and most importantly, characterized some
Hispano artists and their art as contemporary (Figures 7and 8).340

335. Miera detailed this story that Tapia elaborated on during separate talks with Everett.
336. R. Hall, “Bold, new forms for Hispanic art show,” New Mexican, (January 19, 1979): 1, 3.
337. The newspapers that ran articles about the opening were: Rosanna Hall, “Bold, new forms for
Hispanic art show,” (January 19, 1979): 1, 3; Alan Pearson, Albuquerque Journal, Section D, Arts/
Entertainment, (Sunday, February 4, 1979): 1. During the show’s run, a full-page article ran with a third, an
image of the exhibit; Janice Daigh, Taos News, Arts section, “Hispanic artists unite for exhibit,” (Thursday,
January 18, 1979): B1.
338. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
339. New Mexican, Weekend, Arts, Entertainment, Leisure, (January 19, 1979): 1. Rodriguez’s art
was on the section opener. A headline banner read, “Hispanic Art Show Bold, New Direction.”
340. Janice Daigh, “Old church alive with art,” Taos News, Arts, (Thursday, Jan. 25, 1979): B1.
“La Cofradía …includes expansion of artistic endeavor by contemporary craftspeople and artists.”
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La Cofradía Presents “Cultura ’79”- Opening night: Notwithstanding a snowstorm
hitting Santa Fe on January 19th, “Crowds jammed Santuario de Guadalupe…to view
works by more than 100 Hispanic artists…in an exhibit organized by the new group.”
(Figures 9 and 10).341 The event began at 6:30 P.M. with ceremonies, including
Archbishop Robert Sanchez blessing the artists and the exhibit, and advisory board
member Clara Apodaca giving the opening address.342 Advisory board members
Samuel Adelo and Reyes Newsom were also present.343 Tapia reported a lively and
festive atmosphere that emphasized Hispano culture. Cofradía co-founder Rafael
Lovato recited a poem, Penitente Brothers sang alabados (songs of praise) and
musicians performed cultural songs (Figure 11).344 Donated food was served.345
However, probably the most unexpected gift were the flowers sent by SCAS for a
successful opening.346
Auxiliary programming: Concurrent with the exhibit on successive Saturdays, La
Cofradía organized free entertainment and educational programming that affirmed the
lore and talent of the Hispano people. Photographers Vicente Martinez and Arnold
Trujillo presented Luz y Sangre (Light and Blood), a slideshow about Taos artists, at
The Fine Arts Museum, Saint Francis Auditorium 347 Afterwards musical concerts such
as Corridos y Rancheritas were sung by Vito Trujillo.348

341. Ibid.
342. Ibid.
343. R. Hall, “Bold, new forms for Hispanic art show,” New Mexican, (January 19, 1979): 1, 3.
344. Pedro Ribera-Ortega, “Entre Nosotros: ‘La Herencia en 1979’: Exhibicion Fantastica,” Santa
Fe Reporter (February, 1979.)
345. Tapia in discussion with Everett.
346. Vigil in discussion with Everett.
347. R. Hall, “Bold, new forms for Hispanic art show,” New Mexican, (January 19, 1979):1, 3. The
th
th
slide show was on January 20 and 27 . In addition to news articles, a typed memo on Cofradía de Artes y
Artesanos Hispanicos letterhead informed of events.
348. Ibid. Corridos and rancheritas are two genres of Mexican song.
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The artwork of “Cultura ’79”: A majority of the artists were self-taught or apprenticed
and not academically trained. La Cofradía held a policy of inclusivity and acceptance of
any art by a Hispano artist, which made for a range in levels of expertise in the show.
Two traditional carvers whose techniques showed influences from past century masters
such as (José) Rafael Aragon, were Horacio Valdez and Jose Benjamin Lopez.349
Valdez’s Muerte (Death) is a Doña Sebastiana figure who sits in a death cart (carreta de
muerte) aggressively inspiring fear with a blood-tipped spear (Figure 12).350 La
Esquelita founder Jose Benjamin Lopez created a “15-foot tall painted wooden Christ
Crucified” (Figure 13) and an “84-inch tall carved, paint and gesso sculpture, Nuestro
Padre Jesús (Our Father Jesus Nazarene) (Figure 14).351 Penitentes use large figures,
in general as reminders of human mortality and Christ figures shown descending from
the cross as reminders of resurrection and renewal.352
Luis Tapia's wild haired, carved wood skeleton, Baile de Muerto (Dance of Death)
has an elongated, spiraled torso that sways metaphorically (Figures 15, 16). Though
considered a modern interpretation of a santo, the Dance Macabre theme it reflects

349. Mary Montaño, Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, Hispano Arts and Culture of New Mexico,
(Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press, 2001,) 46.
350. Carmella Padilla, “Horacio Valdez,” “Contemporary Masters of Traditional Hispanic Arts,” in
Spanish New Mexico, Volume Two, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection, (Santa Fe: Museum of
New Mexico Press, 1996,) 80-81. Valdez was praised by his peers. Charles Carrillo described him as “the
santeros’ santero.” Tapia said, “Horacio’s work…was not only traditional, it was also very new.
351. Walter Loniak, “New vision for muertos and santos,” Santa Fe Reporter, (January 25,1979):
15. “...nothing here is more overwhelming and haunting as the 15-foot-tall, painted wood Christ Crucified,”
by Jose Benjamin Lopez;” Laurie Beth Kalb, Crafting Devotions: Tradition in Contemporary New Mexico
Santos, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1994,) 119. Kalb elaborates on details about
Lopez’ art.
352. Kalb, Crafting Devotions,119; William Wroth, Images of Penance, Images of Mercy,
Southwestern Santos in the Late Nineteenth Century, (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991,) 149,
150. “A large cart...drawn by two brothers is used to carry three or four of the newly elected officers,
together with the figure of la muerte (death), in a processional to the Calvario (Calvary), amid the singing of
alabados [praises] as they go.” La muerte is meant to inspire fear while the singing, newly elected brothers
represent continued life; rebirth.
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harkens the preoccupation with death in the Middle Ages as seen on gravestones with
allegorical dancing skeletons and in morality plays that teach of death’s victory over
life.353 Española New Mexico sculptor Alejandro Govea’s La Llorona (The Weeping
Woman), is a roughly textured bronze that contrasts the smooth santos in the exhibit
(Figure 17).354 La Llorona is a secular allegorical Latin American personage who nightly
roams river banks in anguish, seeking children to replace hers that she drowned.355
Wilbert Miera exhibited a standing red cedar abstract sculpture, Curandera, that is
based on the protagonist Última in the novel Bless Me, Última, by Rudolfo Anaya.
(Figure 18).356 Another work by Miera, Mestizo, a low relief of Indiana limestone, depicts
Las Tres Caras del Mestizo, (Three Faces of the Mestizo) (Figure 19), and references
Aztlán and the syncretism of Spanish and native Mexicans that resulted in the
mestizo.357 Baile de Muerto, La Llorona, Curandera, and Las Tres Caras del Mestizo
interpret European, Hispano, Latino and indigenous religious and cultural concepts, yet
the Spanish Market jurors would have rejected these works.
“Cultura ‘79” showed fine examples of the fiber arts. The skillful weavings of
Juanita Jaramillo (Figure 20), Dorotea Martinez, Harry Cordova (woven rug), Connie
Ortega (Rio Grande weaving), recently deceased (1979) Tillie Gabaldon Stark (colcha
embroidery) (Figure 21), and Teresa Archuleta Sagel (woven works) received high

353. Wroth, Images of Penance, Images of Mercy,149.
354. R. Hall, “Bold, new forms for Hispanic art show,” New Mexican, (January 19, 1979): 3.
355. La Llorona’s husband adores his twin sons, neglects her, then leaves all for a young woman.
356. 357. Allan Pearson, “Santa Fe Hispanic Exhibit ‘Cultura ’79,’” Albuquerque Journal, (Sunday,
February 4, 1979): Section D, 1. Miera has referred to the sculpture as Curandera and as Última. In the
article, Pearson refers to it as La Viejita (The Old Woman). Perhaps Miera called it the latter name then.
357. Ibid. Allan Pearson refers to Mestizo not by name, but as a “the three-face Christ like;”
Francisco A. Lomelí, “Introduction: Revisiting the Image of Atzlán,” Aztlán: Essays on the Chicano
Homeland, Rudolfo Anaya, Francisco A. Lomelí, Enrique Lamadrid, (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1991,) 16.
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acclaim from the press. Bird Tapestry, a natural dyed wool woven wall hanging by Irene
Lopez (Figure 22) “reveal Ms. Lopez’ talented handiwork” and vegetable dye weavings
by Maria Vergara Wilson (Figure 23) were described as “spectacular” with “outstanding
technique and concept.”358
“Cultura ‘79” showed the complexity of the Hispano artist who respected tradition
and merged familiar religious images and heritage with new art styles and materials, as
they navigated in modernity. Juanito Jimenez’ narrative of The Stations of the Cross is a
14-piece paint on wood, new-styled-retablo, that captured “a linear simplicity
[resembling] the Italian primitives” (Figure 24).359 A six-foot tall, stylized, life-size retablo
by Lydia Garcia is her tempera on wood, Our Lady of Guadalupe (Figure 25).360
Surrealist acrylics painter Miguel Padilla configured the iconography of a Christian cross
and the Native American feather to form three female feathery crosses in “billowy
clouds in a rural landscape.”361 Furthermore, Frederico Vigil’s fauvist oil painting, El
Pitero (The Flutist), shocks with color to celebrate the Penitente brother who signals
others to pray at dawn (Figure 26).362 Similarly, a snowy graveyard at dusk illuminates a
white crucifix in Vicente Martinez’s photograph, described as “the best among many”
(Figure 27).363

358. Janice Daigh, “Hispanic artists unite for exhibit,” Taos News, (Thursday, January 18, 1979): B1,
mentions Jaramillo and D. Martinez; A. Pearson, “Santa Fe Hispanic Exhibit ‘Cultura ‘79”, Albuquerque
Journal, (Sunday, February 4, 1979): 1, Section D, talks of Cordova, Ortega, Stark, Wilson, Lopez and E.
Rodriguez; W. Loniak, “New vision for muertos and santos,” Santa Fe Reporter, (January 25, 1979): 15,
talks of the “Superb weaving” by Teresa Sagel, and others, as a “strong point in this exhibit...”
359. Don Fabricant, “Folk show has a new awareness,” Santa Fe New Mexican, Weekend, (Friday,
January 26, 1979): 42.
360. J. Daigh, “Hispanic artists unite for exhibit,” Taos News, (Thursday, January 18, 1979): B1.
361. Ibid. Hall used “Michael” rather than Miguel, as Padilla used when on the phone with Everett.
362. R. Hall, “Bold, new forms for Hispanic art ...,” New Mexican, (January 19, 1979): 3.
363. W. Loniak, “New Visions for Muertos and Santos,” Santa Fe Reporter, (January 25, 1979): 15.
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Critical responses to the exhibit: Reviews of “Cultura ‘79” were encouraging and
optimistic but critical of the quality and display of the art. Reporter Allan Pearson wrote
of “prime viewing…at eye level” for paintings with “underdeveloped technique” while
“fine woven rugs” that were hung too high “deserved to be treated with respect.” The
exhibit showed “haphazard mounting…with no unified concept...”364 Reviewers spoke of
overcrowding and Pearson advised a small exhibition committee for the future.365
“Cultura ‘79” was realized by volunteers who mounted the work of eighty artists
with a two-artwork per person limit.366 Reacting against the exclusionary ways of the
Spanish Market jurors, inclusion at Cofradía exhibits was paramount. La Cofradía
overall was complimented for exposing the range of styles of art produced by Hispanos
and credited “for its transformation of the Santuario into a reasonable viewing space.”367
The female viewpoint: Artist Pola Lopez and arts activist Suzanne Jamison were vital
in La Cofradía achieving its vision. Their interviews add to the female voice since Star
Tapia declined an interview and Dorotea Martinez agreed, then was unreachable.368
Pola Lopez: Lopez of Las Vegas, NM is a self-taught painter and owner of De Colores
art supply shop and gallery. As a child, she had metaphysical experiences of “being
colors.”369 While attending West Las Vegas High School, a life changing talk with
Samuel Leyba settled her decision to become a Chicana artist.370 Lopez’s father, “an

364. A. Pearson, “Santa Fe Hispanic Exhibit ‘Cultura ’79,’ Exciting,” Albuquerque Journal, (Sunday,
February 4, 1979):1, Section D.
365. Ibid.
366. Ibid.
367. W. Loniak, “New Visions for Muertos and Santos” Santa Fe Reporter (January 25, 1979): 15.
368. Star Tapia said via her daughter-in-law that she “did not want to remember La Cofradía.” After a
warm phone chat where Dorotea Martinez told of her aunt’s death, reaching her again was unsuccessful.
rd
369. Lopez, discussed by phone with Everett, that she read at 3 grade level in kindergarten and
was allowed to paint (a bird blue) while peers learned. She metaphysically “became blue,” covering herself
in color. Her teacher yelled harshly at her and forbade her from painting in class again.
370. Ibid. Lopez and Leyba met at the school. He enlightened her about art and her Native heritage.
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illustrious businessman, politician and poet” supported his daughter with the gift of his
old barn on the town plaza, and a charge to fix it!: "Cry or complain and it’s all over!"371
Lopez’s art emphasizes color and depicts curanderismo and Chicano/a ideas.372 She
never exhibited at The Spanish Market and tells artists to “Represent yourself!”
One day Tapia and Miera went to her store during a Cinco de Mayo exhibit at
Highland University. Upon entering one “pointed [saying] ‘Oh my God! You are now a
member of La Cofradía!’ I was hijacked ... I became enlisted.”373
Lopez described Cofradía women such as Juanita Jaramillo, Teresa ArchuletaSagle and Dorotea Martinez as powerful weavers who were not in the background when
producing shows or giving opinions. They achieved success through weaving, but their
craft tended to be classified as “women’s work.”374 Lopez felt she was put forward in La
Cofradía due to her business skills and because she was an oil painter like the revered
Eliseo Rodriguez. “There was an idea that oil painting would bring Hispano artists
recognition as being more than “just santeros making furniture.”375 Lopez was already
doing what others aspired to achieve. She interpreted male reactions towards her as,
“Wow, that’s like a man’s job…and you’re doing it.”376 For Lopez, the ranking of oil
painting above crafts, then cultural art was “really stupid. I think that art shouldn’t be
delineated like that.” Gallery and museum curators classified her paintings as folk art.
“We were dealing with a lot of modalities of what was art and what was women’s art.”377

371.
Gallery,
372.
373.
374.
375.
376.
377.

Artist David Escudero described her father. The barn became De Colores Art Shop and
Lopez, in discussion with Everett.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Lopez discussed her perceptions about art and artists in La Cofradía.
Lopez said that the art market pigeon holed modern artists who painted Hispano themes.
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Suzanne Jamison: Jamison’s support catapulted La Cofradia to a mainstream venue.
“I was part of [the] management collective of Armory of the Arts.378 Each person of the
collective took on...the things that needed to be done that they were best in. I was good
at writing press releases and public relations....” 379
Jamison contacted and befriended President Vigil after reading about “Cultura ‘79”,
then sought to help the group have more shows. In her role, she made artists aware of
grants and assisted them in applying for monies.380 “They did it themselves!”, she said
several times, as if to stress that she was not a stereotypical neocolonialist. “…It, [La
Cofradia] was about creating a platform in which [artists] could liberate themselves.” 381
Vigil, Tapia and Miera spoke highly of Jamison and her ability to secure grants and
exhibit spaces. Vigil told of her feistiness to “pull out a typewriter” that she always kept
with her “and type up something.” To get grants she followed two rules: “Don’t apply for
anything that you aren’t eligible for and don’t ask for more than what is being offered.”382
Jamison, through Armory of the Arts and the Needs Assessment/Arts Expansion
Committee of the Santa Fe Council for the Arts (SFCA), facilitated La Cofradía’s
participation and co-planning, with a committee of the Hispanic Heritage Festival.383 La
Cofradía would get its second grant from the New Mexican Arts Division (NMAD).384

378.
P. Eichstaedt, “Armory of the Arts home for many arts,” Santa Fe New Mexican,
379. (July 28,1978): 8.
380. Jamison, as discussed with Everett.
381. Ibid.
382. Ibid.
383. Ibid.
384. The Festival for the Arts program showed multiple ethnic and social communities making up the
H. H. Festival committee: S. Jamison (special mention), Mr. and Mrs. Tapia, F. Vigil, W. Miera, George S.
Burrows, Jr. (Community Arts Resources Development), Orlando Romero (Novelist, traditional artist,
university librarian), Ramona Sakiestewa (Hopi weaver), Linda Pedro (wheelchair bound Hispana
traditional painter), Ellen Bacigalupa, (co-owns the oldest gallery and renown studio on Canyon Road.)
385. Miera reported to Everett that the city council called by phone with interests in La Cofradia, led
to their second grant, this time from the New Mexican Arts Division (NMAD).
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Chicana artists Juanita Jaramillo and Pola Lopez each described La Cofradía’s
women as “assertive, and did everything the men did.” In Cofradía art, aged women,
females with agency and sisterhood were depicted. (Figures 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34.)
Organizing for Future Exhibits– Systems of operation: By the time of the second
show, a headquarter and satellite system had been established between Santa Fe and
four upper river counties, each led by one or two representatives:
Santa Fe, Santa Fe County: Luis Tapia and Wilbert Miera;
Las Vegas, San Miguel County: Pola Lopez and (casein artist) Lupe Salazar;
Española, Rio Arriba County: Jose Alberto Baros (carver) and Irene Lopez;
Taos, Taos County: Juanita Jaramillo.385
Local representatives kept artists informed, collected art and were liaisons between
their county and the central hub in Santa Fe.386 Though representatives such as Lopez
and Jaramillo transported art, Miera remained the official art transporter and handler.387
La Cofradía member, J. Estevan Arellano (Embudo, NM) produced, El Pregonero
del Río Bravo (The Town Crier of The Rio Grande). The publication included useful
information, art listings, funding sources and news that affected artists, and gave voice
to the group's philosophy through editorials.388 Arellano and others wrote articles for the
eight-page copy, fold and staple booklet. The publication was partially funded by The
National Endowment for the Arts, and Sangre de Cristo Community Mental Health
Services, Inc. provided technical production assistance.389

386.
An undated memo on Cofradía letterhead states the above member listing: Vicente Martinez
as President is incongruous and will be discussed chapter three.
387.
Lopez reported to Everett. “I represented my area. I would bring (painter) David’s (Escudero)
work…(painters) Max and Lupe [Salazar’s work,] …We’d all come together, we’d just bring it all.”
388.
Miera did not claim authority but told of “keeping track of all...art and not losing a single one.”
389.
J. Estevan Arellano, El Pregonero del Río Bravo, La Cofradía publication.
390.
Information from the list of sponsors for El Pregonero del Rio Grande.
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Knowingly or not, La Cofradía began using an operating system that emulated
Chicano and African American organizations of the activist modality such as: La
Academia de la Nueva Raza, chapters in Las Cruces NM, San Antonio and El Paso TX,
Brawley CA, Phoenix AZ, publication: El Cuaderno 390; The United Farm Workers, U.S.
western and southwest chapters, publication: El Malcriado 391; Raza Art & Media
Collective (RAZA), University of Michigan, publication: Raza Art & Media Collective
Journal 392; MARCH, Chicago arts group, publication: ABRAZO; The Brown Berets, East
Los Angeles based, satellites from California to Michigan; publication: La Causa 393; The
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), formed in
Niagara Falls, NY, satellites nationwide, publication: The Crisis.394
Subsequent exhibits and their highlights: La Cofradía mounted six more exhibits
and were invited to participate in other events. The events and exhibits were:
• El Festival Hispanico, (Hispanic Heritage Festival [HHF]), The Armory for the Arts,
Santa Fe, NM, May 25 - June 9, 1979. (Figures 35 and 36). On the event-four-color
promotional poster and the program was The Cello, a painting by muralist Gilberto
Guzman (Figures 37 and 38). In the program, businesses were credited and thanked for
their contributions and support.395 In addition, the cover story in the New Mexican Arts

391. Rosales, Chicano!, 214; OCLO Worldcat, Academia de La Nueva Raza, U.S.
http://www.worldcat.org.
392. Ibid. 306, 187.
393. Olga Herrera, Toward the Preservation of a Heritage: Latin American and Latino Art in the
Midwestern United States, (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, Institute for Latino Studies, 2008,) 55.
394. The Brown Book, La Causa, The Training Manual of The Brown Berets National Organization,
September, 2010.)
395. Ibid. 3.
396. Seven businesses made contributions: (J. Block) Block’s Mortuary; (G. Vigil) Center Barber
Shop; Chavez Fine Jewelers; (P. Larragoite, D.D.S.) Family Dentistry; (P. Apodaca) Little Chief Grill;
(Melady) State Farm Insurance Co.; Tino’s Glass and Mirror.
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and Leisure section featured an image of a bas-relief retablo by artist Maximilliano
Garcia. Again, the press provided La Cofradía with free exposure. (Figures 39 and 40).
The exhibit of two hundred and fifty works included student art and handwork by
grandmothers whose crocheted doilies were never viewed as art.396 La Cofradía (Tapia
and Miera) were given permission to visit the New Mexico State Penitentiary to meet
with two inmates and include their art in the show.397 In addition, Albuquerque Chicano
author Leroy Quintana read his poems and led a group discussion in the penitentiary
with selected inmates.398
A significant factor about El Festival Hispanico was its varied programming in art
education, performances and film. Described as contemporary santeros, Luis Tapia,
Horacio Valdez and Orlando Romero lectured and demonstrated painting and carving
techniques.399 Master of Ceremonies Jose Griego introduced folk musician Gordon
Pacheco, E.A. Mares, in Noche de Poesias (Poetry Night) (Figure 41 and 42), Musica
de Conjunto (music by a group), and traditional dance.400 Documentary films shown
include Los Santeros, that explores the role of faith in carvers’ lives.401 Chulas
Fronteras, 1976, examines conjunto and norteño music with Los Alegres de Teran,

397. Information from handwritten notes by Vicente Martinez for the Fourth Annual Hispanic
Invitational, Encuentros: Recordando La Cofradía exhibit, Millicent Rogers Museum, Taos, May 5September 9, 1991. Student and grandmother Information was told by Luis Tapia to Everett.
398. Festival Hispanico, program, The Armory for the Arts, Santa Fe, (May 25 - June 9, 1979):10,
confirms Tapia and Miera's report of the inclusion of art by prisoners; Peter Eichstaedt, "Hispanic festival
cultural showcase,” New Mexican, Leisure section, Weekend: (Friday, May 25, 1979): 3.
399. Festival Hispanico, program; Suzanne Jamison was credited with making the connection with
the prisoners possible.
400. Ibid; Kalb, Crafting Devotions, 24. Similar to Tapia, Horacio Valdez and Orlando Romero
created santos with great skill but painted in acrylics and violating Frank Applegate’s “unpainted santo”
rule. However, their work adhered to traditional themes.
401. Pedro Ribera-Ortega, recurring article “Entre Nosotros,” “Los eventos excitante del festival
hispanico,” Santa Fe Reporter, (May 24, 1979); Festival Hispanico, program.
402. Eric Scigliano, "Another kind of look at the Hispanic source," Santa Fe Reporter, (May 31,
1979).
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Flaco Jiménez and Lydia Mendoza.402 The semi-documentary, Salt of the Earth, (1954)
exposed Anglo and Mexican American labor inequalities at Santa Rita Copper Mine
(near Silver City, NM).403 This rarely shown film had its distribution suppressed during
the McCarthy era.404
Cofradía memos showed the budget and expenditures for this exhibit. A 3/21/79
Revised Budget stated $4,229 of the total came from the New Mexican Arts Division
(NMAD) and $2,359 was matched by the SFCA. $1,600 was added for SFCA personnel
administrative support, making the grand total, $8188.405 From that, $6,588 went
towards artists' fees, equipment rentals, gallery supplies, printing, field representation,
mileage and a per diem.406 For extra funds, several artists sold or raffled their art.407 In
addition, fees were charged for some events while others relied on donations.408
• “La Cofradía Presents Cultura ’79” Central Catholic Gym, Our Lady of Guadalupe
Church, Taos, NM, July, 1979. Proud Taos natives Juanita Jaramillo, Vicente and
Dorotea Martinez networked with locals who had spaces to offer.409
Jaramillo and the Martinezes were offered the church gymnasium of El Santuario
de Guadalupe (Taos) where they re-mounted “Cultura ’79.” Juanita, Vicente and
Dorotea worked with clergy who donated thirty gallons of paint and organized nearly
one hundred volunteers to paint the church gymnasium walls (Figures 43, 44, 45, 46,

403. Ibid.
404. Ibid. The movie pre-dates the Chicano movement yet it remained relevant in the 1970s.
405. Ibid. The actual miners re-enacted their experiences. Actor and known socialist Will Geer of
1970s television program, The Waltons, played the sheriff.
406. Memo title, “Spanish Heritage Festival -Tentative Deadline Schedule,” dated 3/22/1979.
407. Letter of Agreement Between La Cofradía and SFCA, dated 3/22/1979 and signed by SFCA
President, George S. Burrows, Fred Vigil, and Star Tapia, 3/22/79.
408. Tapia as discussed with Everett and corroborated in Vicente Martinez's first draft of the article,
“La Cofradía: Annual Hispanic Exhibit,” written for the Millicent Rogers Museum Quarterly, Las Palabras.
409. Festival Hispanico, program.
410. Reynaldo Cantu, "La Cofradía: A Timely Brotherhood," Taos, (Sept/Oct, 1979): 20-21.
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47).410 Approximately 3,000 people visited the exhibit and over 250 works were
displayed.411 The exhibit affirmed the founders’ pledge to exhibit “wherever they are
accepted” but “on their own terms.”412
• “Textiles of Northern New Mexico,” The Harwood Foundation, Taos, NM, December
1979, exhibited traditional and contemporary textiles. (Figure 48).413
• “La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispanico - Selected Works,” New Mexico
Museum of Fine Arts, Santa Fe, November 11, 1979 - January 11, 1980. (Figure 49).414
• Fiestecitas de los Artes. August 1980, a Museum of Albuquerque invitational twoday outdoor event, La Cofradía’s artists made up 75% of the eighty exhibiting artists.415
La Cofradía was now a recognized group north and south of Santa Fe.
• Native Mexican-Hispanic Festival, “Contemporary and Historic Visions,” held at
the Institute of American Indian Arts Museum, Santa Fe, NM, June,1981 - August 1981.
La Cofradía worked with the Institute of American Indian Arts and the Santa Fe Council
for the Arts to conceive and co-sponsor this exhibit.416 Through artistic elements, the
exhibit explored 400 years of harmonious yet distinct intersections between Native
American and Spanish culture in New Mexico. From its conception, the groundbreaking

411. Ibid., “Materials were donated. The mayor-domos of Our Lady of Guadalupe Church...donated
paint and Hispano merchants contributed additional money and materials. Labor came free from almost a
hundred ‘brothers and sisters.’” The “brothers and sisters” were probably congregants and fellow artists.
412. From Vicente Martinez's (Associate Curator of Exhibits) handwritten first draft, later published
as, "La Cofradía: Annual Hispanic Exhibit,” Encuentros: Recordando La Cofradía, Las Palabras, Millicent
Rogers Museum Quarterly Newsletter, (Vol. 12, No. 2): April-June, 1991.
413. The statement paraphrases the artists’ words to Everett; Kalb, Crafting Devotions, 55.
414. Martinez, "La Cofradía: Annual Hispanic Exhibit,” Las Palabras, (Vol. 12, No. 2): April-June,
1991.
415. Alfonso B. Martinez, “A group that promotes contemporary Hispanic art,” Santa Fe Reporter,
(“Artfest”, October 4, 1980,):1. “The high point of La Cofradía’s...history [was]...when the Museum of Fine
Arts invited the group to hold a two-week exhibit. Because of the unusually large public attendance, the
exhibit was extended for an additional two weeks. [Curator] Don Humphrey, ...termed it ‘a great success’”.
416. Ibid., “Further recognition came” to the group (south of Santa Fe) with the Fiestecitas exhibit.
417. The Native Mexican-Hispanic Festival program informs that the exhibit received funds from the
New Mexico Arts Division and the National Endowment for the Arts, a Federal agency.
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exhibit opened dialogue between artists of both heritages to acknowledge past conflicts
and unify 19th century and contemporary art. The unified contemporary art would
represent “la nueva-onda del (the new wave of the) Rio Grande.” (Figure 50)417
• United World College of the American West (Armand Hammer United World
College of the American West), Montezuma, NM, 1982. Located five miles from Las
Vegas, a group of Cofradía artists exhibited there.418
• “Los Tiempos, Visual, Performing and Literary Arts,” El Santuario de Guadalupe,
Santa Fe, October 1- 30, 1982; After a fourteen-month hiatus, this was the last fullscale, Cofradía organized show with auxiliary events.419 La Cofradía, the Santa Fe
Council of the Arts, and the Guadalupe Hispanic Foundation sponsored the exhibit with
a grant from the New Mexico Arts Division of the National Endowment for the Arts.420
Remembrance exhibits: After the group dissolved (Chapter 3), Millicent Rogers
Museum (MRM) Associate curator, Vicente Martinez co-initiated four annual invitational
exhibits, 1988-1991, that honor the role that “La Cofradía played...in the development
and public recognition of contemporary Hispanic art in northern New Mexico." 421
• “Encuentros: Recordando La Cofradia” (Encounters: Remembering La Cofradía).
Memos on MRM letterhead listed rules that differed from the Cofradía ideals. The

418. Estevan Arellano, “New Mexico: Crucible of Cultural Development,” Native American/Hispanic
Festival: Contemporary & Historic Visions, (June 21-August 9,): 1981, exhibit catalogue, (Santa Fe:
Institute of American Indian Arts Museum). Arellano “termed...the "nueva-onda” (new wave) of local art
representative of ‘Contemporary Rio Grande Art.’”
419. Arellano, “Editorial,” El Pregonero del Río Bravo, newsletter. Montezuma, NM is in San Miguel
County, five miles from Las Vegas, NM.
420. Martinez, "La Cofradía: Annual Hispanic Exhibit,” Las Palabras, (Vol. 12, No. 2): April-June,
1991. “Inspired by new ideas and success...participating artists [returned] to their studios [for a hiatus.]”
421. La Cofradía returned to its debut venue. Funding information from the exhibit mailer flier.
422. Martinez, "La Cofradía: Annual Hispanic Exhibit,” Las Palabras, (Vol. 12, No. 2): April-June,
1991. “1991 marks the fourth consecutive year that the Millicent Rogers Museum (MRM) has hosted a
Hispanic Invitational exhibition...” A handwritten draft titled, “Fifth Annual Hispanic Invitational...” infers that
a remembrance exhibit occurred before 1988, perhaps elsewhere, but supporting evidence was not found.
The MRM has recognized Cofradía artists with individual and group shows “as early as 1991.”
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exhibit was juried and open only to Cofradía alumni with: new art, exhibited within the
past three years, limited sized 3-Dimensional art, limited quantities of art.422 Martinez
strived to show growth since La Cofradía ended. An Exhibit Committee “choosing
process” listed 50 “absolutely must be in the exhibit” artists and “25 more...for
consideration.”423 Vigil would make the final choices.424 Now likely divorced at this point,
Dorotea Martinez wrote Vicente a letter that informed of her refusal “[to compete] with
200...artists for an invitation to exhibit. ...Past remembrances should be...as they
occurred truthfully, .... not in ways...convenient for some.”425
In this exhibit, the usual auxiliary events were not possible due to lack of funds and
space.426 Yet Martinez arranged for Juanita Jaramillo, Rafael Lovato, Teresa ArchuletaSagel and Estevan Arellano to read poetry at the Society of the Muse of the Southwest
(SOMOS) Summer Writers Series at Caffe Tazza, August 24, 1991.427 An ad ran in the
Taos news advertising the event.428
Cofradía art and art of the Chicano movement: A majority of the work shown at La
Cofradía exhibits depicted distinctly upper river themes such as icons reflecting Spanish
New Mexican Christianity, the arid land and the population of the area. Localized
themes are often the focus of Chicano art and the unique history and isolation of upper

423. A memorandum on MRM letterhead, August 6, 1990, “To: The Cofradía Exhibit Committee;
Frederico Vigil, Terersa Archuleta-Sagel, Luis Tapia, Juanita Jaramillo Lavadie, Wilberto Miera; From:
Vicente M. Martinez, Associate Curator of Exhibitions; Subject: August 18th Meeting, tells of secured
museum arrangements, details yet to be resolved in meeting, and spells out art restrictions.
424. Ibid.
425. Ibid.
426. Translated from Spanish. D. Martinez’ letter to V. Martinez on Danza Azteca de Anahuac
letterhead, April 2, 1991. The Martinez’s got a divorce at some point.
427. MRM letterhead memorandum from: V. Martinez, to” Participating artists, March 15, 1991.
428. Memo, August 16, 1991: From V. Martinez to Rafael Lovato, Teresa Archuleta-Sagel, Estevan
Arellano and Juanita Jaramillo (Levadie), confirming date, time of SOMOS Poetry Reading, (8:00 P.M).
429. The artists were named in an advertisement for the event in the Taos News.
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river New Mexican art makes it distinctive within the Chicano movement. As explored by
Max Benavidez in the essay, “Chicano Art: Culture, Myth, and Sensibility” in Chicano
Vision; American Painters on the Verge, “patterns of behavior... [that defined] Chicano
characteristics” developed from the ways of “exiles and refugees” who came to the U.S.
as a result of the Mexican Revolution.430 The characteristics include: “extreme hybridity,
a sense of existential anxiety, fusion of the primitive and the modern into a new vision,
and a general need to prove oneself as equal to the dominant group.” 431 Shown in art
by recognized Chicano artists, these characteristics are also reflected in art by Cofradía
artists, which therefore justifies a place for the latter within the category of Chicano art.
Hybridity, for Chicanos, refers to the mixed-race mestizo; the result of the sixteenth
century encounter of the Spanish and Aztecs. A common image throughout the
Southwest, this mural of Las Tres Caras del Mestizo was painted by Carlos Cervantes
of the group Artes Guadalupanes de Aztlán in Santa Fe, 1986. (Figure 51)432 As
previously shown, Wilbert Miera created the iconic image in low relief (Figure 19). A
silkscreen print, See You in Aztlán by Gilberto Luján (Magú) of the artist group Los
Four, is a hybrid of the ancient and modern (1977). (Figure 52) An Aztec male
personifies Pre-Columbian civilization in a lowrider; usually a “muscle car” with extreme

430. Max Benavidez, “Chicano Art: Culture, Myth, and Sensibility” in Chicano Vision; American
Painters on the Verge, Cheech Marin, (Boston, New York, London, Bulfinch Press, 2002,) 11-28.
431. Ibid.
432. Carlos Cervantes of Artes Guadalupanes de Aztlán. Las Tres Caras del Mestizo, mural, 1986,
Acrylic paints, 8’ x 35’. Funded by New Mexico Arts Division, Art in Public Places Program and the National
Endowment of the Arts. Photo courtesy of Miguel A. Gandert, appeared in Francisco A. Lomelí, “Revisiting
the Vision of Aztlán,” in Aztlán: Essays on the Chicano Homeland, editors, Rudolfo Anaya, and Francisco
A. Lomelí, (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 2017) 16.
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mechanical and artistic modification, that is culturally identified with Chicanos (males).
The car, a German Volkswagen, symbolises the free-wheeling 1960s and 1970s.433
“Existential anxiety” concerns identity and insecurity. Pola Lopez’s painting Who
Wins This Game? (acrylic and mixed media on canvas, 42 x 42”, 1991) (Figure 53)
projects her identity crisis as a game: “Am I Hispana, Mexican-American, Other? A U.S.
census classifier? Hispanic? A pejorative label?” This true-to-life game for Spanish or
Mexican descendants (or other Latinos) derives from government labeling schemes, but
also from racism within Latino cultures that suppresses Native or African ethnicities.434
During the Great Depression, late 1920s and during the 1930s, a U.S. government
repatriation policy challenged the security of Mexican Americans, as being the cause for
the nation’s job scarcity. In this scapegoating scheme, as depicted by Judith Baca in
500,000 Mexican Americans Deported, The Great Wall of Los Angeles, 1976-1983
(Figure 54), U.S. citizens were rounded-up and sent to Mexico; our neighbor country
that these victims may have never visited.435
The third characteristic, fusion of the primitive and the modern into a new vision, is
explored from the historical marker of the apparition of Our Lady of Guadalupe (1531),
This New World event is portrayed in a traditional sculpture, Nuestra Señora de
Guadalupe by carver Eulogio Ortega and painter Zoraida Ortega (wood and acrylic
paints, 1980s). (Figure 55) Like many works exhibited by La Cofradía, use of acrylic
paints instead of traditionally-made pigments used by 18th and 19th century santeros,
433. Ben Chappell, “Lowrider Cruising Spaces,” (Albuquerque, University of Texas at Austin, USA,
benchapl@mail.utexas.edu, 20012,) (Representations of Chicano/a Cultures, Marc Priewe, editor,
forthcoming.)
434. Pola Lopez, Who Wins This Game was exhibited in Encuentros: Recordando La Cofradía
(Encounters: Remembering La Cofradía,) Millicent Rogers Museum, Taos, 1991.
435. Francisco E. Balderrama and Raymond Rodriguez, Decade of Betrayal: Mexican Repatriation in
the 1930s, (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 2006,) 2.
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reaffirms Luis Tapia’s desire for Hispano artists to seize modernity. The use of brilliant,
store-bought paints broke from the 1920s-obligation set by Spanish Market co-founder
Frank Applegate, to leave santos un-painted, and 1970s jurors who demanded artists
imitate antique artwork. Chicana artist Yolanda Lopez revised the traditional santa from
a prayerful figure with snake at foot, to a joyful track runner, on the way to her destiny,
gripping a snake representing control in Portrait of the Artist as the Virgin of Guadalupe
(oil pastel on paper, 1978, 28” x 32”). (Figure 56) Both works exemplify artists who
created work beyond imposed, prescribed rules and societal expectations. The artists
modeled self-determination and put forth a fearless vision for Hispanas and Chicanas.
Benavidez’ last characteristic, proving equality to the dominant group, is featured in
We Are Not a Minority (paint on a wall, 1977, San Diego CA). (Figure 57) The truthful
message by muralist Mario Torero, leader of the group Congreso de Artistas Chicano
de Aztlán (CACA), aimed to diffuse any ideas of superiority of European Americans who
life in Los Angeles California in 1989. “The population of ethnic Mexicans...was second
only to Mexico City.”436 Torero wanted to instill confidence in the residents of the
Estrada Heights housing development where the mural stands. Likewise, the underdog
spirit of La Cofradía proved, through its exhibits, to be equal to the dominant Anglo-run
art market. The group embodied rasquachismo, a word that encompasses Chicano
grassroots resourcefulness, adaptability and work within their community.437

436. Oakland Museum of California timeline of “The Regan Years: Mexican American Culture,” in The
Story of California, in “The Story of You,” gallery of California history.
437. Tomás Ybarra-Frausto, “The Chicano Movement/The Movement of Chicano Art,” in Exhibiting
Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display, edited by Ivan Karp and Steven Lavine,
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991), 128-150; “Rasquachismo: a Chicano Sensibility.” In Chicano
aesthetics: Rasquachismo, 5-8. Exh. Cat., Phenix, Aruz.: MARS, Movimiento Artistico del Rio Salado,
1989. ICAA Record ID: 845510. http:// icaadocs.mfah.org.
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Art that protests a cause, supports or informs, or celebrates heroes was a powerful
genre in Chicano art. UFW Raised Fists by Patricia Rodriguez and Raymond Patlán
(California, 1977) showing fierce United Farm Workers protesters holding flags with the
iconic Aztec eagle symbol that identified the UFW union. (Figure 58). The UFW was not
a Chicano group per se, however their organizational methods and involvement with
Chicano artists became models for future Chicano groups.438 Two cases are the UFW in
collaboration with Chicano artist Louie “the Foot” Gonzalez of the Royal Chicano Air
Force to create the poster Viva La Huelga (Figure 59). The UFW also supported Teatro
Campesino, satirical, folk and informative theatre led by actor/playwright Luis Valdez.439
Protest art was not a primary feature in Cofradía exhibits, however two examples
are a charcoal portrait of the Mexican revolutionary Joaquin Murrieta by Samuel Leyba
and an oil painting by Pola Lopez that comments on callous, ghost-like agri-businesses
bosses who profit from farmworkers who profit from urban dwellers (Figures 60 and 61).
Art in La Cofradía exhibits and by Chicano artists also depicted themes such as
familism, ritual and indigenism. Close-knit nuclear, inter-familial and kin relationships,
multi-generational households, and family size are elements that define familism.440
Relationships in families of Hispano and Mexican origins often involve elders teaching
skills and religious and cultural rituals to younger members that are practiced together

, 148, 151.

438. Rosales, Chicano!
439. Francisco A. Lomelí, “Contemporary Chicano Literature, 1959-1990: From oblivion to affirmation
to the forefront,” in Handbook of Hispanic Cultures in the United States: Literature and Art, edited by
Francisco A. Lomelí, (Arte Público Press, Houston, University of Houston, 1993,) 90, 91. Performance art
was used to teach, entertain and keep spirits up during la lucha for worker rights. El Teatro Campesino was
initiated and headed by Luis Valdez, 1965, with César Chavez’ blessing. In dramatic, campesino humor,
and commedia dell’arte style skits, performers depicted agri-business wrongs and ridiculed the bosses.
440. Maxine Baca Zinn, “Mexican-heritage families in the United States,” Handbook of Hispanic
Cultures in the United States: Sociology, (Houston, Arte Público Press, University of Houston, 1994),167,
168.
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daily or on holidays. The teachings preserved customs and culture; a feature of
chicanismo celebrated in the Chicano movement.
A Cofradía painting by an unknown artist depicts a multi-generational scene of two
young parents present with elders, one with hands outstretched, praying over two
kneeling children. Behind the figures in the painting is a painting showing Christian and
specific Penitente imagery such as a glorious Calvary scene and a skull at the base of
the crucifix. (Figure 62). Similarly, the art of South Texas Chicana artist Carmen Lomas
Garza parallels this theme in her painting, The Blessing on Wedding Day (Figure 63),
that shows a bedroom with a female elder, with hands extended in prayer over a
kneeling bride, as preparations are being finalized before the ceremony.441. Cultural
symbols of a Guadalupe altar with a cross and dolls in Mexican costume hanging on the
wall, again show objects that keep religion and culture in mind. This type of “snap-shot”
narrative painting that identifies a period of work by Carmen Lomas Garza are called
“monitos”: “stylized [little] figures placed in diverse social environments” of family and
community events and spiritual rituals.442
Pola Lopez’, El sabor de la tortilla es como el salvo de la cultura; muy buena! (The
taste of tortillas is like the salve of the culture; Really good!), (Figure 64) 443 is a selfportrait of Lopez as a child in her kitchen, a room that identifies her geographic and
generational location. Among the images are a string of chili peppers, Zia star designs
on chairs, walls and cabinet colors that reflect the New Mexican flag, and a Sesame

441. The Blessing on Wedding Day, Carmen Lomas Garza,1993, alkyd on canvas, 24” x 32”.
442. Constance Cortez, Carmen Lomas Garza, (Los Angeles: UCLA Chicano Studies Research
Center Press, 2010): 21; Tomás Ybarra-Frausto, “Carmen Lomas Garza/ Prints and Gouaches,” Carmen
Lomas Garza/Prints and Gouaches, Margo Humphrey/ Monotypes, (April 11– May 25, 1980,) San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 1980. Monitos here defined as “stylized Chicano figures.”
443. El sabor de la tortilla es como el salvo de la cultura; muy buena! c.1982, oil on canvas.
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Street Cookie Monster cookie jar. Lopez makes tortillas, a mainstay of the Native diet.
In past eras, cooking was typically a woman’s job; one where she often produced good
memories and gained notoriety for particular dishes. Cooking skills were passed down
generationally and considered vital for preparation for wifedom and motherhood.
Tamalada, (1987, gouache on paper) shows a childhood portrayal of Lomas Garza
in her kitchen with nuclear and inter-generational family members, making the laborintensive, typical Mexican meal, tamales. (Figure 65)444 The fun of a kid on an adult’s
feet, another playing with corn husks, the wall images; la almanaque (calendar), and a
print of The Last Supper were then common elements in traditional Latina homes.
Curanderismo is not unfamiliar to Chicanos especially those interested in native
spiritual and plant-based healing. New Mexican curanderismo is complex, stemming
from theories and practices brought to Spain by the Moors, who acquired them from the
ancient Greeks, whose original teachers were ancient Chinese physicians.445 The
Spanish practitioners easily blended their methods with Native Pueblo herbal healing
ways. Miera’s curandera sculpture was based on the book Bless Me, Última (Figure 18).
Some Christians viewed curanderismo as a threat while others saw it as an alternative
to “...just praying on church benches, as priests often recommend.”446 Similarly, in
Lomas Garza’s childhood home, curanderas (female healers) performed healing rituals
as depicted in Curandera, 1974 and Curandera, 1977 (Figures 66 and 67). Miera and
Lomas Garza depicted a true underdog population–curanderas: females in command, in

444. Carmen Lomas Garza, La Tamalada,1988, gouache on paper, 20” x 27”.
445. Mary Montaño, Tradiciones Nuevomexicanas, 237, 238.
446. Miera expressed strong opinions in favor of curanderismo during his interview.
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an earthy, nature based belief system, championed by brown people and unpopular
with the Latino, Catholic male hierarchal society.
La Cofradía recognized the mestizo and native populations of the upper river as
represented in portraits and in crafts of black and terra cotta pots produced by the
Native Picuris people. (Figures 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73.) Cofradía artists also depicted the
arid landscape in several European originated art genres; Realism, Fauvism,
Surrealism, and Pointillism (74, 75, 76, 77, 78).
Conclusion: La Cofradía de Arte y Artesanos Hispanicos mounted seven art exhibits.
The group emerged a success as a result of the grassroots resourcefulness of its bold
and tireless leaders. Their approach of operating with a headquarters-satellite system
and producing a publication equaled organizational methods that Chicano and African
American artist and activist groups used nationwide. The founders were accepting of
any venue that welcomed them. They wisely included the proven ways of the Indian
Market and embraced assistance from like-minded non-Hispanos towards their goals.
The impetus driving this enterprise was for Hispano artists to exhibit whatever art
they wanted, traditional or modern while circumventing the restrictive Spanish Market
and the unwelcoming Santa Fe galleries and museums. In doing so, the founders would
fulfill their goals of creating a new, self-directed vision of Hispano art. The foundation for
the artists’ curiosity into researching all aspects of Hispano culture and interpreting their
knowledge through art was evoked by the zeitgeist of the Chicano art movement. The
same zeitgeist was also expressed in the exhibit auxiliary programs with Hispano visual
arts discussions, and literary, performance arts, and film presentations. Though some
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Hispanos were dubious about, or even rejected calling themselves Chicano, celebrating
Hispano culture was exactly chicanismo.
Lastly, the art exhibited by La Cofradía showed the same themes and concerns as
work by self-identified Chicano artists. In researching the art of La Cofradía, themes
such as police brutality and idealization of ancient Mexican civilizations were less
prevalent in the upper river than in larger cities such as Los Angeles and Chicago.
Nevertheless, themes such as familism, religion, upper river customs and identity
shown in Cofradía art exemplify chicanismo. La Cofradía as an art group earns its place
within the Chicano art movement because it resisted Anglo dominance and gave
Hispano artists agency to define, create and exhibit Hispano art.
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Chapter Three
“Even the early retablos were always evolving.”
— Maggie Magalnick, Spanish Market Director
Changes in leadership and weariness from years of mounting successive shows while
working to support their families eventually led to the dissolve of La Cofradía. Chapter
Three examines the events leading to La Cofradía's end and the group’s influences on
the northern New Mexican art market. I claim that La Cofradía created a model that
allowed for the inauguration of The Contemporary Hispanic Market at the Palace of the
Governors from 1986 to 1989 and its outgrowth, the Contemporary Hispanic Market, that
currently exists on Lincoln Avenue from 1989 to the present. I also assert that La Cofradía
was an influence on The Spanish Market and on SCAS exhibiting contemporary art based
on traditional methods and iconography.
La Cofradía at the crossroads. In 1978, La Cofradía was conceived in order to “start
something,” and turned into a non-profit corporation that worked with artists throughout
the northern and southern Rio Grande.447 After almost two years of exhibitions and
“Inspired by new ideas and success, the participating artists went back to their
studios.”448 The group leaders were also wearying from continuously mounting shows,
and burdened with paperwork from La Cofradía, the corporation. Martinez recalled “the
monster” of paperwork, 501(c) (3) federal tax-exempt status forms, that he dealt with
while at La Academia de la Nueva Raza.449 Furthermore, as La Cofradía attained grants
Tapia did not want to bother with paperwork, especially after having left a fulltime

447. Frederico Vigil’s words upon realizing that, to reach their vision, something other than the
Spanish Market needed to exist.
448. "La Cofradía: Annual Hispanic Exhibit,” Encuentros: Recordando La Cofradía, Las Palabras,
Millicent Rogers Museum Quarterly Newsletter, (Vol. 12, No. 2): April-June, 1991.
449. Vicente Martinez in discussion with Everett.
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managerial position to become an artist.450 Since many of the artists were just learning
about the business of art for themselves, Martinez and Vigil managed the paperwork.451
In time, running the business of La Cofradía became too time consuming for Tapia and
he renounced his vice-presidential position (c. 1980).452 “They wanted me to stay, but I
had to turn my back and even not call myself Cofradía.”453
Vicente Martinez was elected the second president (1980-1982) and Dorotea
Martinez became treasurer.454 “Then Pola Lopez and her husband Luis Jaramillo
took...over when we had a show in Las Vegas.”455 Vigil was re-elected president (1982),
but by then, the group had lost its momentum. “Artists were finding galleries.”456 Luis
Tapia became a permanent artist at the Owings-Dewey Fine Arts Gallery in Santa Fe.457
Juanita Jaramillo, had “already pulled away” before the Albuquerque Feria Artesana
exhibit.458 Apologetically she explained, “I really tried...but I couldn’t…it (La Cofradía)
hadn’t been producing the integrity that I had been working with before.” For Jaramillo

450. Greg Van Pelt, “La Cofradía: A brotherhood re-establishes its roots,” the Santa Fe New Mexican,
(July 27, 1979): D-3. Tapia foresaw the pitfalls of obtaining grants such as, “Restrictions on their art.” The
second, “…having people who are familiar with the business aspects working on a full-time basis...Which
means La Cofradía would need even more money to support that structure.
451. F. Vigil in a January 18, 1984 general members letter stated, “I…ended up with all the
paperwork…by default.” Martinez reported to Everett working on the paperwork also. Others knew less
about the paperwork as a Cofradía workshop about the business of art was held a year later. (Announced
in El Pregonero del Rio Bravo.) Even with a workshop, 501(c) (3) tax papers would probably have been
extremely complicated for people new to not-for-profit forms.
452. Tapia discussed his resignation with Everett.
453. Tapia told Everett of seemingly “rejecting” the group he co-found. Though he resigned, exhibit
programs show that Tapia (now reputable in Hispano artist circles) contributed art for Cofradía exhibits.
454. Wilber Miera in discussion with Everett.
455. Wilbert Miera reported a show at Highland University. No program on this show was found. A
show at World College of the American West, five miles from Las Vegas was noted in El Pregonero del Rio
Bravo. Being from Las Vegas, Lopez undoubtedly took charge of that event, but she never reported taking
charge of La Cofradía. Lopez did not involve herself in the discussions when the leadership of La Cofradía
was in flux. “That was between them [the men]. That was their thing.”
456. Wilber Miera in discussion with Everett.
457. Ibid.
458. Juanita Jaramillo in discussion with Everett.
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though, change was part of a process. “[It’s] like a seed pod. It has to just release and
let the seeds go where they go... From El Movimiento came La Academia, which
preceded La Cofradia, and a seedling from La Cofradía will start something else.”459
Attempts to resurrect La Cofradía. Memos of notes: Memo: “NOTES: 11/16/83,
Suzanne (Jamison) and Ed (Archuleta,), Tasks to be done-” This memo shows plans to
use La Cofradía’s 501(c) (3) status to reinvigorate the group with: “[an] Organizational
structure... with a new organizing committee; Programming development”... with events;
“Remodeling” an “accessible” facility to fit programming needs and budget...short and
long terms; objectives [and] timetable.”460 La Cofradía “established [a] committee of
long-time arts patrons and particular Cofradía artists as potential “organizing committee
members.”461 Existing Cofradía members “who wished to participate [could do so.]”462 A
memo told Vigil and Jamison’s plan: a Summer 1984 “workshop, lecture/writing, lowtech set-up, open studio... exhibit proposal, mail order and exposure at Art Expos.”463
Memo: Notes: 1/13/84, In Attendance: Jane, E. B. Hall, Jamison, Dallas Johnson, Ed
Archuleta Denise Mann, David Killinger, Alicia Tietje, Darian Cabral, Vigil, artist Charles
Carrillo.464 Jamison and Vigil laid out a four-month Cofradía revival plan with Vigil first
seeking the legal and financial status of the original non-profit 501 (C) (3) corporation.465
The next tasks were to mail the Cofradía Board of Directors (BOD) and members to

459. Ibid.
460. Memo, “11/16/83”. Ed’s last name found in later memos. Likely a Council of the Arts member.
461. Memo, “11/16/83”. A partial suggestion list included Frederico Vigil in particular, and possibly
arts philanthropist Y.A. Paloheimo, Judge Lorenzo Garcia, Kay Harvey, representatives from the South
West Area Task Force, and artists Dan Montoya and Drew Bacigalupa.
462. Memo, “11/16/83”; Frederico Vigil in discussion Everett.
463. Memo, “11/16/83.”
464. Memo, “1/13/84.” Alicia Tietje: stenographer. Dallas Johnson, from Save the Children,
collaborated with La Cofradía on a new project. The memo later indicates that he “[needed] a clear
statement from La Cofradía symbiotic with Save the Children’s direction.”
465. Memo, “1/13/84.”
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notify them of impending changes, elect a new BOD, and solicit opinions on how to
proceed.466 An organizing committee consisting of Mr., Mrs. Hall, D. Johnson, Jamison,
Carrillo, Vigil and Tietje “... would interlock with the to-be-elected [BOD]”.467
Claiming some degree of authority in the broken organization, a 1/18/84 memo with
Vigil’s signature as Incorporator reminds the BOD that, since their last exhibit, Los
Tiempos, only Internal Revenue Service reports “show the existence of La Cofradía.”468
Vigil complained of being stuck with paperwork by default and wrote that some BOD
members even suggested ending La Cofradía.469 Vigil, in the memo, maintained that La
Cofradía was still relevant for “the constituency that [it] was founded to serve,” and that
there was a “reawakening of interest” in the group, its “mission” and its “purpose in the
community.” For those reasons, he called for the BOD, elected in 1979, to meet on
February 4, 1984 at his Canyon Road studio. This meeting would determine if there was
a future for La Cofradía, and explore a format in which the group could proceed.470
No notes exist from that February 4th meeting. In another attempt, a 2/23/1984 letter
from Vigil, now Acting President, written on behalf of the Cofradía BOD, asks for
Cofradía members to meet on March 10, 1984 regarding reorganization.471 He told of an
invitation extended to La Cofradía to help form a new five-acre exhibit space on Airport
Road, the meeting location.472 Pola Lopez and Martinez were official contact people.473

466.
467.
468.
469.
470.
471.
472.
map.
473.

Memo, “1/13/84.” E.B. Hall advanced the committee $1000 for research, secretarial needs, etc.
Ibid.
Memo, “18 January 1984,” typed on Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos Hispanico letterhead.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Letter dated, “23 February 1984,” To: All Cofradía Members.
Ibid. Seeing the space would hopefully incentivize the artists. The memo had a hand-drawn
Ibid.
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The 3/10/1984 meeting produced no notes. La Cofradía could not move forward.
Perhaps too few members attended or, less than 2/3 of the original board members (F.
Vigil, L. Tapia, S. Tapia, R. De Leon, M. L. Delgado Roybal, R. Lovato and (Gus)
Martinez) were present.474 However, La Cofradía did not fail! Each person interviewed
said that La Cofradía had met its goals. “It had done what it was supposed to do.”475
Martinez saw La Cofradía as “a joining of forces.” The upper river creatives decided
to “push the door down…Once that [happened], other people [joined…but also,] interest
waned.”476 For Vigil “The group had just fizzled out as an organization. [People were]
burned out! They weren’t getting paid so why should they stay? [They] left when they
were ready to leave.”477 “We didn’t have the administrative abilities…[With] a really
good art administrator [a place like] the National Hispanic Cultural Center would have
been created much earlier. ... [La Cofradía] would benefit our children and
grandchildren.”478

474. Restated Articles of Incorporation, Cofradía Artes y Artesanos Hispanicos, Inc., May 27, 1979, 3.
475. Separate discussions with Vigil, Martinez and Everett.
476. Martinez in discussion with Everett.
477. Vigil in discussion with Everett.
478. Ibid; When interviewed, Suzanne Jamison said that La Cofradía dissolved because the By-Laws
and Articles were written in such a way that they could not be amended. “Whoever wrote their articles (in
the By-Laws) did not pay attention to the membership, the requirements for membership, the
responsibilities of membership, and who can make amendments to the articles.” To move forward, the BOD
would have had to start the arduous legal process of restructuring the group. After scrutinizing all available
Cofradía legal papers, memos and letters the explanation for Jamison’s statement is that: By 1984, when
La Cofradía dissolved, all original members of the BOD were alive and accessible, but 2/3 of the BOD were
likely not present to make changes. Beyond Jamison’s recollections and the absence of minuets from the
latter scheduled meetings, Vigil’s memos strongly suggest that either too few people were present,
interested, or able to continue working to save La Cofradía.
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New markets for Contemporary Art: The Contemporary Hispanic Market at The
Palace of the Governors (CHMPOG): The Contemporary Hispanic Market at the
Palace of the Governors debuted in 1985.479 The History Museum at the Palace of the
Governors staff initiated the market and carver Orlando Romero led as organizer.480
Romero started CHMPOG for artists like himself “...[who] felt there was a need for a
place to perpetuate or inspire Hispanic artists to make the transition, or go back and
forth, between traditional and contemporary art forms.”481 Romero’s ideas parallel the
Cofradía Statement of Purpose: “to encourage the revival, continuation and growth of
traditional and contemporary Hispanic arts...”482 More parallels include CHMPOG being
a Hispano run, non-juried venue where paintings, sculptures, photographs and mixed
media art was exhibited.483 Since its start, Cofradía artists exhibited at CHPMOG. Luis
Tapia participated in the first year as a favor to co-organizer Bill Field.484 Frederico Vigil
showed work there.485 Pola Lopez joined in “its second year and stayed for 25.”486 As a

479. Also known as the Contemporary Spanish Market or Contemporary Market; Marta Weigle, “A
Brief History of the Spanish Colonial Arts Society," Spanish New Mexico, Volume Two: Hispanic Arts in the
Twentieth Century, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection, Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press,
1996, 32; Kate McGraw, “Keeping Spanish art alive and well”, New Mexican, (Bienvenidos [section]), May
29, 1988,) 56, debut discussed; “Spanish Market to feature mix of old and new,” (inset), Santa Fe New
Mexican, (July 27, 1990,) 1; “Contemporary Market,” Pasatiempo, Santa Fe New Mexican, (1989,) 21.
480. William Wroth, editor, Hispanic Crafts of the Southwest, Taylor Museum, Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center, (Colorado Springs, Taylor Museum Publications, 1977,) 110. Romero was a librarian, as of
1977 (Southwest studies, New Mexico State Library) Santa Fe. Per a Santa Fe Arts Association memo
about the Festival Hispanico, Romero was associated with the Council of the Arts; Romero recited poetry
at El Festival Hispanico (“Noches de Poesias”) and lectured on carving with Luis Tapia and Horatio Valdez.
481. McGraw, “Keeping Spanish art alive and well,” New Mexican, (May 29, 1988,) 56.
482. The principles appear in the Cofradía By-Laws.
483. Hollis Walker, “Debate on tradition in Hispanic art gears up as the Spanish Market nears,” (New
Mexican, July 22, 1996,) A-3, “The contemporary market...is run by an all-Hispanic committee;” K. McGraw,
“Spanish Market,” Keeping Spanish art alive and well,” The New Mexican, 56.
484. Tapia, in discussion with Everett, “[I was with CHMPOG] when there were ten people...;” Bill
Field was involved with the Colonial Spanish Market.
485. Both Frederico Vigil and artist Edward Gonzales told Everett that Vigil participated in CHMPOG.
486. Pola Lopez in discussion with Everett. She left when she moved to California.
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former Cofradía member, Orlando Romero likely asked seasoned Cofradía artists for
advice. This empirical evidence confirms that La Cofradía was a model and template for
the Contemporary Hispanic Market, initiated at the Palace of the Governors in 1986.
The Contemporary Hispanic Market at Lincoln Avenue (CHMLA): Romero and other
Palace of the Governors staffers decided after four years (1989) to stop producing the
exhibits. Romero advised then CHMPOG board member Edward Gonzales to contact
The Spanish Market Director, Bud Redding to inquire if both organizations could exhibit
together.487 Redding said that the two groups could not mix, however a contemporary
art market could be held simultaneously with the Spanish Market, down the street on
Lincoln Avenue. The new group would assume all expenses and maintenance and in a
year, would be assessed for its success and relevance.488 The debut year was a
success and four more years were granted. In the fourth year though, ideas to expand
The Spanish Market nearly scuttled Gonzales’ plan for a permanent Hispano market.489
Gonzales and fellow artist Bob Cooper lobbied, wrote letters, and (Cooper) contacted
Mayor Vicki Jaramillo for support to “fight the city fathers.”490 They had success! Lincoln
Avenue became the permanent Contemporary Hispanic Market (CHMLA) site, secured
by Gonzalez with certification in the city charter (1990).491
Edward Gonzales: Academically trained, the Albuquerque painter has an impressive
C.V. including co-authoring, Spirit Ascendant: The Art and Life of Patrocino Barela.492
Gonzales contends that he and La Cofradía were fighting for two different things; “We
487. Ibid; Gonzales in discussion with Everett.
488. Gonzales discussed with Everett the arrangements for having a contemporary market.
489. Story as told by Gonzales to Everett.
490. Ibid.
491. Ibid.
492. Gonzales’ interest was in Barela as a modernist, not for his religious themes. Edward Gonzales,
David L. Witt, Spirit Ascendant: The Art and Life of Patrocino Barela, (Austin, Red Crane Books,) 1996.
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were dealing with a more, worldly approach and a more intellectually freeing approach
than…just [being] restricted to santos...They never invited me to their events. They were
so low-key.”493 In telling the histories of both contemporary markets, Gonzales did not
acknowledge La Cofradía as a precursor or its artists as being influences.
In second interviews with the Cofradía artists, however, inquiries about Gonzales’ role
in the Contemporary Hispanic market elicited these responses: “Take what he says with
a grain of salt;” Vicente Martinez.494 “If Edward is trying to take all the credit he’s out of
his mind. La Cofradía was the one to open the door and bring all of the people together.”
Luis Tapia.495 “Well you know, Edward’s from Albuquerque and the Contemporary Market
is in Santa Fe. I think that speaks volumes right there.” Wilbert Miera.496 “There’s a lot of
people that will take credit for The Contemporary Market. But I would confront them face
to face, and tell them it’s baloney. …Edward did his part…It was he that was credited for
moving [outside from the Governors Palace.]” Frederico Vigil.497
Changes at The Spanish Market and at SCAS: In 2011, The Spanish Market started
a new category named “Innovations Within the Tradition.”498 In this category, the artists
themselves set and monitor the rules, and insist on traditional methods and materials.
Any Hispano based concept can be interpreted including non-religious themed work.499
Traditional Spanish Market director Maggie Magalnick spoke of the “breath of fresh
air” and “flexibility” the new category provides for artists. ...Even the early retablos were

493. Gonzales in discussion with Everett.
494. Vicente Martinez in discussion with Everett.
495. Luis Tapia, in discussion with Everett.
496. Wilbert Miera in discussion with Everett.
497. Frederico Vigil in discussion with Everett.
498. Arnold Vigil, “Innovate to Invigorate: Artists bring fresh approach using traditional techniques,”
Santa Fe New Mexican, (July 16, 2013,) http://www.santafenewmexican.com/magazines.
499. Ibid.
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always evolving.”500 Marie Romero Cash, a 43-year multi-award-winning exhibitor felt
relief. “After a while you get tired of doing the same thing every year.”501 Artist Charles
Carrillo Ph. D. started at The Spanish Market in 1978 and believed that, “…if you stick
with it long enough, we can change it from within… and we finally did! ...Luis ... [was
doing] this stuff 30 years ago. I was new when Tapia was under fire. Had I started five
years earlier, I would have left too. I couldn’t fight the rules. I would have said, ‘The hell
with this nonsense!’”502
As for the new category, Carrillo revealed that he had been innovative for 15 to 20
years. “When people asked if something was traditional, I said, ‘Yea, it’s traditional!’”503
Carrillo blamed “the naiveté of the judges not knowing what tradition was and what
innovation was. I got away with it. ...As jurors became knowledgeable, the new category
was opened so that other innovators could rightfully exhibit their art.”504
At SCAS, the exhibit, “Doña Sebastiana; The Transformation of a Death Figure”
(2014) welcomed modernity with humor, showing Horacio Valdez’s traditional La Muerte
(Death) (Figure 12) juxtaposed Tapia’s, Doña Sebastiana Relaxes After a Hard Day at
the Office, 2003. (Figure 79)505 Artist Nicholas Herrera “ditched" the death cart for a
motorcycle in Y2K/Doña Sebastiana, 2000.506 The exhibit reflects bold modifications to
the SCAS founders’ goals and acceptance of Hispano modernist sculptors.

500. Ibid.
501. Ibid. Romero Cash began exhibiting at the Spanish Market in 1974.
502. Charles Carrillo in discussion with Everett.
503. Ibid.
504. Ibid.
505. La Muerte, Horacio Valdez, 1975, wood, acrylic, 14 H, 18 W, 7 D; Doña Sebastiana Relaxes
After a Hard Day at the Office, Luis Tapia, 2003, wood, polychrome acrylics, partial gift of Diane and Sandy
Besser, 2008.095.
506. Y2K/Doña Sebastiana, 2000, Nicolas Herrera, multi-media, polychrome.
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Conclusion: Sustaining the roles as artists and administrators became too burdensome
to reignite enthusiasm. Nevertheless, La Cofradía earned its place in Hispano art history.
Juanita Jaramillo’s analogy of La Cofradía existing “like a seed pod that released
and scattered its seeds wherever they had to go” was appropriate.507 Some seeds
scattered into The Palace of the Governors, where Cofradía artist Orlando Romero
launched the Contemporary Hispanic Market. Other seedlings found their way to Lincoln
Avenue where Edward Gonzales established a permanent Contemporary Hispano
Market. Modernity and flexibility sprouted at The Spanish Market and at SCAS.
Modernity was not a weed that strangled tradition. La Cofradía proved that traditional
and contemporary Hispano art could coexist.

507.

Juanita Jaramillo in discussion with Everett.
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Conclusion:
“…to dwell on being traditional is merely to cut our throats. … the best way to kill
a culture is to choke it, … rather than fear the unknown future we have to face it
as proud people, proud of our past, but secure of our place in the future.”
– Esteban Arellano, El Pregonero del Río Bravo
Between the period of the last Cofradía exhibit (1982) and the attempt to resurrect the
group, warnings and admonishments concerning the future of La Cofradía and Hispano
art were editorialized by Esteban Arellano his 1983 edition of El Pregonero del Río
Bravo. He wrote, “…the time has come for Cofradía to…[advocate] on behalf of the
Chicano artist. …today’s Chicano artist is contemporary. …to survive…the artist has to
approach his craft in a professional manner and move from its provincial setting to a
more universal discourse.”508 I assert that La Cofradía was a force in a movement that
encouraged attitudinal changes towards Hispano art from indifference to interest;
leaving a legacy that has widened the parameters defining Hispano art, and has
expanded exhibition of the art to a variety of venues. While challenging the Spanish
Market, SCAS, and Santa Fe and Taos museums and galleries, Hispano art has been
redefined to include religious, secular and topical iconography themes, and Hispano
artists have gained economic viability and agency to enter new markets, now as fine art.
Preparing a Legacy of Change: Despite the uncertain state of La Cofradía from 1982
to 1984, members still collaborated with organizations and fulfilled the group’s goal of
educating and supporting fellow artists. In 1983, La Cofradía led a “five-day Artist
Survival Workshop” 509 The topic, “business aspects of becoming a professional artist,”
resulted from a “survey by the Santa Fe Council for the Arts Hispanic Outreach Project,”

508. Esteban Arellano, El Pregonero del Río Bravo, newsletter, (La Cofradía/Arellano, 1983) 7.
509. Ibid.
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that revealed the need and concern by Hispano artists for such information.510
Workshops were sponsored by La Cofradía, Sangre de Cristo Community Mental
Health Services, Inc., and Northern New Mexico Community College where the event
was held. Lectures and demonstrations led by arts professionals included: Pricing Art
(Art Wolf); Making it Legal: copyrights, contracts, taxes and book keeping (Anthony
Marquez); Presenting Artwork: photographing, matting and framing art (Vicente
Martinez); Packaging and Shipping Artwork (Wilbert Miera); Acquiring Space and
Grants (Suzanne Jamison and Tisa Gabriel); and The Health of the Artist: hazards,
insurance and credit unions. Plans for a future conference by Frederico Vigil and
Arellano would explore “... philosophy concepts, ...theories of form, design and color
development...in an attempt to... [analyze]...the evolution and growth of Chicano art in
New Mexico in the past decade.”511
A legacy of redefined art: Contemporary artists have replaced images of traditional
santos that reflect Biblical characters and rural lifestyles with new interpretations and
images relevant to urban societies.512 Tapia “[believes] that there’s a religious life in
[street] activities.”513 A crucifix of Saint Dimas, the thief adjacent Jesus at Calvary, is
known as the patron saint of prisoners, Saint Dimas. The crown of thorns etched on his
chest reflects current-day tattoo culture. (Figure 80) Tapia used a traditional bulto form
of multiple figures on a platform in The Three Eves (Figure 81), who are prostitutes, and
for Pieta, an urban depiction of a mother’s pain over her killed son. (Figure 82) In Man

510. Esteban Arellano, El Pregonero del Río Bravo, newsletter, (La Cofradía/Arellano, 1983) 7.
511. Ibid. All information concerning the workshop and the planned workshop is in the newsletter.
512. Rural lifestyles are portrayed by San Isidrio (farmers), and Saint George (equestrians).
513. Chuck Rosenak, Jan Rosenak, The Saint Makers, Contemporary Santeras y Santeros,
(Flagstaff, Northland Publishing, 1998,) 127.
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Without a Heart, (Figure 83) Tapia expands on the traditional bulto format, making
social commentary to “[express his disillusion with some...church’s policies...especially
its protection of pedophile priests.”514
Tapia exploits the traditional retablo form and theme by incorporating a commodity,
the large, heavy-duty “muscle car”; manufactured in the U.S. during the mid-twentieth
century. Muscle cars were assumed in Chicano aesthetic by lowriders and cholos.515
Chima Altar Ford 3 is a retablo/bulto creation that exalts muscle cars and Catholic
iconography (Figure 84). Here, Tapia references figurines of saints, “dashboard santos,”
and spiritual trinkets seen in his mother’s car while growing up.516 The objects block an
arid upper river landscape in the windshield that, as the name tells, refers to the 8.5mile highway between Chimayó, the spiritual town known for its healing soil, and
Española, "the lowrider capital of New Mexico.”517 Further religious symbolism include
God's Eye of Providence shown in the rear-view mirror and the Sacred Heart, depicted
by the crown of thorns steering wheel that encircles a cross, with a heart superimposed.
Luis Tapia’s success has flourished since 1978 with exhibits nationwide. His latest
exhibit was Luis Tapia: Sculpture as Sanctuary, at the National Museum of Mexican Art,

514. Lucy Lippard, “Bodywork, Sacred and Profane,” Luis Tapia, ¡Orale!, exhibit catalog, OwingsDewey Fine Art, (Santa Fe, NM, July 18-August 16, 2008).
515. Alejandro Gradilla, “It’s part of my culture:” A study on lowrider cars as an aesthetic identity for
Chicana/o communities” (abstract, master’s thesis, Michigan State University, 2016), 1. “Lowriders are a
sub-population directly associated with Chicana/o culture that participate in the ritual of building and/or
displaying finely altered cars or bikes, often with religious or sexy macho identified aesthetics; Santa
Guadalupe or curvasious Latinas. The cars interiors may be embellished with drapery. The car bodies are
modified mechanically to be closer to the ground than the average vehicle. Use of hydraulic systems
allow cars to be raised or lowered at will; Ben Chappell, “Lowrider Cruising Spaces,” Representations of
Chicano/a Cultures, (Américo Paredes Center for Cultural Studies, Austin, Univ. of Texas, 1. Lowriders
became known as cholo, a subculture recognized during the 1980s for cruising in neighborhoods.
516. Dashboard santos, a term Tapia used for the saints in his mother’s car dashboard.
517. Brenda Bright, "Heart like a Car": Hispano/Chicano culture in Northern New Mexico," (Wiley,
American Ethnologist, Vol. 25, No. 4, Nov.,1998): 583-609, Wiley American Anthropological Association.
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Chicago, IL, October 27, 2017- April 15, 2018.
Charles Carrillo’s retablo combines a flatbed truck, humor and the 16th century
Franciscan patron saint of cooks and kitchens, San Pasqual.518 Known for feeding the
multitudes, Carrillo depicts the saint offering bread, probably along with spiritual
sustenance, from the cab, while a traditional adobe oven is in the flatbed. The utilitarian
retablo has a hook attached that holds a spoon (Figure 85).
Carrillo’s art has been presented to dignitaries and is owned by museums.519 To
expand his work to a more general market Carrillo contracted replicas of his nativity
scenes in hand-cast and hand-painted resin, produced in the Philippines.520 He and
other santeros also produced low cost fun objects such as T-shirts and rubber stamps,
with images of santos.521 Disagreements between artists arose, some fearing the
devaluation of prices for handmade santos and others believed that mass marketing will
draw interest to upper river art.522 SCAS intervened with a public forum titled, “Defining
Tradition: A Spanish Market Symposium,” for a “lively interaction” on the topic (1996).523
David Perez Escudero, Las Vegas NM, received an oil paint set from his uncle,
santero Eulogio Ortega. Escudero painted retablos for the Spanish Market and owned
Plaza Vieja Gallery in Las Vegas. He turned to painting landscapes that are owned by
museums and private collectors.524 Escudero’s paintings are intrinsically New Mexican

518. Ana Pacheco, Saints & Seasons, A Guide to New Mexico’s Most Popular Saints, (Gran Via
Inc., Santa Fe, 2005,) 48. Shows the saint with a biography.
519. Chuck Rosenak, Jan Rosenak, The Saint Makers, (Flagstaff, Northland Publishing, 1998,) 27,
28.
520. Hollis Walker, “Debate of tradition in Hispanic art hears up as Spanish Market nears,” (The
New Mexican, July 22, 1996): A-3.
521. Ibid.
522. Ibid.
523. Ibid.
524. Biographical information is from discussions with Everett, and promotional material from Plaza
Vieja Gallery and InArt Gallery of Fine Art.
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in sensibility and show his familiarity with the “high [plateaus]...near the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains,” and the local plant life and vegetation that has always inspired
him.525 “[I was] a person living that landscape. ... I ... depicted the landscape of New
Mexico in a way that hadn’t been done by any of the Santa Fe artists or any of the Taos
artists.”526 In his paintings, Escudero attempts to capture the “vital energy that exists in
nature.”527 Using oils and acrylic paints, he employs his self-developed “micro-palette
technique” that involves painting his entire landscape in layers of dot-like mounds, one
color at a time “A three-dimensional effect” occurs as colors from earlier painted layers
break surfaces of newer layers above.528 As in nature, the colors of the landscape
intensify or lighten as light reflects from each mound and changes during the day.
(Figures 86, 87) 529
Frederico Vigil redefined traditional art by focusing on Hispano culture and history.
Through Susanne Jamison in 1984, Vigil became a student of buon fresco under
disciples of Mexican muralist Diego Rivera, Lucienne Bloch and Stephen Pope
Dimitroff.530 Vigil continued painting in buon fresco method and credits Luis Tapia “for
getting me involved in museums.”531 His buon frescos include: Cosmos Historia, the
Harmonious Process, (1987) (Figure 88), at the University of New Mexico,

525. Ibid.
526. D. Escudero in discussion with Everett.
527. Plaza Vieja Gallery promotional flier.
528. The term “mircro-palatte” was coined by Escudero. The technique is unique to his work.
529. Escudero’s description as told to Everett; Plaza Vieja Gallery flier; Promotion for InArt Gallery.
530. Matthew Jaffe, “Window on the West: The Passion of Frederico Vigil,” Sunset magazine,
(December, 2005): 24-28. Bloch and Dimitroff, were in their 70s and 80s and wanted “to pass on the
tradition;” Suzanne Jamison reported to Everett that the arrangement came about through the Council of
the Arts. Jamison reported, “Vigil, Juanita Jaramillo, and others spent three weeks in Gualala, CA under
their tutelage...;” Michele Jácquez-Ortiz, “Frederico M. Vigil: One of rare breed of fresco artists,” La
Herencia, (Vol. 34, Fall 2004): 27-31, Vigil said, “[We were] living and eating with the artists.”
531. Vigil in discussion with Everett.
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commemorating its 100th year and at The New Mexico Museum of Art (NMMA), Exodus:
Influencias Positivas y Compadrazgo (Exodus: Positive Influences and Friendship)
(1998) (Figure 89), to commemorate 400 years since Oñate’s settlement.532 Also at
NMMA, Vigil exhibited Frederico Vigil’s Dichos, drawings that depict Spanish proverbs
(Figures 90, 91).533
Vigil would transcend vertical museum walls to paint a 4,300-square foot fresco on
a concave surface located within El Torreón, (The Watchtower) at the National Hispanic
Cultural Center in Albuquerque.534 Taking over nine years to paint, Mundos de
Mestizaje (Worlds of Miscegenation) (2001-2010) (Figure 92) is a bombardment of
images that depict New Mexico’s history as it originated in Spain and developed in
Mexico through civilizations, miscegenation, economics, religion, education, conquest
and wars.535 Vigil’s grand mural that honors New Mexican history is tied to the formation
of La Cofradía.
Pola Lopez moved to California where she opened an art gallery.536 Chicanismo,
and especially the mystical spirituality of curanderas are themes that remain in her art.
The painting La Trenza, for example, explores the spiritual power held in women’s hair.
(Figure 93) In City Corn, deformed, radioactive cobs are shown having difficulty
surviving in the city. (Figure 94) With a rise in Latinos who identify as white without

532. Ibid.
533. Ibid.
534. M. Jaffe, “Window on the West,” Sunset magazine, (December, 2005): 24-28.
535. New Mexico Public Broadcasting System, ¡COLORES!: Fresco Artists Frederico Vigil, NM
PBS, KNME-TV. Published on Sept. 23, 2015, available on YouTube, “New Mexico fresco artist Frederico
Vigil shares how the history of the people of New Mexico inspires the Turreón fresco, Mundos de
Mestizaje. In the video, Vigil tells how he arrived at portraying particular scenes from history, how he
captured the “mixtures genetically, through civilizations and through cultures.” Fresco painting techniques
and the Spanish borne cultural kin lineage known as compadrasco and commadrasco (god-fathering and
god-mothering) is discussed.
536. Lopez in discussion with Everett.
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distinction from European Americans of non-Iberian origin, Lopez’s art carries a legacy
of Hispanos and Latinos, always knowing where they came from culturally and
geographically.537 Lopez also works for Los Angeles not-for-profit educational
organizations teaching and mentoring children. “I am hired because I don’t work in a
traditional way!”538
Closing thoughts-The Legacy of La Cofradía: La Cofradía drew people out to “talk
and meet each other, and see what the other was experimenting with...” It resulted in a
critical mass of artists tipping the scale to be able to see another way.”539 The “quiet
revival, out of the house, [a] so-called craft for family, ...into the public for marketing
purposes” fulfills Arellano’s vision of “moving into a more universal discourse.”540
Through La Cofradía’s exhibits, Luis Tapia, Frederico Vigil, Star Tapia, Maria Luisa
Delgado Roybal, Rolando de Leon, and José Rafael Lovato initiated the redefinition of
Hispano art in the New Mexican art market. Though the Spanish Market and SCAS
aided in preserving Hispano art with rigid artistic limitations, they ultimately recognized
that past century santeros expanded the parameters of what traditional art was as their
environment changed. This expansion of parameters in SCAS, the Spanish Market and
even in Catholic Church approved art was initiated by the contrasting iconography seen
at the Cofradía exhibits. In addition, as a whole, the factors that defined La Cofradía
include: The founders being able to imagine a new vision for Hispano art, then pursuing

537. Nate Cohn, “More Hispanics declaring themselves white,” New York Times, (May 21, 2014).
538. Lopez in discussion with Everett.
539. D. Escudero in discussion with Everett told of “a critical mass of artists, poets, musicians...
crafts people, traditionalists and non-traditionalists....”
540. Santos were gifted to family or friends, not sold; D. Escudero assessed how La Cofradía
changed Hispano artists, which correlates with Arellano’s vision, as in El Pregonero del Río Bravo,
January, 1983.
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it. • Finding other artists who wanted increased creative freedoms and exposure. •
Engaging the Catholic Church which has sustained Hispano culture, as the starting
ground for their vision. • Gaining voluntary time and labor from local artists, and supplies
from local business people to mount exhibits. • Reaching out to atypical exhibiting artists
including amateurs, students, and elderly arts or crafts persons, and prisoners, many of
whom had never exhibited. • Creating auxiliary programming through networking within
performing arts and teaching communities. • Collaborating with sincere, like-minded
Hispano and Anglo individuals and not-for-profit organizations in order to mount art
shows and programs. • Producing workshops with local social organizations in order to
empower Hispano artists. • Learning new art techniques and having the flexibility to
change. Yet, the ultimate contribution that defined La Cofradía was its insistence that
European Americans, Anglos, would not have authority over Hispano art.
In a Cofradía exhibit, a retablo painter walked in and looked around. Marveled, she
came up to Suzanne Jamison and asked if all of the work was Hispano art? “Yes,”
Jamison responded. After another hour or so of looking around, the woman returned to
Jamison and asked, “You mean I don’t have to do santos forever?” Jamison answered,
“You can do whatever you want.”541 ¡Viva La Cofadía!542

541. Suzanne Jamison told this story in discussion with Everett.
542. Long live La Cofradía! is an expression used by Vicente Martinez on published writings.
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Figure 1. The New Mexico upper river, demarcated by Sangre de Cristo
Mountains, Bajada Hill, the San Juan and the Jemez Mountain ranges
and the San Luis valley in Colorado. Created by the author using multiple maps.
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Figure 2. Saint Michael and the Dragon,
Luis Tapia,1975, polychrome, egg
tempera wood, gesso, leather strips.
18¾” h. One of Tapia’s earliest works
that is traditional in theme but strays
from tradition because it is brightly
colored and does not have a dull
surface. ARTstore slide gallery, data from:
University of California, San Diego.
Collection of the International Folk Art
Foundation of the Museum of International
Folk Art, a division of the Museum of New
Mexico.

Figure 3. The Last Supper, Luis Tapia,
1976. Polychrome wood, gesso, 39.25”
long x 11” high. Collection of Mountain
Bell, Denver, CO.

Figure 4. Noah’s Ark, Luis Tapia,
1977, Polychrome wood, gesso,
18 5/8 h x 29 5/8 w x 20 ¾ d, Tapia
breaks away from traditional colors
and traditional themes in his work,
and injects humor with the gorillas.
Collection of the artist.
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Figure 5. Ladies Weep Over Jesus,
Eliseo Rodriguez, was also used for
the cover page of The New Mexican
Weekend, Arts, Entertainment and
Leisure section, January 19, 1979.
Courtesy of the National
Hispanic Cultural Center, (NHCC)
Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 6. A poster announcing the
exhibit, “La Cofradía Presents Cultura
’79” at the Santuario de Guadalupe,
features the painting, Ladies Weep
Over Jesus by Eliseo Rodriguez.
Courtesy of the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figures 7 and 8.
The interior of El Santuario
de Guadalupe with art
mounted for the exhibit,
“Cultura ’79”, January 19
to February 10, 1979.
Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Figures 9 and 10.
“La Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos
Presents Cultura ‘79” was met with a
large reception on a snowy opening
night at El Santuario de Guadalupe,
January 19, 1979.
Courtesy of the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 11. Music was part of auxiliary programming for La Cofradía’s exhibits. Here, a group sings traditional
Hispano songs and plays instruments for the exhibit guests. Courtesy of the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 12, top left. Muerte (Death),
Horarcio Valdez. Carved wood, metal,
pigment. Doña Sebastiana sits in a death
cart with blood-tipped spear. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 13, bottom left. Crucified Christ,
Large Cristo, José Benjamin Lopez, 15 feet,
tall. Painted wood, c. 1979. Hung from the
Santuario ceiling and wall. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 14, below, Nuestro Padre Jesus, José
Benjamin Lopez, 84 inches, c. 1980, carved
wood, gesso, paint. Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 15, above.
A view of Baile de Muerte, Luis Tapia, in
context of the exhibit. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 16, Inset.
A close-up view of Baile de Muerte, with
spiral torso and wild hair. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 17, top left. La Llorona,
Alejandro Govea, bronze,
Art: Copy of photo from, Roseanna Hall,
“Bold, new forms for Hispanic art show”, in
The New Mexican Weekend, January 19, 1979.
Photographer not listed.

Figure 18, top right. Curandera, Wilbert
Miera, red cedar. Courtesy of Wilbert Miera.
Figure 19, left. El Meztizo, Wilbert Miera,
Indiana limestone, low relief. Courtesy of
Wilbert Miera.
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Figure 20, above left.
Woven work, Juanita Jaramillo, c.
1978. Courtesy of the artist.

Figure 21, above right.
Colcha embroidery wall hanging,
Tillie Gabaldon Stark, 1977, wood
yarn, man-made fiber. A partial color
view of this wall hanging is seen in
figure 11. Photo: William Bowers, from
Hispanic Crafts from the South West,
Taylor Museum of Art, Colorado Springs
Fine Arts Center.

Figure 22, left.
Bird Tapestry, Irene Lopez, c. 1978,
vegetable dye weaving. Courtesy of
the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 23, above. Ikat Blanket,
Maria Vegara Wilson, wool,
commercial indigo. This example
of Vegara Wilson’s weaving was
created in 1979.
Museum of Spanish Colonial Art
Collections, accessed
February 19, 2018,
http://collections.spanishcolonial.org/item
s/show/2591.

Figure 24, above right,
The Stations of the Cross,
Juanito Jimenez, date unknown,
paint on wood. Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 25, bottom, right,
Our Lady of Guadalupe,
Lydia Garcia, tempera on wood,
72”. Shown in the Taos News,
January, 1979. Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 26,
El Pitero, Frederico
Vigil, oil on canvas.
One of Vigil’s earliest
paintings, the Penitente
flute player signals
brothers to the morada
to pray. In this fauvist
painting, emphasis on
brilliant light from the
sun’s rays and from
within the morada, cast
shadows on the grass
and glow onto the face
of el pitero. Courtesy of
the NHCC, Albuquerque,
NM.

Figure 27,
Cosmos, Vicente Martinez,
photograph, c. 1978.
Martinez reported that he became
the official Cofradía photographer,
who documented most of their events.
Courtesy of Vicente Martinez.
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In the art exhibited in
La Cofradía exhibits,
women of all ages were
portrayed in different
mediums as in Figures 28,
top left and 29, top right.
Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Women were shown as
mother and daughter, middle
left, Figure 30, congregating
and talking, middle right,
Figure 31, middle row, and as
part of a sisterhood, Figure
32, bottom left. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

A woman is depicted
making a native herbal drink
in Figure 33, bottom middle,
Preparando Tizwín (Preparing
Tizwin), Wilbert Miera, New
Mexican alabaster, 1978,
Courtesy of Wilbert Miera,

Women are shown as a
family, with an elder holding a
gun, showing agency, bottom
right, Figure 34. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 35. A breakthrough exhibit at El Festival Hispanico at the Armory for the Arts, Santa Fe, NM,
May 25 to June 9, 1979. Courtesy of the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 36. Another view of work by Cofradía artists at El Festival Hispanico. Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Figures 37, 38.
Promotional poster, top left, for El Festival
Hispanico that features The Cello Player, a
painting by Gilbert Guzman. The painting was
also used for the festival program (above).
Courtesy of the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 39, left. Sacred Heart of Jesus,
Maximilliano Garcia, pine retablo. Courtesy of
the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 40, above. Opening page for the
New Mexican Weekend that contains articles
about El Festival Hispanico. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 41.
This man is likely the guitarist
and violist Gordon Pacheco
from the mountain village of
Cordova, NM who performed
during the Festival Hispanico
evening program. Courtesy of
the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 42.
Dramatic reading performed
during the evening programming
of El Festival Hispanico. This
reader is (likely) E.A. Mares,
author of Cuentos Chicanos and
professor at the University of
New Mexico. Courtesy of the
NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 43, right.
Luis Tapia and another artist is
creating portable walls to hang art on
for the exhibit “La Cofradía presents
Cultura ’79,” held in the gymnasium of
Our Lady of Guadalupe, in Taos, New
Mexico, July, 1979. Photo by Arnold
Trujillo, Taos, NM. Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 44. below.
Painting walls for the exhibit. Photo by
Arnold Trujillo, Taos, NM. Courtesy of
the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 45, above. A partially completed
painting of serpent-like creatures from
Mexican mythology makes up a design that
is being painted along the front of the stage.
Photo by Arnold Trujillo, Taos, NM. Courtesy
of the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 46, left. The completed design is
shown along the front of the stage. The
gymnasium basketball hoop is above.
Photo by Arnold Trujillo, Taos, NM.
Courtesy of the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 47.
The gymnasium interior
and exhibition space showing
folding walls with art, and art
on walls and a pedestal.
Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 48, left.
An example of textile
work from the upper river,
likely exhibited in “Textiles
of Northern New Mexico,”
Harwood Foundation, Taos,
New Mexico, December,
1979. Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Figures 49, below.
Fiberglass sculptures and a
painting, all by Luis Jimenez,
were shown in the exhibit, La
Cofradía de Artes y Artesanos
Hispanico: Selected Works, held
at the New Mexico Museum of
Fine Arts, Santa Fe. Courtesy of
the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 50.
“Kelly and Tung Pe”,
Don Jaramillo, New
Mexican alabaster,
shown in the “Native
American/Hispanic Festival
Contemporary & Historic
Visions” exhibit, held at
The Institute of American
Indian arts Museum,
Santa Fe, NM from June
to August, 1981.Courtesy of
the NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 51.
Carlos Cervantes of Artes
Guadalupanes de Aztlán. Las
Tres Caras del Mestizo (The
Three Faces of the Mestizo),
mural, 1986, acrylic, 8’ x 35’,
Alta Street and Alameda
Avenue, facing the Santa Fe
River. Funded by New Mexico Arts
Division, Art in Public Places
Program and the National
Endowment of the Arts. Photo
courtesy of Miguel A. Gandert.

Figure 52.
See You in Aztlán, Gilberto
Luján (Magú), silkscreen,
1977. An Aztec drives a
classic “jacked-up” headdressed Volkswagen
lowrider: a cross-cultural,
Pre-Columbian, modern
vehicle that travels to the
homeland. Source:
calisphere.com, UC Santa
Barbara, Library, Department
of Special Research
Collections, Royal Chicano
Airforce Archives.
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Figure 53, top left,
Pola Lopez, confronts
the issues of labels and
classifications in the
painting, Who Wins this
Game? 1991, acrylic,
canvas, mixed media.
Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 54. left,
“500,000 Mexican Americans
Deported,” The Great Wall of
Los Angeles, Judith Baca,
1976-1983. The mural
depicts a U.S. response to
unemployment during The
Great Depression of the late
1920s and 1930s. Source:
Maximiliano Durón, “Concrete
History: Chicana Muralist Judith
F. Baca Goes from the Great
Wall to the Museum”
artnews.com, 4/19/17.

Figure 55, far left.
Nuestra Señora de
Guadalupe, sculpted by
Eulogio Ortega and
painted by his wife,
Zoraida Ortega, c.1980s,
Wood and acrylic paints.
Untraditional, commercial
paints were used to depict
the traditional carving of
the saint. Photo: M. Everett,
taken during visit with Mr.
Ortega.

Figure 56, top left,
Portrait of the Artist as the
Virgin of Guadalupe,
Yolanda Lopez, 1978, oil
pastel on paper. A
modern take on La
Guadalupe. Source:
Website of Yolanda Lopez.
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Figure 57. left,
We are Not a Minority, Mario Torero
and artist group, Congreso de Artistas
Chicano de Aztlán, 1978, Estrada
Courts Mural Project, (Latorre), 3217
Olympic Blvd., East Los Angeles.
Source: Google Street View.

Figure 58, left.
Patricia Rodriguez, Raymond
Patlán, (Detail) UFW Raised
Fists, mural, 1977, politec
acrylic on wood and concrete,
10’ x 20’. Photographed by
Raymond Patlán. Wurster Hall,
University of California, Berkeley,

Figure 59, far left. Viva La
Huelga, Louie "The Foot"
Gonzalez, (member of
Royal Chicano Air Force,
RCAF), c.1976, mixed
media, created for the
United Farm Workers.
UFW leader César
Chávez hired RCAF
artists to create posters
for protests, and to
promote awareness and
gain support.
Figure 60, bottom right.
Joaquin Murrieta, Samuel
Leyba. This portrait of the
Mexican revolutionary
was one of few political
themed works exhibited in
“Cultura ’79”, Santa Fe.
Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 61, right.
Pola Lopez, title unknown, late 1970s,
early 1980s. Lopez comments on
agribusinesses, profits and urban life.
Courtesy of Millicent Rogers Museum, El
Prado, NM.

Figure 62, left.
Artist, materials and date are unknown. Elders, one
with hand extended, and parents pray over kneeling
children.
Figure 63, below.
The Blessing on Wedding Day, Carmen Lomas Garza,
1993, gouache on paper, 20 x 27. Family member

prays over bride with both hands extended.
Source: ArtStore.
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Figure 64, left.
El Sabor de la Tortilla es como el Salvo
de la Cultura, Muy Bien. (The Taste of
tortillas is like the Salvo of the Culture;
Really good!), Pola Lopez, c.1982,
oil paints, 36” x 48”. Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 65, below.
Tamalada (Making Tamales), Carmen
Lomas Garza,1987, gouache on paper,
20 x 27”. Famiism is shown in the group
process of making tamales.
Source: ArtStore.
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Figure 66, above, Carmen Lomas Garza, Curandera, 1989, oil on linen mounted on wood, 24” x 32,”
Source: ArtStore.

Figure 67, below, Carmen Lomas Garza, Curandera 1977, gouache on cotton paper, 11” x 14,” Source:
ArtStore. Both works show females having agency in the areas of healing and religion. Iconic Catholic symbols are
prominent in each setting which shows the integration of Native healing philosophies and Catholic ideology.
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Figures 68, 69, 70, and 71.
Portraits exhibited in La Cofradía’s shows
included mixed race and indigenous peoples.
Courtesy of NHCC, Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 72.
A Pueblo or Mestizo
man sells chili
peppers and corn;
foods native to the
upper river. Courtesy
of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.

Figure 73.
Shiny black and
natural clay pots are
representative of the
upper river Picuris
people who live twenty
miles south of Taos.
Courtesy of NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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The rugged terrain
of New Mexico’s upper
river had sustained
Hispano and Pueblo
peoples for centuries.
These paintings realize
the arid landscapes in
several styles: Realism,
figures 74, left and 75, left,
below; Surrealism,
(by Miguel Padilla),
figure 76, directly below;
Fauvism, figure 77,
bottom left; and Pointillism,
figure 78, bottom right.
Courtesy of the NHCC,
Albuquerque, NM.
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Figure 79, left, Dona Sebastiana Relaxes
After a Hard Day at the Office, Luis Tapia,
carved wood, polychrome, 35 x 22 x 20”,
2003.Shown at Owings Gallery on Palace Gallery,
Santa Fe. Photo from Owings Fine Art website.

Figure 80, below: Saint Dimas, Luis Tapia,
1993, carved wood, polychrome and leather
straps. St. Dimas is on the cross showing
tattoos to reflect the practices and
messages used in present day prison-life.
Photo by Jack Parsons in Spanish New Mexico, Vol.
Two, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection.

Figure 81, left, The Three Eves,
Luis Tapia, 1993, polychrome carved
wood, 17.5 x 17 x 10.5. New to Hispano
traditional art forms was the iconography
of the prostitute in a bulto. Photo from The Saint
Makers, Chuck and Jan Rosenak, Private collection,
Owing-Dewey Fine Art.
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Figure 82, above, Pieta, Luis Tapia, 1999, wood
painted wood, 20-1/4 x 14-1/2 x 9 1/2 inches.
Photo from Owings Fine Art website.

Figure 83, above, Man Without a Heart (detail), Luis
Tapia, 2008, painted, carved wood, 30 x 20.5 x 9“. Photo
from ¡Orale! exhibit catalog, Owings-Dewey Fine Art, Santa Fe.

Figure 84.
Chima Altar Ford 3,
1991, bulto, carved,
painted wood. The
steering wheel is a
“Crown of Thorns”
encircling a cross. The
cross is surmounted at
the intersection with a
Sacred Heart. Rosettes
and drapes festooned
are found on retablos,
and on lowrider cars.
The rear-view mirror
shows God's Eye of
Providence. Collection:
Artstor Slide Gallery,
Source: University of
California, San Diego.
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Figure 85, Charles Carrillo’s
retablo of San Pasqual, the patron saint
of cooks, offers sustenance as he did
during his life. Photo M. Everett during
interview with Dr. Carrillo.

Figure 86, below, left, Canyon
de Agua, David Perez Escudero,
48” x 60”, oil on canvas. Photo: InArt
Gallery of Fine Art, Santa Fe website.

Figure 87, below, Villanueva
Chamisa, David Perez Escudero,
48” x 48”, acrylic on canvas. Photo:
InArt Gallery of Fine Art, Santa Fe website.

Figure 88, Cosmos Historia, the
Harmonious Process, Frederico
Vigil, buon fresco, 1987, 8' x 10',
History Department Lounge, UNM,
Commemorates the centenary of
the University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, 1889-1989. Source:
UNM website article documenting
public art at the university.
Photographer unknown.
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Figure 89, Exodus:
Influencias Positivas y
Compadrazgo (Exodus:
Positive Influences and
Friendship), Frederico Vigil,
1998, 67” x 118.5”, buon
th
fresco. The 400 year of
Spanish settlement.
Commissioned by the New
Mexico Museum of Art.
Funds provided by the City
of Santa Fe Cuartocentenario,
Herbert Beenhouwer, Susan
McGreely and the Museum of New
Mexico Foundation, 1998. Object
number, 1998.5.1.

Figure 90. “’Bathing in rose water couldn’t solve the
problem...’”, from Frederico Vigli’s Dichos, 1999,
aqua crayon, gouache and ink, on handmade amate
paper, 23” x 15”. Laura Addison, curator of
Contemporary Art, Museum of Fine Arts, “Frederico
Vigli’s Dichos,” in the “On Exhibit” section of El
Palacio, magazine, 48-49. Photo by Frederico Vigil.

Figure 91. “’You don’t know what you’ve got until it’s
gone.’”, from Frederico Vigli’s Dichos, 1999, aqua
crayon, gouache and ink, on handmade amate
paper, 23” x 15”. Laura Addison, curator of
Contemporary Art, Museum of Fine Arts, “Frederico
Vigli’s Dichos,” in the “On Exhibit” section of El
Palacio, magazine, 48-49. Photo by Frederico Vigil.
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Figure 92, above. Mundos de Mestizaje, Frederico Vigil, buon fresco, 2001-2010, concave, 4,300 sq. ft., 20022006, El Torreón, at the National Hispanic Cultural Center (NHCC), Albuquerque, NM. Photo: David Beining, NHCC
website, ARTS Lab (UNM).

Figure 93, left. La Trensa II, Pola Lopez,
2012, acrylic on canvas, 42” x 42”.
© Pola Lopez. Photo from Artslant website.

Figure 94, above. City Corn, Pola Lopez,
2007, oil on canvas, 36” x 36”.
© Pola Lopez. Photo from Artslant website.
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